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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Contracting with private providers for the delivery of transit services
has been increasingly advocated as a means of improving the cost effectiveness
of public transportation. The Urban Nhss Transportation Administration (IMTA)
has recently adopted policies to ensure that this strategy is considered when
transit agencies establish new or redesigned services. But while transit
service contracting is widely used in certain states (e.g., California) and
for certain services (e.g., demand-responsive transit for the elderly and
handicapped), no definitive information on either the utilization of transit

contracting or its cost savings potential had been available prior to this

study. The purpose of this study was to produce this information.

The study consists of four components: (1) a nationwide survey of
transit service contracting; (2) a comprehens ive review of the literature on

contracting for all types of public services; (3) development and application
of an avoidable cost model to twenty-two transit agencies to determine the

cost savings which would result from contracting out selected portions of
these agencies' services; and (4) development and application of a statistical
model for estimating the magnitude and distribution of national level cost
savings from transit service contracting. The results of each of the

components of this study are contained in this report.

The first major element of this study was a national survey of the

current scope and characteristics of transit service contracting. The survey
achieved a response rate of 75 percent, and it includes information on 864

transit systems which represent over 85 percent of all transit systems in the

United States. The survey results provide a definitive picture of transit
contracting as it existed in 1985 . Service contracting is a widespread
practice: 35 percent of all the public agencies providing transit service
contract for all or part of their transit system. The survey also revealed
that contracting is heavily concentrated among small transit systems. Vhen
used by larger transit systems, contracting is typically employed for only a

small fraction of the agency's services. Nationally, only about 5 percent of

the operating expenditures and about 8.5 percent of all vehicle miles of
service for bus and demand-responsive transit are accounted for by contracted
services. Thus, there is an enormous untapped market for service contracting,
particularly among large transit agencies.

The second component of this study reviewed findings of other research
on the relative costs of public and private sector provision of a range of
public services. This research has found that private providers can typically
supply the public services analyzed (refuse collection, school bus
transportation, fire protection, and other services) at lower cost than public
agencies. A range of cost savings from 0 to 50 percent has been found, wT

i th

an average cost savings of about 30 percent. These cost savings are of the

same magnitude as those estimated for public transit in this study.
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Interest in transit service contracting stems largely fran its potential
to generate significant cost savings for transit agencies. Three different
cost comparisons conducted for this study confirm that service contracting is

likely to lead to significant cost savings. All three cost comparisons found
cost savings of 20 to 30 percent or more for services which would be contracted
by large transit agencies. For medium and small transit agencies, the
magnitude of the cost savings determined by this study is smaller, although
quite significant; typically 10 to 30 percent in the case of medium size
agencies

.

Che approach to analyzing potential cost savings involved direct
comparisons of unit operating costs for fixed-route bus services operated by
public agencies and private contractors for systems of various sizes. Ehta
used in these comparisons were collected as part of the national survey. These
direct cost comparisons, which are adjusted only for number of vehicles
operated and not for service area characteristics, indicated that contracting
out portions of the fixed-route bus services of medium and large transit
agencies could reduce costs considerably. An appropriate comparison is between
privately contracted services operating 25 or more vehicles in a fixed-route
bus system and transit agencies operating 250 or more vehicles, as private
contractors would typically operate only a relatively small portion of a large
agency's service package. This comparison reveals that privately contracted
services had 34 percent lower unit costs than public agencies of 250 to 500

buses and 44 percent lower costs than public agencies operating 500 or more
buses. The unit cost differential for medium sized bus systems (25 to 250
vehicles) is 14 to 33 percent, depending on the size of the agency. The survey
data indicated only a small cost differential (about 5 percent) for fixed-route
systems of 25 or fewer vehicles.

The third component of this study was the development and application of

an avoidable cost model to estimate savings from contracting out portions of
transit agencies' existing services. ^ Model results indicated savings ranging

It is important to note that the avoidable cost methodology used in this

study is different from IMTA's fully-allocated cost approach. UvfTA's fully
allocated approach has been endorsed by the Competitive Services Board, an

advisory group made up of representatives frcm the public and private transit
industry, and jointly sponsored by LMTA and APIA, The LMIA methodology
requires that all cost elements be accounted for in the cost analysis.
Justification must then be provided on a case by case basis for those cost
elements that do not apply. The LMTA methodology is therefore more versatile
in that it is applicable for any length of time desired and covers expansion
of new services as well as replacement of current services. The avoidable
cost methodology was designed to show near-term savings for current services
being replaced by competitively provided services.

The cost savings based on the avoidable cost methodology and the

assumptions used in this study are conservative since they did not include
vehicle cost and, therefore, any potential savings generated by private
operators being able to better utilize vehicles. Furthermore, savings
possible through sale or rental of unused garage space and other facilities,
as well as through reduction of certain overhead staff time and salaries, are

not considered by the avoidable cost approach, as these cost elements are
fixed for service changes of the magnitude considered in this study.
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from 9 to 35 percent, with an average of 27 percent, for transit agencies
operating 150 or more buses (13 observations). For transit agencies operating
250 or more buses, average estimated savings was 29 percent. Savings
estimates for six mediums ized transit operations (25 to 150 buses) ranged
from 3 to 20 percent, with an average of 13 percent. Analysis of three small
systems (less than 25 vehicles) resulted in savings estimates of less than 10

percent in all cases.

The distribution of savings is also important. Although seme
mediumsized transit operations may not be able to achieve any appreciable
cost savings by contracting, some large transit agencies may be able to

achieve above average savings. For example, five of the ten agencies with 250

or more buses had estimated most probable cost savings of 35 percent or more.
Ch the other hand, many small transit agencies are predicted to achieve little
or no cost savings by contracting.

The final component of this study is a statistical model developed to

estirrate cost savings by the Lhiversity of Pennsylvania research team. The

model was developed using data obtained from twenty-six agencies that contract

for fixed-route bus service. It was then applied to all agencies of 100 or

more buses to estimate national savings from contracting out a portion of the

bus service of each of these agencies. If the contracted service had a

service profile (i.e., peak-to-base ratio and speed) similar to the agency's

overall service package, the model predicted aggregate national savings of 28

percent for the amount of service contracted. In addition, there is at least

90 percent statistical confidence in the prediction that aggregate national

level savings will exceed 20 percent for the amount of service contracted.

The analyses of cost savings conducted for this study can be used to

generate an estimate of national cost and subsidy savings frem a particular
level of transit contracting. Assuming that agencies of 100 or more buses
contract 20 percent of their service over the next several years, and that

contracting saves an average of 25 percent of the avoidable cost of these

services (where avoidable cost is equal to 92 percent of total operating
cost), then national savings would be about $265 million at 1985 expenditure
levels. This represents approximately 4 percent of operating expenditures for

the entire bus transit industry and 6.5 percent of total subsidy requirements
for bus service. Assuming that savings might range from as little as 20

percent to as much as 33 percent in the aggregate (percentages consistent with
the results of the analyses performed for this study), the range of estimated
national savings for the 20 percent contracting scenario would be $200 million
to $365 million. This represents 3 to 5.5 percent of industrywide bus transit
expenditures, and 5 to 9 percent of bus transit subsidy requirements.
Moreover, this magnitude of service contracting would probably also lead to

substantial indirect cost savings resulting from wage and work rule
concessions made by transit workers in order to keep service operation within
the transit agency.

The results of this study provide convincing evidence that transit
service contracting can lead to substantial cost savings. The three different
methods used to make cost comparisons predicted savings in the range of 20 to

30 percent for large transit agencies. Ccmp>etitively provided services are
thus a serious option for significantly reducing the cost of public transit.
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CHAPTER CNE

INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 INTRODUCTION

The continuing financial problems of public transportation have

motivated a search for more cost-effective ways of delivering transit

services. This search has proceeded in two directions. Che direction has

been to focus on improving the internal cost efficiency of the services

directly operated by transit agencies, for example by using part-time drivers

to operate heavily-peaked services, by reducing absenteeism and by employing

computer technology for a variety of routine functions.

The second direction of search has focused on alternatives to the

current service delivery system. V\hile internal reforms are desirable, they

rarely produce significant cost savings. The use of part-time drivers, for

example, expected to be a major cost savings innovation, has been widely

implemented, but has led to relatively minor cost reductions (Chomitz,

Giuliano, and Lave, 1985). Further, purely internal changes do nothing to

address a fundamental factor behind the industry's cost escalation: the

absence of competitive forces to keep costs under control. As a subsidized,

monopoly-organ ized industry at the regional level, transit agencies face no

economic incentives (beyond the simple availability of subsidy) to keep costs

low. Not surprisingly, costs have risen at a rate exceeding inflation for the

past two decades.

Various forms of private sector involvement have been advocated as a

means of injecting competition into the transit industry and fostering more

cost-effective service (Lave, 1985). Service contracting has emerged as one
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of the most promising alternatives. Evidence suggests that transit service

contracting can reduce public agency cost by 10 to 50 percent (Cox, 1984;

fvforlok and Vi ton, 1985; and Teal, 1985). Service contracting is widely

employed for small local transit services, but its use among medium and large

transit agencies has been limited. Thus significant opportunities exist to

realize potentially large cost savings through wider implementation of service

contracting. Given transit's current fiscal environment, it is critical that

the potential of this strategy be carefully evaluated.

1 .2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the potential of transit

service contracting to reduce bus transit costs, reduce the need for

subsidies. The research had two major objectives. The first was to determine

the current magnitude and characteristics of service contracting in existence

within the U.S. transit industry. The second was to develop and apply methods

for estimating the potential cost savings that would result from widespread

industry adoption of service contracting.

Despite substantial interest in all aspects of privatization on the part

of researchers and policymakers, no comprehensive and consistent information

on the extent of transit service contracting had been gathered prior to this

research. A few case studies had evaluated contracting of various types of

service in specific regions of the United States (Teal, et al., 1980; Teal, et

al., 1984), and a small number of state Departments of Transporation had

compiled and published data on contracted services, but no national data base

on service contracting was available. Thus, the first objective of this

research was to conduct a comprehensive survey of the contracting practices of

all public transit entities in the United States.
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The second major task of this research, estimating the potential cost

savings of competitive service contracting, has also been the subject of only

limited and largely anecdotal research. A variety of case studies have been

performed to estimate possible cost savings for a specific transit agency

(Herzenberg, 1982; Southern California Association of Governments, 1982;

McKhight and Paaswell, 1984). Several studies have reported cost savings

which have resulted from service contracting (Cox, 1985; Morlok and Viton,

1985; Teal, 1985). However, no prior efforts have been made either to develop

a consistent method for estimating possible cost savings, or to generate

estimates of the possible impact on the transit industry of widespread use of

service contracting strategies. Thus, in order to accomplish the second

objective of this research, an avoidable cost model for estimating cost

impacts of service contracting was developed and applied in a series of case

studies. In addition, a statistical model for estimating the probability

distribution of cost savings was also developed and applied. This model was

developed using data provided by agencies actually contracting for service.

With these tools, a comprehensive analysis of the cost impacts of transit

service contracting was undertaken.

1.3 WHY SERVICE CONTRACTING?

Over the past decade, transit service costs have escalated far more

rapidly than either fare revenues or subsidies. This "fiscal crisis" has led

to reneved efforts to improve both the efficiency and cost effectiveness of

transit services. These efforts have met with only limited success, however,

because they have been targeted at the outward manifestation of the

problem—high costs—rather than at the problem itself, the absence of any

real incentive to control costs.
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Within the private sector, costs are controlled through the competitive

process. If a firm has substantially higher costs than its canpeti tors , it

will not survive. Thus, the market itself provides the incentive for

efficiency. Chly competitive markets provide this incentive, however. V\hen

the market is controlled by one or a few firms, competitive incentives

disappear. The transit industry, organized as a geographic monopoly, is such

a market. In most U. S. urban areas, a single public agency has responsibil ity

for all transit services provided within its assigned service area. It is the

designated recipient of transit subsidies, and has allocative responsibility

for these funds. In many areas, the agency also acts as the operating service

provider, that is, the traditional transit authority. The institutional

organization of transit consequently mitigates against efficient service

prov is ion

.

The impress of politics has also contributed to transit's fiscal

problems. The desire to gain widespread political support for transit

programs in the 1970 's led to expansion of service into difficult to serve,

low-demand suburban areas and increased emphasis on costly corrmiter services.

Both of these strategies have contributed to the increase in service costs

(Fielding, 1983, 1983a; Lave, 1985). Political considerations have also

discouraged transit management from confrontations with unionized transit

labor. National funding for mass transportation has historically been

contingent on support from organized labor, and protection of transit labor

has been a highly visible element in transit public policy (Altshuler, 1979).

As long as subsidies were essentially unlimited, it was politically expedient

to concede to wage and benefit increases without insisting on commensurate

productivity gains.
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The transit industry can no longer afford insulation frcrn competitive

pressures. Its current challenge is to separate the question of what service

should be provided from the question of who should provide the service. The

industry must now enlarge the supply of potential providers by increasing the

role of private operators.

V\hen public subsidies are involved, privatization requires that the

public funder and the private provider be institutionally linked. This

linkage is a contracting arrangement. To date, service contracting has

primarily occurred in areas in which the funding agency and the operating

agency have been separate. That is, service contracting exists where

counties, cities, and transportation boards have funding authority and pass

funds to local operating agencies. Anong transit authorities that have both

funding and operating functions, contracting with the private sector has

largely been limited to demand-responsive operations and, occasionally, to new

services. In the case of transit authorities, service contracting implies a

brokerage arrangement in which the agency retains respons ib il i ty and control

of the service, but shifts operation to the private provider. In the case of

separate funding agencies, the agency in effect is already a broker, and the

service shift is from a public to a private provider. An example of this form

of contracting is a municipality that formerly purchased transit services frcrn

the regional operating agency, but subsequently contracted with a private

operator for similar service.

Any significant implementation of service contracting will require the

shift of services now being directly operated by public transit agencies to

private providers; substantial service expansion is no longer viable in the

current fiscal environment. Yet it is precisely this type of contracting that

is most difficult to accomplish; indeed it has occurred in only one known
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case— that of the Tidewa ter Transpor ta t i on District in Virginia. 2 Contracting

of existing publicly provided services is difficult, because institutional

constraints, unfavorable labor contract provisions, and Section 13(c) of the

Urban khss Transportation Act can severely restrict the transfer of public

agency operated service to private contractors.

V\hile widespread implementation of service contracting may be difficult,

its potential benefits maybe great. As mentioned earlier in this chapter,

existing evidence suggests that service contracting can generate potential

cost savings of up to 50 percent. These potential savings reflect the

difference between public and private service costs. Private costs are lower

for several reasons: lower driver wages and benefits, less restrictive work

rules, and lower administrative or indirect costs. Thus, the immediate,

direct benefits of contracting may be large. The transit agency's cost

savings can be used either to reduce subsidy requirenents , to expand the total

amount of service available, or to reduce fares (relative to the level they

would otherwise assume).

Impl omen ta ti on of service contracting may also generate significant

indirect benefits. Direct competition with the private sector can reduce the

pressure for wage and benefit increases among public agency employees and

provide management with more bargaining power during contract negotiation.

Cost containment incentives may increase throughout the organization as

competition for transit jobs increases. These incentives could lead to

significant efficiency gains within the public transit organization. Given

2 All other service provider
public transit operator
level funding agency. See

changes have occurred in

involved was acting as a

Teal (1985) for examples.

situations where the

contractor to a higher-
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the potential benefits of transit service contracting, a careful examination

of the issue is appropriate.

1 . 4 ORGANIZATION OF THE RETORT

The research results presented in this report are the product of a joint

effort between the University of California, Irvine, and the University of

Pennsylvania. The report summarizes research conducted at both locations.

Chapter TVo provides the conceptual background for a study of transit

service contracting. A literature review of public service contracting was

performed by the University of Pennsylvania research team. The review

describes results of contracting for a variety of public services, and

provides guidelines on characteristics of services which result in their being

amenable to contracting. Issues which are important to the long-term

viability of contracting, such as service quality and maintenance of

competition, are also identified and discussed.

Chapter Three presents the results of a nationwide survey of transit

service contracting conducted in 1985 by the University of California research

team. This survey provides the first definitive national evidence of the

magnitude and characteristics of this form of service delivery. The survey is

also comprehensive: 85 percent of all public transit providers in the Ihited

States were included. The survey results thus offer an extremely accurate

picture of the current status of service contracting in the United States.

Results of the second task of the research, the estimation of potential

cost savings, are presented in the remaining chapters. Chapter Four describes

the development of a cost model for estimating potential savings of transit

service contracting. The model is designed to evaluate the cost impacts of

contracting out existing transit agency services. The modeling approach is
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based on the concept of avoidable cost—the transit agency cost that would be

reduced if the service were not provided. Costs considered in the model

depend on the assumptions made regarding service contracting arrangements.

Previous related research is discussed, and an overview of the cost model

system is presented. It bears enphasizing that the avoidable cost model is

not a fully-allocated costing approach, and may produce results that are

somewhat conservative from the perspective of long-term cost savings,

particularly as regards capital costs. (A more detailed description of the

transit cost model is presented in Appendix B.

)

The cost models were applied to a total of twenty-two transit agencies,

and estimates of potential cost savings for different service contracting

options were generated. The participating transit agencies represent a wide

variety of size, operating characteristics, and environmental conditions.

Results of cost model applications are presented in Chapter Five. Model

results are surmarized, and potential cost saving implications are discussed.

A final section of the chapter evaluates the accuracy and reliability of the

model results. Individual case studies are presented in Appendix C. Research

presented in Chapters Four and Five was conducted by the UCI research team.

The University of Pennsylvania model for estimating contracting cost

savings is presented in Chapter Six. The chapter begins with a description of

the data base used in the research. Patterns and characteristics of

competitive contracting are then described. The statistical model is

developed from a series of hypotheses regarding possible determinants of cost

savings. The model is then used to estimate a probability distribution for

potential cost savings at the national level.

Chapter Seven summarizes the research results and discusses policy

implications of the research. Potential direct and indirect benefits of
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contracting are discussed in the

competitive forces have increased

assessment of service contracting as

context of other industries

The chapter concludes with

a cost saving strategy.

in

an

which

overa 1

1
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CHAPTER TWO

(XNTRACTING FCR PUBLIC SERVICES: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

2 . 1 INTRODUCTION

Faced with budgetary cutbacks and taxpayer demands for fiscal austerity,

local governments have increasingly turned to the private sector for the

provision of services traditionally performed by public agencies. Contracting

with private firms has become a popular method of achieving cost savings.

Cost savings of approximately 30 percent have been estimated for a variety of

services through the use of contracting, with a range of savings between 15

and 50 percent (Mercer, 1983; Bennett & Johnson, 1980; Bennett & Johnson,

1979; Marlin, 1984).

The cost advantages of private sector contracting are assumed to result

from the greater efficiency of private firms as well as from competition among

potential contractors. This competition is said to enable public agencies to

purchase service at the lowest possible cost (Bennett & Johnson, 1979; Fisk,

Kiesling & Miller, 1978; Kirlin, Reis & Sonenblum, 1977; McGuire & Van Cott,

1984). For this reason, competitive bidding is the preferred method of

obtaining service from private firms. When competitive bidding is not

required, market contestability— the availability of alternative service

providers— is said to assure that the public agency receives the service for a

reasonable price.

Contracting has been used for a wide variety of public services formerly

provided by public employees (Bennett & Johnson, 1980; Savas, 1982; Savas,

1977; Savas, 1974; Fisk, et al .

,

1978; Kirlin, et al .

,

1977). Trash and
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garbage collection are frequently provided under contract with private firms.

School bus transportation and public transit are also frequently provided in

this manner. Daring 1979-80, almost half of the school buses in the United

States were owned and operated by private contractors (McGuire & Van Cott,

1980). In California, over 50 percent of all transit systems use private

contractors (Teal, 1985). Monicipal governments also contract for vehicle

maintenance, custodial services, landscape and street maintenance, and for a

variety of social services.

2.2 mAT MAKES SERVICES AMENABLE ID CONTRACTING?

There are specific technological, managerial and marketplace

characteristics which make certain services amenable to contracting with the

private sector. Table 2-1 presents a summary of the most relevant

characteristics. These are discussed in detail in the following sections.

2.2.1 Managerial Issues

The ease of defining and monitoring a service contract is clearly very

important (Niskanen 1971). Because the private sector generally seeks to

maximize its profit by providing only the level and quality of service

required by the contract, development of performance standards and monitoring

techniques are essential (Delaat, 1982; Fisk, et al .

,

1978; Fitch, 1974;

Kirlin, et al .

,

1977; Savas, 1974; Marlin, 1984). Service standards must be

clearly outlined in the contract specifications so that the bidders are aware

of the requirements before assigning a cost to their service package

proposals. Fol low-up monitor ing throughout the length of the contract ensures

that the provider continues to perform adequately.
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TABLE 2-1

CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICES WHICH MAKE THEM AMENABLE TO CONTRACTING

Kfenagerial Characteristics

1. The performance of the contractor is easily monitored.
2. Service quality is easily determined and can be quantified.

Marketplace Characteristics

3. The service contract is awarded competitively.
4. Alternative contractors are available to perform the service.
5. Easy entry into the business is available (also a function of

technology)

.

Technological Characteristics

6. The need for service fluctuates over time, and contracting would
reduce the public agency's requirement for equipment or manpower.

7. The need for the public agency to maintain a back-up service is

minimal

.

8. There is no need for a high degree of trust between the service
contractor and the user.

The use of precise, quantifiable performance specifications in contracts

is recorrmended (Delaat, 1982; Fisk, et al . , 1978; Kirlin, et al . , 1977; Savas,

1974). Even then, these measures are susceptible to circumvention (Fitch,

1974). Measures of effectiveness for social services, such as education and

counseling, are difficult to define and monitor. In contrast, it is

relatively easy to prepare performance indicators and monitoring programs for

trash collection, highway and landscape maintenance, and other tasks with

well-defined outputs.
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2.2.2 Marketplace Issues

The marketplace is a second area which influences the feasibility

of contracting for public services. Competition among potential service

providers who are engaged in the bidding process for service contracts

helps lower the cost of services (Fisk, et al., 1978; Fitch, 1974; Ho,

1981; McGuire & Van Cott, 1984; Savas, 1974; Savas, 1977). Without

reasonable levels of competition, a private supplier enjoys a monopoly

and can drive up prices to a point at which contracting is no longer a

less costly alternative to public provision. The ease of entry into the

market by new providers is an essential factor in maintaining a

competitive situation over the long term (Hughes, 1982; McGuire & Van

Cott, 1984).

2.2.3 Technological Issues

The nature of the service also affects the feasibility of

contracting. Services which have seasonal or daily fluctuations, by

nature, require excess equipment or manpower which remain idle during

nonpeak periods. Contracting for services during the peak periods thus

lessens the cost to the public entity (Fisk, et al .

,

1978; Kemp, 1982;

Kirlin, et al., 1977).

A second issue is the possible need for the public agency to

maintain back-up service capability when the entire service is

contracted to the private sector. Services which are indispensable,

such as police and fire protection and solid waste removal, must have

contingency plans in case the contract is unexpectedly terminated

(Delaat, 1982). Other services which are not as indispensable do not

require contingency planning of the same magnitude.
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The relationship between the service provider and the consumer or user

is also important. Those services in which the provider and user have little

or no contact, such as trash collection, maintenance, and custodial services,

are especially amenable to contracting (Delaat, 1982; Fisk, et al .

,

1978).

Contracting for services which require closer contact (e.g., school bus

transportation, social services and police protection) places the

responsibility on the contractor to hire employees who respond well to the

pub lie.

2.3 ARE TRANSIT SERVICES AMENABLE TO CONTRACTING?

Public transit has most of the characteristics of a readily contractible

public service. Transit services are easily defined and monitored. The

service desired can be clearly specified by routes and schedules, vehicle

characteristics, and requirements for adherence to a variety of service

standards. Current technology such as vehicle locator systems, automatic

vehicle identification at key locations, and advanced corrmuni cat ions make

close monitoring feasible.

Competition in the transit industry has been shown to exist in several

areas. The charter bus industry, intercity bus lines, school bus operations,

sightseeing lines, airport limousine services, and demand responsive transit

companies all compete in their respective markets. Ehtry into the industry is

not difficult. Vhen contracting situations are structured so that potential

contractors need not make large capital outlays to participate in service

delivery, there is likely to be a strong response to competitive contracting

opportunities from private operators. Thus, public agencies can help ensure

that sufficient competition will exist so that contracts can keep prices as

low as possible.
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LXie to the peaked nature of transit demand, capital and labor costs can

be substantially reduced through contracting for peak hour services. This

allows the public agency to utilize its fleet and work force efficiently and

to reduce the nurrber of full-time employees.

The major liability for transit service contracting is the high degree

of interaction between the contractor's employees (i.e., bus drivers) and

users (i.e., passengers). Careful selection of prospective contractors and

effective monitoring by the sponsoring public agency are essential to ensure

that the contractor provides an adequate quality of service to the user (e.g.,

courteous and appropriately dressed bus drivers, on-time performance, etc.)

2.4 EVIDENCE OF COST SAVINGS FOR CONTRACTED SERVICES

Table 2-2 surrmarizes a nurrber of studies which compare public vs.

private costs for delivery of non-transit public services. The majority of

this research has focused on solid waste collection. Oily one study

systematically examined the costs of several different services across many

different governmental units. Ecodata, Inc., surveyed eight services provided

by 121 cities in the Los Angeles, metropolitan area (Marlin, 1984). Chly

services for which at least ten cities provided service directly and ten

cities contracted were surveyed. These included refuse collection, road

paving, street cleaning, and tree maintenance. The survey found that with the

exception of payroll preparation, the contracted services were an average of

35 percent less expensive, with savings ranging from 27 percent to 48 percent

for different services (Marlin, 1984).

For the twelve studies which reported cost data for non-transit

services, average cost savings of 30 percent were found. Several of these

studies will be reviewed in detail in the following section.
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TABLE 2-2: QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF COMPARING SERVICE DELIVERY COSTS

Type of Research Method Percent Comparison Number of Controls for

Study (Reference) Savings Measure Sites/Firms Service Quality/
Similarity

Comparison Studies
1 . Solid Waste Collection

Fairfax Co.
,
VA

(Bennet A Johnson,
1979)

30* $/year/household 1 site
29 firms

Housing type;
Front or rear
collection; Number
of collections/week

2. Solid Waste Collection
New York City
(Savas, 1974)

30-50% $/ton; tons/hour 1 site
450 firms

Vehicle type; Type
of waste; Expense
category

3. Solid Waste Collection
St. Paul

(Fisk, Kiesling,
A Miller, 1978)

0%* NR 1 site NR

A. 8 Municipal Services
(Marlin, 1984)

27-48% Varied by Service 121 sites Quality controls
depended on service

Before/After Studies
5. Solid Waste Collection

Minneapoli

s

(Savas, 1977)

35-51%
0% After*

$/ton; $/hshld;
tons/truck/shift

1 site Same service
specified in the

contract; Housing
type; Number of

complaints

6. Solid Waste Collection
Birmingham, England
(Economist, 1983)

34%
0% After*

NR 1 site NR

7. Custodial Service
Little Rock, AK

(Mercer, 1983)

50% $/work unit 1 site "Similar service"

8. Public Works Maintenance
Lafayette, CA
(Goodin, 1984)

15% NR 1 site NR

Statistical Cost Averages
9. School Bus Service

Indiana (McGuire A

Van Cott, 1984)

12%* $/trip/$/student
$/mi/ $/ student-mi

257 sites Trip length;
Students/trip

Regression Analyses
10. Solid Waste Collection

Columbia Study
(Delaat

,
1982)

16-30% $/ton 100 sites Wages; Weather; City
size; Waste/house-
hold; Population
density; Service
level

11. Solid Waste Collection
Connecticut
(Kemper A Quigley, 1976)

13-30% $/hshd; $/ton 145 sites Service frequency;
Service type;
Population density;
Wages

12. Fire Protection Services
Scottsdale (Bish A

Nourse, 1976)

30-50% $/capita 1 site Population; Area;
Insurance rates;

Case Study
13. Solid Waste Collection

Pittsburgh area
(Delaat, 1982)

Not
relevant

Monitoring costs;
Wages A benefits;
S/ton; $/hshd;

8 sites
6 firms

Not relevant

No. of complaints

* Competitive environment between the public and private service deliverers.

NR Not reported.
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2.4.1 Refuse Collection

Kemper and Quigley (1976) analyzed the cost of trash collection in

various Connecticut cities, reporting that collection cost appeared to vary by

the type of service arrangement. Private collection, in which individual

households contracted directly with private firms, was about 30 percent more

costly than municipal collection which, in turn, was about 25 percent more

expensive than contract collection. The difference between private contractor

and municipal cost tended to be biased in favor of the municipalities,

according to the authors, because cities generally tend to underestimate the

cost of vehicle operations and maintenance, interest, and depreciation. The

City of Hartford, for example, underestimated its costs by 41 percent.

Economies of scale may account for the difference between the two types of

private operating systems. Wien economies of scale are present, private firms

operating under contract in a specific area can provide less costly service

than a firm which serves individual households.

Bennett and Johnson (1979) studied refuse collection costs in Fairfax

County, Virginia, where the County Division of Public Works and 29 private

firms provided trash collection services. The average annual cost to

homeowners for public service was significantly higher than prices charged by

private firms: $126.80 vs. $85.76. Only one firm charged as much as the

government. Thus, private cost levels were 32 percent less than municipal

costs

.

2.4.2 School Bus Transportation

A statewide study of school bus transportation in Indiana was completed

by McGuire and Van Cott (1984). The authors collected cost and output (trip)

data from most school districts in the state and compared cost per vehicle
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trip and cost per mile. Public provision was found to be 12 percent more

costly than private bus service.

2.4.3 Fire Protection

Although fire protection services are generally provided by the public

sector, Scottsdale, Arizona, contracts for this service with a private firm.

Ahlbrandt (1974) used regression analysis to compare costs of fire service

provision in 44 cities and five districts in the State of Washington with the

Scottsdale system. The Vfoshington data were calibrated and verified for

cities in Arizona and were then used to predict costs for Scottsdale. The

model predicted costs of $7.10 per capita. The actual cost was $3.78, a

saving of approximately 47 percent.

2.4.4 Public Transit

A small nimber of previous studies have compared the cost of public

versus private sector provision of transit in various operating environments.

Wallis (1983) analyzed the cost of publicly versus privately provided

fixed-route urban bus service in Melbourne and Sydney, Australia. He found

that private operators had costs 30 to 50 percent below- the levels reported by

public operators. Teal and Giuliano (1986) estimated that privately-

contracted subscription bus service in San Francisco was provided at a cost 25

percent below that of the public agency which contracted for the service, even

though the private operator's costs included vehicle depreciation and the

public agency's costs did not. Echols (1985) presented data from the

Tidewater Transportation District in Virginia, where the agency was able to

reduce its service costs by at least 45 percent by contracting for the same

fixed-route service it had previously operated itself. Teal (1985) and Nforlok
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and Viton (1985) presented cost comparisons from a number of locations around

the United States demons trat ing cost reductions of 10 to 50 percent through

private sector provision of transit services. Although a range of comparative

techniques have been used, and the precision of these analyses have varied,

the sheer magnitude of the estimated cost savings for the privately provided

services indicates that they are likely to be substantial.

2.4.5 Overall Results of Cost Studies

Taken together, these studies suggest that contracting with the private

sector for the provision of public services can result in significant cost

savings. Considerable savings in the areas of refuse collection, fire

protection, school bus transportation and public transit were found. In

addition to the issue of cost, service quality and competition also influence

the effectiveness of contracting. These are addressed in the following

sections

.

2.5 SERVICE QUALITY

The issue of service quality is often cited by opponents of contracting

as a major obstacle to service provision by the private sector. Private

firms, ostensibly interested only in making a comfortable profit, are alleged

to provide as little service as possible with minimal regard for quality.

Studies have indicated, however, that many other factors affect the issue of

the quality of service (Poole, 1983; Fisk, et al., 1978). Contracting for

services requires public agencies to define service objectives and performance

measures, often for the first time. This forces the municipality to examine

the outputs of the service in relation to the inputs (costs) and to assess the

service in a new way. Public officials have often found private contractors
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to be more responsive and concerned about the quality of service than

municipal employees, who are not motivated by the incentive of contract

renewal based upon the satisfaction of the sponsoring agency. The Ecodata,

Inc., study found no significant differences in quality between public and

private provision for the eight public services examined (Marlin, 1984).

These findings imply that contract monitoring is of paramount

importance. Contractors will provide quality service if they know that their

performance is being closely monitored by the public agency. Service

objectives must be clear, easily monitored, and fair to both parties. Several

studies have considered quality of service when comparing public and private

service provision and have found that private firms provided service of equal

or better quality than the public agency (Ahlbrandt, 1974; Bennett & Johnson,

1979). Che study, which compared private versus public trash collection,

found that trash was collected more frequently by the private operator and the

level of complaints about the quality of service was similar to that of the

public provider (Bennett and Johnson, 1979). In Scottsdale, Arizona, the

private fire department was compared with public departments in terms of

service. Scottsdale ranked first in speed of response to alarms, comparable

fire insurance rates, and comparable fire losses (Ahlbrandt, 1974).

2.6 GCMPETTTICN IN OSNIRACriNG

Competition is a critical factor in obtaining low-cost contracts.

Studies confirm that the existence of a competitive market generally results

in relatively low bid prices because firms must compete with each other to win

the contract (Savas, 1977; Bennett & Johnson, 1980; Kirlin, et al . , 1977;

Fisk, et al ., 1978). However, other studies (Hain, 1983) point to the

di f f icul ties involved in maintaining a carpet itive market. They suggest that
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private market mechanisms are inadequate for sustaining competition, that

oligopolistic or monopolistic situations can evolve with long-term contracts

and that bid rigging and other anti-competitive practices can drive up

prices. Adequate cost information and economic controls to assure competition

are mandatory if contracting is to be effective. However, while anecdotal

accounts of such problems can be found, the systematic research which has been

done on municipal service contracting has not supported these contentions.

Several studies (Savas, 1977; Hughes, 1982; Bennett & Johnson, 1980)

investigated the effect of competition on public and private costs for

services. The results indicate that competition has had a beneficial effect
*

on public agency service costs. Savas (1977) points to the effect of

competition between private contractors and the municipal government in

Minneapol is , Minnesota. The city contracted for part of its trash collection

and provided the remainder of this service itself. Initially, the private

firms showed superior productivity in terms of labor hours per household, tons

per man-hour and households serviced per shift. The private firms also had

significantly lower costs. Over a five-year period, however, the city

department improved to the level of its competitors. The City of Phoenix

contracts for a number of municipal services. City departments, in fact,

compete directly with the private sector in a competitive bid process. The

city contracts for garbage collection, chip sealing of streets, fixed-route

public transit, Sunday dial-a-ride services, and maintenance of roadway

medians. Contracting has trimmed costs for those services provided by the

private sector and has led to lower costs in the public sector as well. The

city government has found ways to tighten the budget and to be more productive

(Hughes, 1982).
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These studies indicate that competition and private sector involvement

can directly affect costs of public services. In Minneapolis and Fhoenix,

public sector costs for service provision approached those of private

contractors. Contracting for only a portion of the public service may also

lead to overall lower public agency costs. These spillover effects of

contracting (sometimes called the "ripple effect") can be very significant in

terms of overall public sector cost reduction.

2.7 (XNCLUS IONS

Private sector contracting for public services has been a generally

successful endeavor. This method of service provision is corrmon in the areas

of trash collection, demand responsive transit, school bus transportation,

park and landscape maintenance, vehicle maintenance, custodial services,

traffic signal maintenance, road repairs, and a number of other services

typically provided by the public sector.

Several issues are related to the success of contracting with the

private sector. Competition is probably the most critical component in

obtaining high quality, inexpensive service. Competition among bidders for a

contract will help reduce the cost of service. Sufficient competition should

be available in the marketplace or entry should be easy so that additional

firms can provide service if the need arises. Competition between the public

and private sectors often results in the public sector becoming more cost

conscious, efficient, and productive.

The service which is being considered for private sector provision

should have performance standards which are easily measured. The ability to

monitor the performance of the vendor is critical in obtaining high quality-

services. Public services which meet these criteria have been shown to
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CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS OF NATIONWIDE TRANSIT CONTRACTING SURVEY

This chapter presents results of a nationwide survey of transit service

contracting among public agencies which are responsible for public

transportation provision. Despite substantial interest in transit service

contracting on the part of both public agencies and researchers, little was

known about the use of contracting at the initiation of this research. The

nationwide survey was thus undertaken to determine the scope of contracting

which currently exists within the industry. The survey data provide a

comprehens ive description of the magnitude and characteristics of service

contracting within the United States. The survey obtained information on

whether public agencies contracted for transit service, and if so, on the

types and amounts of service provided. Information was also obtained on

vehicle ownership and the mehtod of contractor selection. This chapter

presents results of the national survey. The survey data are also used to

provide cost comparisons of privately contracted and publicly operated transit

services

.

3.1 METHODOLOGY

The national survey was conducted in 1985. Using information obtained

from state DGT's and a previously published IMLA transit directory, efforts

were made to identify and contact every public transportation provider in each

of the 50 states, with the exception of systems which were targeted

exclusively at an elderly and handicapped, social service agency-oriented

clientele. Judging by the ccmprehens iveness of the information provided by
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the states, it seems likely that at least 95 percent of all transit services

in the United States were included in the survey, and possibly as many as 98

to 99 percent. Survey forms were sent to each of the providers in the Spring

of 1985. A copy of the data collection instrument is included in Appendix A.

As many as two follow-up letters were sent to each agency in an effort to

maximize the response rate. Telephone follow-up was also occasionally used.

The combination of a one page survey form and extensive follow-up

produced an excellent response rate. Of 982 systems identified and contacted,

responses were received from 732 systems (approximately 75 percent). If an

agency did not respond after repeated contacts, UvtCA's Section 15 data, when

available, were used for that agency. In a few cases, such as California and

Minnesota, information provided by the state was of sufficient quality that it

could be used when a system did not respond to the survey. In this fashion,

information was obtained on an additional 132 systems. A total of 864 transit

systems are included in the data set. The sample is thus highly

representative

.

The data collection instrument asked the public transportation sponsor

to provide the following information: (1) which types of transit service

(e.g., fixed route, demand responsive) are provided, and whether they are

operated by the public agency or a private contractor; (2) aggregate operating

statistics for all of the agency's transit services; (3) operating statistics

for each contracted service; (4) sources of funding; (5) vehicle ownership for

contracted services; (6) the nature of the contractor selection process (e.g.,

ccmpetitive bidding, negotiation); and (7) the length of the contract.

Respondents were asked to supply 1983-84 operating statistics whenever

possible, although some supplied 1984-85 information. Approximately 825

systems supplied reasonably complete data.
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TABLE 3-1

AMZUTT of contracting vs. type of sponsor

Anount of Contracting

Type of Sponsor All Some None N

Transit Agency 12.9% 20.4% 66.7% 255

Ci ty 30.5 5.4 64.1 410

County 20.7 12.6 66.7 111

Other 37.5 6.3 56.3 48

A1 1 Types 24.2 11.0 64.8

N 199 91 534 824

3.2 EXTENT AND MAGNITUDE OF SERVICE CONTRACTING

Approx innately 35 percent of all the public agencies included in this

survey contract for at least a portion of their transit service. Table 3-1

indicates that there is not a large difference in the use of contracting by

different types of public agencies, with 33 to 44 percent contracting for at

least some service in each public agency category. However, as shown in

Table 3-1, types of agencies differ significantly in terms of contracting for

"all" or "seme" of their service. Municipal i t ies which contract typically do

so for all of their transit service, whereas most contracting by transit

agencies is for only a portion of the total service delivered.

System size has a strong and pervasive influence on patterns of service

contracting. Although small public transportation systems, those with 50 or

fewer vehicles, are less likely to contract for service than systems with more

than 50 vehicles, most of the service contracting by the latter group is for
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TABLE 3-2

(XNTRACTING VS. SYSTEM SIZE

Any Service
Contracting

Contract All
Service

Contract Some
Service

1-50 Vehicles 33.4% 27.1% 6.2%

51 or more Vehicles 46.5% 9.3% 37.2%

A1 1 Sys t ems 35.4% 24.3% 11.0%

only a portion of their service, whereas the bulk of contracting by small

systems is for the entire transit service (Table 3-2). Among systems with 50

or fewer vehicles, 81 percent of contracting is for the entire system, whereas

among systems with more than 50 vehicles, only 20 percent of the contracting

is for an entire system. The very size of the smaller agencies means that

contracting decisions are often of an "all or nothing" character—these

systems are typically so small that it makes most sense to either operate the

entire service in-house or to contract for all service. Thus, it is

frequently infeasible to contract for only a portion of the system.

Because of this pattern, there is much more contracting as a percentage

of agency expenditures among snail systems. As Table 3-3 illustrates, the

percentage of average agency expenditures for contract operations sharply and

systematically declines as system size increases. (Table 3-3 does not report

the percent of total contract expenditures to total operating costs for each

category, but the average percentage contract expenditure in that size

category.

)
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TABLE 3-3

PERCENT OPERATING EXPENDITURES FCR CONTRACT SERVICE BY SYSTEM SIZE

System Size

Average Agency Percentage Contract

Expenditures for Size Category N

1-10 vehicles 31 .6% 453

11-25 vehicles 25.3% 166

26-50 vehicles 18.2% 98

51-100 vehicles 11.2% 59

101-250 vehicles 9.5% 39

More than 250 vehicles 9.5% 41

Table 3-4 provides a breakdown of contracted services by the type of

service, as well as the ratio of private to public service provision for each

category. It should be noted that the data are presented on the basis of

service, not agency. Since many agencies provide more than one type of

service

,

the total number of services is much larger than the number of

agencies

.

Demand responsive transit services are most likely to be contracted,

both as a percentage of all contracted services and as a percentage of

contract service for each service type. Contracts for demand responsive

transit (DRT-EH and ERT-GP in Table 3-4) represent 58 percent of all service

contracting. Moreover, one-third of all demand responsive transit services

are contracted. Nonetheless, there is a surprisingly large amount of

contracting for fixed-route service, with over 160 such services
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TABLE 3-4

NUMBER OF TRANSIT SERVICES PRIVATELY OCNTRACTET) BY SERVICE TYPE

Type of Provider

Service Publ i

c

Private Both Portion Privately Contracteda

FRT (All Day) 450 119 18 23.3%

DRT-EHb 223 118 13 37.0

ERT-GPC 231 99 11 32.0

Corrmuter 42d 16 1 28.8

Weekend /Evening 75d 7 3 11.8

Other 16 14 2 50.0

All Services 1037 373 48 28.9%

a Portion privately contracted = "private" + "both" divided by row sum.
b EH designates elderly and handicapped service.
c GP designates general public service.
d Probably understated due to agencies including these services in all-day

FRT category.

(including corrmuter service and weekend /evening service) contracted to private

operators. Approximately 23 percent of all-day fixed-route services are

contracted. Overall, approximately 29 percent of all separate transit

services provided by the agencies included in the sample are contracted to

private operators.

Because contracted services tend to be relatively small scale, the

amount of contracting measured in dollar and mileage terms is considerably

smaller than the percentage of all services which are contracted. Service

contracting represents 5.1 percent of total nationwide transit operating

expenditures for bus and demand-responsive service and 8.6 percent of total
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revenue vehicle miles of such service produced. Although much smaller than

the percentage of services contracted, these measures nonetheless indicate

that service contracting is already a phenomenon of significant importance.

This is particularly the case for municipally provided transit services, as 27

percent of all operating expenditures for such systems represent privately

contracted services.

Service contracting occurs in at least 41 states, but is most prevalent

in a relatively small mirber of states. Che-half of all the systems which

contract for service are contained in California, Massachusetts, and

Minnesota, even though these three states contain only 34 percent of the

transit systems in the survey. Other states where a substantial amount of

contracting occurs include Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, North

Carolina, Chio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wisconsin. Collectively, these

twelve states account for 80 percent of all systems which engage in some form

of service contracting, while they contain only 69 percent of all the systems

included in the survey.

The survey identified several notable examples of large scale service

contracting. At least seventeen public agencies contract for service

involving 50 or more vehicles. The largest contracted service is in Honolulu,

Hawaii, where a 480 bus fixed-route system with an annual operating cost of

$55 million is contracted to private operators. The entire 350 bus Phoenix

transit system is contracted to two private operators. Large contract

operations which do not represent an entire transit system include a large

segment of suburban service in Dallas (over 100 vehicles), the Houston and

Dallas commuter bus programs (each with more than 60 vehicles), and the demand

responsive services of Orange County Transit District (130 vehicles) and the

San Bernardino County transit agency (over 40 vehicles) in California.
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3.3 PATTERNS OF SERVICE OGNTRACTING

Vttien public agencies do contract for service, they tend to award short

term contracts, often only one year in length. Table 3-5 provides the

percentage distribution of contract lengths for the three major types of

contracted services. Che-year contracts are most prevalent for all three

service types, although 42 percent of the fixed-route operations had a

contract of at least three years duration. In contrast, only 23 percent of

the ERT operations had a contract of this length. In addition, the duration

of the average fixed-route contract is nearly 50 percent greater than the

average ERT contract.

Vehicle ownership is the most likely explanation of why fixed-route

services tend to have longer contracts. Nearly 40 percent of all fixed-route

systems require the contractor to provide the vehicles. The economic

advantages of amortizing the relatively expensive buses used in such systems

TABLE 3-5

CONTRACT LENGTH VS. TYPE OF OCNTRACTED SERVICE

Type of Service

Length of Contract (years) Fixed Route ERT-GP ERT-E+H

1 51.5% 66.2% 61.9%

2 6.8 10.8 14.4

3 24.3 12.5 17.5

4+ 17.4 9.5 6.2

Average Length (months) 30.2 21.2 20.6
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over a multi-year period is one major reason for contracts of three or more

years in length. Some fixed-route contract services, morever, are franchised

operations of long duration.

The survey results indicate that in about 53 percent of all cases formal

competitive bidding is used to select a contractor, with the remainder split

between negotiated contracts and contract renewals (Table 3-6). It is assumed

that contract renewals are not competitively bid unless explicitly stated by

the agency; in this case, the selection process was categorized as

competition. The results shown in Table 3-6 reveal that specialized CRT

services and corrmuter services are most likely to be corrpe t i t ively bid.

TABLE 3-6

CONTRACTOR SELECTION FRQCESS BY TYPE OF SERVICE

Selection Process

Type of Service Competitive Bid Negotiation Renewa 1
* N

FRT 51 .0% 24.0% 25.0% 104

LRT-GP 45.6 20.5 33.8 68

ERT-EH 58.8 17.6 23.5 102

Corrmuter 71.4 21.4 7.1 14

Other 45.4 18.2 36.4 11

All 53.2% 20.7% 26.1% 299

* Unable to ascertain whether contract renewal with existing provider was
competitively bid or negotiated, although strong implication that contract
was negotiated.
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It bears noting that long term contracts are the most likely to be

competitively bid. Anong the major types of contracted service (CRT and

all-day fixed-route service), a competitive process is used to award 67

percent of all contracts of three or more years, and 75 percent of those for

four or more years. In contrast, only 43 percent of all one-year contracts

are awarded competitively. Many one-year contracts, however, are renewals of

an existing contractor. This operator may have initially been selected by a

carpet itive process. If renewals are disregarded, 69 percent of one-year

contracts are awarded through competitive bidding. It appears likely,

therefore, that competitive bidding is the norm for contract awards unless an

agency has developed an ongoing and mutually beneficial relationship with a

contractor. In such cases, one-year renewals of the contract become a popular

option (38 percent of all one-year contracts are renewals.)

Information obtained on vehicle ownership indicates that about 50

percent of all vehicles used in contracted services are owned by the private

operators which provide the service (Table 3-7). Must vehicles used for

fixed-route services are ovned by sponsors, whereas contractors own the bulk

of the vehicles used in ERT systems. Table 3-8 provides a further breakdown

of vehicle ownership by system (as opposed to total vehicles) for each of the

major service types. This reveals that contractor ownership is the most

prevalent for commuter services, whereas sponsors own the vehicles used by

contractors in the majority of all-day fixed-route services. Sponsors own

some or all of the vehicles in 40 to 45 percent of ERT systems.

These different ownership conventions presumably reflect the high cost

of the large buses often used for fixed-route service in comparison with the

relatively inexpensive vehicles used for ERT. A major reason that contractors

for commuter service typically cwn the (expensive) vehicles used by the
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TABLE 3-7

VEHICLE OWNERSHIP FOR CONTRACTED SERVICES BY SERVICE TYPE

Nurrber of Vehicles Owned by:

Type of Service Sponsor Contractor Percent Owned by Sponsor

FRT 2482 502 83.2%

ERT-GP 352 777 31.2

ERT-EH 515 1746* 22.8

Ccrmxiter 7 204 3.3

Other 28 94 22.9

All 3384 3323 50.4%

* In some cases,
for a variety of
This nurrber thus

vehicles
services,
overstates

included in this category represent taxicabs used
not just service sponsored by public agency,
vehicles dedicated to transit service.

operation is that they can use the buses for other private services (e.g.,

charter) at other times of the day or week.

The survey was not specifically designed to obtain information on

factors which influenced a public agency's decision to contract for transit

service, but the available data do provide some limited insight into this

issue. It has been previously suggested that public agencies which face

budgetary constraints, or can use transit subsidies for other local government

purposes, are most likely to contract for transit service (Teal and Giuliano,

1986). The results of the survey are consistent with this hypothesis.

This is most easily seen by looking at small transit systems, those with

50 or fewer vehicles, where it is most likely that the entire system will be
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TABLE 3-8

SYSTEM OWNERSHIP OF VEHICLES BY SERVICE TYPE

Ent i ty Which Owns Vehicles

Service Type Sponsor Contractor Both

FRT 53.7% 39.0% 7.4%

ERT-GP 42.1 54.7 3.2

ERT-EH 34.2 60.0 5.8

Cornruter 20.0 80.0 —

contracted if any service contracting occurs. Examining only those agencies

which contracted for either "all" service or for "no" service (this included

94 percent of all systems with 50 or fewer vehicles), it was found that of the

113 agencies which had access to only state or local funds for transit

subsidies, 49 percent contracted for all of their service. In contrast, among

292 similar agencies which had access to all three sources of subsidy (i.e.,

local, state, and federal) and thus presumably were better endowed financially

than their counterparts, only 23 percent contracted for all service. This is

strongly suggestive evidence that financial constraints are a key motivator of

total system service contracting.

In addition, among larger agencies, over 90 percent of which have

access to multiple sources of subsidy, 80 percent of all contracting is for

only a portion of the transit system. This type of contracting is less likely

to be in response to strong financial pressures. The total subsidy savings

from contracting are small in such cases, and these agencies are likely to
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operate under less severe financial pressures in absolute terms than their

smaller counterparts, many of whom have limited access to subsidy.

3.4 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTRACT SERVICES

The public agencies in the sample were divided into three categories:

(1) those which contract for essentially all of their transit service; (2)

those which contract for only some of their service, and for whom public

agency operation is the primary mode of service delivery; and (3) those which

contract for no services. Table 3-9 provides relevant statistics on the

annual operating cost, revenue vehicle miles, and number of vehicles for

transit services in each of these three categories. Both mean and median

measures of central tendency are used. The mean values are strongly biased

upwards, as reflected by the very large differences between mean and median

values. The differences between the large mean and the small median values

reflect the fact that while each of the contracting categories contains some

large systems, resulting in high mean values, most contracted systems are

small, leading to low median values. Neither mean nor median is an accurate

indicator of the "representative” contracting situation, although the median

is closer to being representative than the mean.

As measured by revenue vehicle miles, the average totally contracted

system is only 31 percent as large as the average system which contracts for

no service (Table 3~9). Annual operating expenditures are only 19 percent as

great. The median sized fully contracted system is about one-half as large as

the median sized non-contracted system.

Contracted services which represent only a fraction of the entire

service delivery system are even smaller in scale, averaging 80 percent of the

operating cost of the fully contracted systems. These services, moreover,
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TABLE 3-9

OPERATING STATISTICS BY LEVEL OF SERVICE CONTRACTING

Amount of Service Contracting

Mean Values

ALL SCME

Entire System Contract Service

NONE

Op. Cost $1,221,710 $20,447,490 $895,877 $5,962,559

Rev . Veh . Mi

.

562,114 6,239,540 477,408 1,810,588

Vehicles 20.3 196.5 23.2 57.5

Median Values

Op. Cost $229,340 $4,430,000 $154,800 $315,650

Rev . Veh . Mi . 154,874 1 ,911,388 123,000 292,900

Vehicles 6.4 61 .5 6.3 8.4

typically represent a very small portion of a transit system's total service

package, with a mean value of 4.4 percent of operating expenditures and 7.6

percent of revenue vehicle miles. In addition, the agencies which engage in

only partial service contracting are much larger than the other two types,

with average annual operating costs of over $20 million, and median operating

expenditures of $4.3 million.

Table 3-10 provides a further breakdown of the contracted services,

illustrating that most partial service contracting is for DRT service—76

percent of all services contracted by the partial contracting agencies

—

whereas a substantial amount of total service contracting is for all-day
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TABLE 3-10

COsTTRACIED SERVICE OPERATING COST BY TYPE OF SERVICE

Transit System is Total 1 y Contracted

Service Type Mean Median O
O of All Sys t ems N

FRT $1,790,552 427,621 41.2% 113

CRT - CP 209,567 126,511 29.9 82

DRT - E&H 283,239 11,500 26.6 73

Cormruter 151,096 92,612 2.2 6

Transit System Contracts for Some Service Chly

Service Type Mean Median 0
O of All Systems N

FRT $812,161 130,448 19.0% 20

DRT - CP 471,887 90,155 27.6 29

ERT - E&H 621,201 200,000 48.6 51

Corrrruter 4,423,415 1 ,123,000 4.8 5

fixed-route service and corrmuter service—43 percent of all services among

totally contracted systems.

Table 3-10 also reveals that contracted fixed-route services are likely

to be rruch larger in scale than other types of contracted services. All-day

fixed-route services and corrmuter services have much larger average operating

costs and revenue vehicle miles than do the DRT services. Nonetheless,

contracted fixed-route services tend to be considerably smaller than public

agency provided fixed-route operations.
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3.5 COST COMPARISONS

The results of the survey provide an opportunity to compare public

agency and private contractor operating costs for comparable transit

services. Comparisons are possible for both fixed-route and ERT services.

The survey obtained basic operating data on a total of 468 all-day

fixed-route transit services. These include 384 publicly operated systems and

84 privately contracted services. These systems were disaggregated based on

the nimber of vehicles, and compared on the basis of cost per revenue vehicle

mile and cost per revenue vehicle hour. The results are shown in Thble 3-11.

Note that costs are for public systems and private services including,

typically, the public agency's cost of monitoring the privately contracted

services. The survey provides no direct information on the size of the

private contracting firm. Thus the size categories give comparisons of public

transit operators with privately contracted fixed-route bus services, not

private bus operations per se.

This comparison indicates that differences in unit operating costs

between public and private operators are strongly related to size. Depending

on whether cost per mile or cost per hour is used, there is a 2 to 8 percent

difference in unit costs between public and private operators for systems of

50 or fewer vehicles. As the size of the service increases, however, public

agency costs increase markedly, whereas private contractor costs increase less

rapidly. Because few large privately contracted systems exist, the results

for the largest such systems must be viewed cautiously. The sample sizes are

too small to infer that large contracted systems are necessarily less

expensive than large public agency operated systems, or that the cost

differentials found here are necessarily indicative of those which would be

obtained in actual contracting situations. Moreover, some of the largest
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TABLE 3-11

PUBLIC AGENCY VS. PRIVATE CT3VIRACICR

OPERATING COSTS FOR FIXED-ROUTE TRANSIT BY SIZE OF SYSTEM

Cos t /R\M N Cos t /RVH N

25 or fewer vehicles

Private Contractor $1.79 63 $25.08 58

Public Agency 1.88 201 27.22 170

26 to 50 vehicles

Private Contractor 2.30 11 28.17 10

Public Agency 2.34 68 29.78 67

51 to 250 vehicles

Private Contractor 2.06 7 33.75 6

Public Agency 2.67 83 36.95 79

251 to 500 Vehicles

Private Operator 2.81 3 38.05 2

Public Agency 3.45 11 45.13 9

More than 500 Vehicles

Private Contractor N/A N/A N/A N/A
Public Agency 4.11 23 53.09 23

privately operated systems are franchise operations, whose costs may be

greater than competi tively procured services. Thus, cost differences could be

greater or smaller in competitive contracting situations.

The same phenomenon of small unit cost differences for jxiblic and

private operators of small systems also holds for demand responsive service.

There is only a slight difference between cost levels of public and private

DRT operators in the sample, virtually all of which operate 50 or fewer
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vehicles, even when adjusting for vehicle ownership costs for many of the

privately contracted DRT systems.

The results indicate that the greatest significant cost savings from

contracting are likely to occur in cases where a large public agency contracts

a portion of service to a private operator. The average cost per vehicle mile

for public systems with more than 500 vehicles is $4.11. If those privately

contracted systems of more than 25 vehicles are considered to be

representative of the cost of a contractor which would operate some

significant portion of the fixed-route service of a large agency (e.g., 5

percent or more), then the relevant unit costs are $2.29 per vehicle mile.

This is 44 percent less than the average unit costs of the large bus operators

in the sample. These particular cost differences are indeed relevant, for if

contracting does become corrmonplace among larger transit systems, it will

undoubtedly involve only segments of the system. Indeed, there are many

reasons to minimize dependence on any one contractor, and hence to award only

relatively small contracts (Morlok and Viton, 1985). Therefore, large private

operators will not necessarily be needed to operate such services.

In view of this likely eventuality, an important comparison is between

public agency costs for systems of different sizes and private contractor

costs for contracted services of less than 25 vehicles and for more than 25

vehicles. The smaller contracted services can be reasonably compared to

public agency operated systems of 250 or fewer vehicles, while the larger

contracted services are best compared to the public agency services of 250 or

more vehicles. This comparison is shown in Table 3-12, and indicates cost

differences of 5 to 33 percent for systems of fewer than 250 vehicles, and 34

to 44 percent for systems of more than 250 vehicles.
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TABLE 3-12

DIFFERENCES IN AVERAGE CDST PER REVENUE VEHICLE MILE
BETWEEN PUBLIC AGENCY FIXED-ROUTE SYSTEMS

AND PRIVATELY CONTRACTED SERVICES OF DIFFERENT SIZES

Size of Privately Nurrber of Vehicles
Contracted Service Operated by Public Agency Service

1-25 26-50 51-250 251-500 500 or More

1-25 vehicles 4.8% 23.5% 33.0% NA NA

26 or more vehicles NA NA 14.2% 33.6% 44.3%

3.6 THE ROE OF CEMPETITICN IN MAINTAINING PRIVATE CONTRACTOR COST LEVELS

It is often suggested that periodic compe t i t i on , not private sector

operation per se, is the primary reason that costs for privately contracted

services are typically below public agency cost levels (Cox, 1985; Morlok and

Viton, 1985). Because a variety of contract award mechanisms (competitive

bidding, negotiation, etc.) are employed by the public agencies which contract

for transit service, it is possible to explore their impacts on cost levels

for comparably sized transit operations. The results of this cost comparison

are shown in Table 3-13 for both fixed-route and demand responsive services.

The results of Table 3-13 indicate that if competition is truly the

mechanism which keeps contract costs low, it is both potential competition as

well as actual competition for contracts which accomplishes this objective.

As can be observed in the table, non-competitive contract awards, in the

formal sense, are generally not associated with higher unit costs than the

costs of operators which were selected on the basis of formal competitive
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TABLE 3-13

CCNTRACT AWARD MECHANISM VS. UNIT CDSTS FUR CCMPARABLE SERVICES

Fixed-

Carpet itive

-Route Transit

Negotiation Renewal w/o Competition

Cos t per R\M

1-25 vehicles $1.91 (36) $1.94 (32) $1.94 (27)

25 or more vehicles 2.41 (6) 2.31 (9) 2.60 (3)

Cos t per RVH

1-25 vehicles $28.69 (36) $30.24 (32) $30.12 (27)

25 or more vehicles 33.55 (6) 32.70 (9) 31.52 (3)

Demand-Responsive Transit

Competitive Negotiation Renewal w/o Competition

Cos t per RVvl

1-25 vehicles $1.54 (52) $1.54 (14) $1.38 (31)

25 or more vehicles 1.37 (5) 1.92 (6) 1.36 (3)

Cost per RVH

1-25 vehicles $17.64 (54) $17.24 (12) $15.68 (30)

25 or more vehicles 21.62 (5) 16.76 (5) 15.39 (2)
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bids. It would appear that it is the "contestability" of the contract market,

not whether the sponsor actually uses competitive bidding, which determines

whether costs are high or low. Based on the similar cost levels for

competitive and non-ccmpet i t ive contract services, it would appear that most

contract markets are contestable, even if formal competition does not occur.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COST MX>ELS AND METHXOLOGY FDR
ESTIMATING CDST SAVINGS

This chapter presents a set of models to estimate potential service

contracting cost savings. The models have been developed for the specific

purpose of estimating the impact of contracting out a given quantity of

existing transit service. Given current financial problems within the

industry, any significant implementation of service contracting would require

shifting existing services from transit agency to private provision;

consequently existing services are of primary interest. Currently available

costing approaches are least suitable for estimating impacts of this type of

service change. If service which is new to the transit agency is considered

for contracting, the more conventional and widely available cost allocation

methods are appropriate.

4 . 1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem addressed here is how to estimate the potential cost savings

of contracting a portion of existing transit service. The organizational

model of interest is the broker concept: the transit agency (e.g., the public

operating entity) retains responsibility and control of the service, but

shifts operation to the private provider. As the broker, the transit agency

determines service characteristics, receives all service revenue, and monitors

the private provider.

In order to estimate potential cost savings, it is necessary to

determine how transit agency operating costs change when a portion of service

is contracted, and to determine a basis for comparing public and private
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operator costs. Transit agency costs to be considered depend on the

assumptions made regarding service contracting arrangements. For example,

significant portions of overhead or adninistrat ive costs, such as planning and

marketing, may not be reduced when service is contracted if the transit agency

retains responsibility for these functions. The appropriate comparison is

between the transit agency costs which are reduced as a result of service

contracting (net of any additional costs generated by the contracting), and

the costs incurred by the private operator in providing the service. These

transit agency reduced costs are the incremental costs of not providing the

service, and are termed "avoidable costs." Avoidable costs are the

appropriate measure of the cost impact on public transit operators of

relinquishing service provision responsibility to a private contractor. Ch

the other hand, the private operator must incur the full costs of initiating a

new service, and thus full costs are the appropriate measure for private

operator costs.

It is important to distinguish between cost comparisons and the

estimation of possible service contracting cost savings. Neither simple

comparisons of public vs. private costs nor traditional cost allocation

approaches are appropriate for the estimation of potential cost savings of

existing services. Public-private comparisons give correct estimates of

savings to a third-party funding agency, but fail to incorporate cost impacts

on the public operating agency.

The use of fully allocated cost estimates are not appropriate for two

reasons. First, if the transit agency retains some responsibility for the

service, then certain costs will remain even in the long run, and cost

allocation approaches will tend to overstate potential cost savings. Second,

cost allocation models involve implicit assumptions that costs respond in the
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same manner to both service increases and decreases, and that all costs are

affected proportionately (to output) by the service change. While these

assumptions are conceptually reasonable, the nature of the transit service

production process suggests this may not be the case. Specifically, the

divisibilities of transit inputs (labor and vehicles), and the relationships

of factor inputs in production processes are such that reductions in output

may not result in corresponding reductions of all inputs. For example, if one

mechanic services ten buses, then removing service equivalent to three buses

will not reduce the number of mechanics required. Ch the other hand, if the

mechanic is now underutilized, servicing only two buses, then that mechanic's

position can be eliminated. Thus , for small service changes, divisibility

problems exist, and all costs cannot be expected to decline proportionately.

Cost estimations using cost allocation models are appropriate, however, for

comparisons of public and private costs.

4.1.1 Transit Agency Costs

Which elements of transit operating cost can be expected to change as a

result of service contracting? Direct service costs, including driver labor,

fuel and oil costs, etc., are obvious. All operating costs directly related

to revenue service should change, while several categories of non-operating

costs will be unaffected, and a few categories may even increase (e.g.,

contract management )

.

The identification of avoidable costs requires two decisions: 1)

identification of agency functions that will be affected by the change, and 2)

time frame of the estimate. As discussed previously, sane transit agency

functions will not be affected by service contracting, since it is assumed

that the agency retains responsibility for the service. Thus, the first
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decision is to identify all costs which are fixed with respect to

contracting

.

Se cond , a distinction must be made between long-term and

short-term impacts. The immediate impact of service contracting will be more

limited, because it will take some time for the transit agency to make a full

adjustment. Service contracting will have an inmediate impact on direct

costs, but a less inmediate impact on indirect costs.

4.1.2 Private Operator Costs

Deleting service from an established system has entirely different cost

implications than providing that service by private providers who must view it

as a new service in terms of cost. For the private operator, then, the full

costs of providing the service must be considered. Full operating cost, which

includes all direct and indirect costs, is the appropriate cost. Mien the

private operator must provide vehicles, their capital cost must be included as

well. As with transit avoidable costs, private full costs are defined with

respect to contracting arrangements. For example, if the transit agency

retains responsibility for marketing, the private operator administrative cost

will be correspondingly reduced.

Ch first examination, using the incremental cost of service reductions

of the transit agency and the full costs of the private operator may seem

inappropriate. However, costs of providing the same service by two different

entities is being compared. Admittedly, this comparison favors the transit

agency, because the full transit agency costs (including fixed facility costs)

are not taken into account. It is conceivable that if a sufficient quantity

of transit service were contracted, some fixed facility costs could be

reduced. These fixed costs are inherent in the private operator costs, as all

costs must be incorporated in the contract fee if the private operator is to
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break even and remain in operation. For the purpose of estimating potential

cost savings, however, transit agency avoidable costs and private fully

allocated costs are the appropriate costs to consider.

4.2 COST ESTIMATION PROCEDURES USED IN FREVIOUS RESEARCH

A number of studies estimating cost inpacts of transit service

contracting have been conducted. These studies have utilized a variety of

methodological approaches and generated a wide range of results.

4.2.1 Cost Allocation Model Approaches

Che of the first service contracting studies was conducted in response

to expected severe fiscal problems for public transit operators in the Los

Angeles region (Southern California Association of Governments, 1982). The

study utilized a three-variable cost allocation model calibrated for each of

the two major public transit operators in the region to estimate transit

service costs. Private operator cost for the same service was based on the

reported cost per revenue mile provided by some of the region's private bus

operators. Comparison of the public and private cost estimates indicated a

potential cost savings of about 50 percent. Use of the transit cost

allocation model resulted in an overestimate of cost savings, however, because

the model included overhead costs that would not change (e.g., planning,

marketing )

.

A similar approach was used in a comparative analysis of a variety of

commuter services (Teal, et al., 1984). Services included regular route

express, subscription, buspool , and vanpool . A series of assumptions

regarding service characteristics were established, and cost estimates were

based on actual data provided by public and private providers. Estimation of
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both public and private costs were based on cost allocation models. Estimated

unit cost differences between public and private express bus service ranged

from -11 percent to 43 percent, depending on route length and vehicle

utilization assunpt ions . Since cost allocation models were used, these are

long-run, full-cost estimates which do not take into account contract

service-related transit agency fixed overhead costs or any adjustment period.

4.2.2 Other Approaches

A Boston study examined the cost impacts of turning over twelve MBIA

express bus routes to the private sector (Herzenberg, 1982). In this case,

the cost comparison was between the direct (variable) transit agency cost and

the full private agency cost. Ttoo key assumptions were made in estimating

transit service costs. The first was that labor cost must be estimated as

accurately as possible, because it is the largest single transit cost and the

most variable. The second assumption was that overhead will not change,

because the proposed service package makes up such a small proportion of the

transit agency's service. Driver cost was therefore based on the actual wages

of the drivers operating the service. Nfaintenance and fuel cost were based on

systemwide averages.

Herzenberg also argued that the private operator estimate must be based

on full costs, since the service is new and would require the full incremental

cost of maintenance, labor, vehicles, etc. Comparison of these costs

indicated that there would be little or no savings resulting from the change

from public to private provision if the private operator were required to

furnish the vehicles. If the transit agency retains vehicle ownership,

however, the Herzenberg study indicated that cost savings would be significant.
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One of the most detailed studies of the service contracting was

conducted by McKnight and Paaswell (1984). Its purpose was to determine

possible contracting cost savings for the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) . A

modified cost allocation approach which distinguished between fixed and

variable costs was used to estimate CIA cost reductions. Unit costs were

developed for selected inputs thought to influence marginal costs of service

segments (e.g., labor, tires, fuel, and maintenance). The costing procedure

distinguished between short- and long-run costs and incorporated a peak driver

cost factor. Due to the marginal nature of the contracting options

considered, all administrative and fixed facility costs were assumed fixed.

The cost model was used to analyze specific service reductions on actual

routes. Several options were analyzed for cost savings: 1) peak service on

both peak-only routes and all-day routes, 2) all-day service, and 3) owl

service. The study found that in all cases the private providers could

provide similar services at lower cost. The potential savings to the transit

agency from contracting for fixed-route service of the selected service

segments varied from several dollars per vehicle hour to $28 per revenue hour

(up to 60 percent savings).

The research by Herzenberg and by McKnight and Paaswell provides

guidance for a suitable modeling approach. Both studies distinguished between

fixed and variable costs with respect to contracting, and both studies focused

on^ driver cost as the most significant cost item. Herzenberg's work is an

\

engineering-based, or cost synthesis, approach wherein inputs and their

associated unit costs are aggregated to generate a total service cost.

McKnight and Paaswell used a fixed/variable cost allocation model, where cost

elements were designated as fixed or variable based on the assumed contracting
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magnitude and service arrangements . Variable costs were then allocated to a

corrbination of inputs and outputs (drivers, miles, and peak vehicles).

In both of these studies, however, the issue of the response of overhead

or indirect costs to contracting is avoided, as both deal with very small

magnitudes of contracting. If more extensive contracting scenarios are

considered, however, changes in overhead costs must be considered. There are

two possible assumptions regarding overhead costs. The first is that in the

long run, all overhead costs are proportional to output. This is the

assumption implicit in cost allocation models. The other assumption takes

into account the indivisibilities discussed earlier, and describes indirect

costs as a step function, where indirect costs are fixed over a given range of

output. Chly one such model has been estimated (Morgan, 1978).

4.3 ISSUES RELAXED TO SERVICE CONTRACTING ALTERNATIVES

Three issues are discussed in this section which are basic to the

development of service contracting alternatives. The issues are: 1)

assumptions regarding the organizational and institutional arrangements under

which contracting occurs; 2) criteria for selecting the service to be

contracted; and 3) the appropriate unit of analysis.

4.3.1 Organizational Arrangements

Opportunities for transit agency contracting are limited by existing

labor /management contractual arrangements, as well as by federal legislative

protection of the transit labor force (Section 13(c) of the IMT Act). Under

federal law, transit employees cannot be replaced by private employees when

federal subsidies are involved. Thus, contracting is effectively limited to

new service or to the driver attrition rate. Turnover can be used to reduce
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the transit work force and to gradually shift service to private contractors.

For the purpose of this research, it is assumed that the scope of contracting

alternatives is limited by the employee attrition rate, estimated at

approximately 5 percent per year. Thus, within a five-year planning horizon,

a maximum of 20 to 25 percent of the agency's existing service could be

contracted.

It is also recognized that efforts to contract existing service may

encounter strong opposition from transit labor. Any measure which is

perceived as threatening to existing transit jobs will likely be difficult to

implement. In view of these labor issues, it is further assumed that service

delivery options which minimize the need for cooperative action between the

operating personnel of public and private operators are preferable to those

which depend on such cooperation. In other words, contracting options which

keep the contracted service as separate as possible from the remaining service

are preferable.

Several additional assumptions are made to simplify the problem and

focus on the important issue of estimating cost savings. It is assumed that

all factors which affect demand remain constant, and that the service schedule

is fixed. In addition, the transit agency retains all service revenue, so

deficit reduction is simply a direct function of cost savings.

4.3.2 Choice of Service to Contract

From the perspective of the transit agency, the best contracting

candidate is the most costly work, given that the purpose of service

contracting is to reduce cost. How is "most costly work" defined? Since

driver cost accounts for about 50 percent of transit operating cost, the most

costly work is really determined by driver cost. Work which requires
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substantial pay penalties, such as overtime or guarantee time, is the most

costly. Driver cost also varies more than other cost factors (e.g.,

maintenance, fuel). Che of the best measures for identifying costly work is

the ratio of driver pay hours to platform hours. Platform hours is the

driving time, or actual work time, and pay hours is the total time for which

the driver is paid. The pay hours to platform hours ratio, or "pay/plat, " is

a measure of the efficiency of the service schedule, given driver work rules.

It reflects costs due to both work rules and the characteristics of the

service schedule. All other things equal, the more stringent the work rules,

the higher the pay/plat. Also, the more peaked the schedule, the higher the

pay/plat, because it becomes more difficult to corrbine pieces of work to make

up a regular eight-hour driver run. Any work which cannot be contained

effectively will have a high pay/plat, reflecting the extra, non-productive

time for which a driver must be paid. Thus, the criterion for selecting

service to be contracted is the pay/plat ratio.

In an actual contracting decision, other factors would no doubt be taken

into account. For example, the impact of removing a portion of service on the

efficiency of the remaining schedule would be considered. Perhaps service

from one garage would be chosen in order to maximize opportunities to reduce

indirect costs. The geographic location of the service might also be

considered. The pay/plat ratio serves as an appropriate guideline to service

selection and is satisfactory for illustrative purposes, but would not be the

sole criterion in actual application.

4.3.3 The Appropria te Lhit of Analysis

The development of service contracting alternatives also requires the

identification of the appropriate unit: the run or the route. From a purely
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theoretical perspective, the run is an appropriate unit. It is a

straightforward task to identify the runs with the highest pay/plat and turn

them over to contractors. Moreover, the run is an appropriate driver

scheduling unit, so removing runs should have no impact on the rest of the

schedule

.

However, the result of contracting on the basis of runs would in effect

be a two-tier driver system. Privately operated runs would require that

contract drivers sign up for seme subset of runs, just as part-time operators

do now. The difference in cost would simply be the result of the differences

between public and private average wage and benefit rates and work rules. If

the purpose of service contracting is simply to use less costly drivers, it

would be more direct to attack the work rules that make transit drivers

expensive—e.g., spread penalty pay, guarantee, and make-up pay—and reduce

wage and benefit costs. (In fact, this is the purpose of using part-time

drivers.) It is thus concluded that contracting on the basis of runs is not

organizationally feasible.

From a service demand perspective, the route is a more appropriate

unit. The service schedule is designed in terms of routes which serve

specific trip patterns. The route approach provides more flexibility in

service delivery options, and many of the cooperation issues between public

and private drivers are avoided.

Disadvantages of using the route are due to the operational

characteristics of transit service. Service schedules tend to be highly

integrated, and interlining is conmon. Many runs are shared between routes,
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and even bus blocks cross routes. ^ Thus, removing a route could affect

the efficiency of the remaining service, and this must be taken into account

in the cost estimation procedure. Using routes also could result in removing

relatively efficient service, as in the case of an all-day route which

provides extra peak service. Oi the whole, however, the route is the

organizationally more appropriate unit of analysis, and is selected for this

research.

4 . 4 THE OUST ESTIMATION M3DELS

Having developed the framework for the service contracting analysis and

identified the basic assumptions used, the cost models are now described. A

summary of the contracting decision process is an appropriate starting point.

The objective of service contracting is to reduce the cost of providing

transit service. The problem for the transit agency is to identify the

service package which provides the greatest potential for reducing service

cost. The procedure is as follows:

1. Identify alternative service packages based on
integration considerations.

cost and service

2. Estimate short-run and
al ternat ives

.

long-run avoidable cost of the service

3. Estimate private operator cost of the service al ternat ives

.

4. Estimate transit agency
al ternat ives

.

administrative cost of contract service

5. Ccmpare costs. If net
package with the greatest

long-run savings are positive, select the

potential savings.

3 Interlining is the practice of assigning driver runs to more than one route.
A driver run is the driver's daily work assignment. A bus block is the daily
assignment for a bus. Bus blocks and driver runs are developed in the

scheduling process, which assigns buses and drivers to the service schedule.
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4.4.1 The Transit Cost Model

The purpose of the transit cost model is to accomplish the second step

in the contracting decision process: to estimate the short- and long-run

impact of the proposed service change. As mentioned at the beginning of this

chapter, the transit model applies to existing rather than new service. The

same methodology can be used for service increases; however, the appropriate

basis of comparison for service increases is transit agency fully allocated

cost, since the agency would incur the full incremental cost of a new service.

The transit cost model is an engineering-type model and is based on

factor inputs (e.g., labor, maintenance, administration). It is similar to

the Adelaide cost model, vhich has been rated as the best among all types of

agency-specific cost models (Cherwony, et al., 1981). Costs are allocated to

input categories, and the change in cost due to a change in service is

estimated from the resulting changes in input categories. This approach is in

contrast to cost allocation models, which assign costs to output categories

and use changes in output to estimate changes in cost. The input approach is

more appropriate because it more accurately reflects the underlying production

process, and the allocation of specific costs is less subjective.

The model is divided into two parts: driver cost and all other costs.

The driver cost portion is very detailed and requires both schedule and wage

data. The other portion is much less detailed, and utilizes Section 15 data.

An overview of the model is presented here. A full description is available

in Appendix B. The transit cost model estimates avoidable cost for both the

short run and the long run. In the short run, only the direct service

cost—driver cost, fuel and oil, and scheduled maintenance—is reduced. Other

maintenance costs, applicable administration costs, and miscel laneous costs

are reduced in the long run.
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4. 4. 1.1 Driver Cost

The driver cost estimation begins with runcut data and is based on the

average pay/plat ratio for each type of run operated (straight, split,

tripper, and part time). The driver cost in pay hours for the contract

service package is estimated by calculating the pay hours corresponding to the

nurrber and combination of run types in the service package. Average pay/plat

ratios are used to offset the peculiarities of a specific runcut, as the

particular combination of runs and pay hours making up a given route is likely

to change with every runcut. The general form of the driver cost model is

illustrated in Figure 4-1.

There are two complicating factors that are also incorporated in the

costing procedure: interlining and part-time drivers. Interlining is used

extensively, as it allows for more efficient scheduling. Thus, any given

route chosen for contracting is likely to have interlined runs. If this

service were contracted, the runs would have to be split up, leaving small,

leftover pieces of work belonging to the remaining service. It is difficult

to determine how interlining will affect the efficiency of the remaining

schedule without rescheduling.^ However, scheduling is a complex and time

consuming process, and thus is not practical for planning purposes. As a

second-best strategy, alternative assumptions are used in the model to bound

the possible impact of interlining. Possibilities range from no impact (all

of the leftover pieces can be reccmbined with no loss of efficiency) to severe

impact (one-third of the leftover pieces cannot be recombined and must be

operated as trippers).

4 Scheduling is the process of assigning buses and drivers to the service

schedule

.
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FIGURE 4-1

FLQV CHART FCR THE GENERAL ECRM
OF THE ERIVER COST MODEL

Part-time drivers also must be considered in the driver cost

estimation. Part-time drivers generally have lower wage rates, receive fewer

benefits, and are subject to less restrictive work rules than full-time

drivers. Thus, part-time and full-time driver costs are calculated

separately. Transit agency driver attrition policy is also taken into

account. Alternative assumptions are employed to reflect whether the

full-time and part-time drivers decline in proportion, or whether part-time

drivers are retained and assigned to other service, thus reducing the cost of

the remaining service.
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Chce the avoidable driver cost is estimated in pay hours,

appropriate wage and benefit cost factors are applied to generate a

dollar cost. These cost factors are derived frcm Section 15 data. The

resulting driver cost estimate represents the scheduled cost of operating

the contract service package. The cost of covering for driver absences,

providing relief for vacations, etc., is not included. An unscheduled

cost factor is added to account for these costs. The unscheduled cost is

estimated using both schedule and Section 15 data, and the unscheduled

cost factor is applied on the basis of platform hours.

A flow chart of the driver cost model is presented in Figure 4-2.

To surrmarize, the driver cost model uses the pay/plat ratio for different

types of runs, and the distribution of runs in different types of service

to estimate the reduction in platform hours resulting from contracting a

given quantity of existing transit service. The model considers the

impact of the change on the remaining service schedule, and accounts for

cost differences of full-time and part-time operators. Service cost in

terms of pay hours is used as a basis for generating wage, fringe and

unscheduled cost. The resulting sum is the total driver cost of the

service

.

4. 4. 1.2 Other Costs

Section 15 data are used to estimate all other costs. As discussed

previously, the cost model is constructed on the basis of factor inputs

or functional categories, rather than on an allocation of costs to output

categories. The Section 15 expense data are classified by function and

object class. The cost model categories are simply aggregations of the
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FIGURE 4-2

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE DRIVER COST MODEL
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Section 15 functions with seme minor adjustments.^ Four additional cost

categories were identified: direct operating cost, maintenance,

administration, and other. These categories are reasonably homogeneous with

respect to short-term vs. long-term effects and representative of actual

transit service inputs. The Section 15 functions, the cost model category to

which each was assigned, and short-run and long-run variability is included

with the transit cost model description in Appendix B.

4. 4. 1.2.1 Direct Vehicle Cost

Direct vehicle cost includes fuel, oil, and tires, as well as scheduled

maintenance and vehicle servicing. Using the same logic as with drivers, it

is assumed that maintenance labor associated with these functions can also be

reduced through attrition. However, it is also possible that the extra labor

could be assigned to other tasks, or that maintenance labor needs are not

strictly proportional to output. In order to develop avoidable cost estimates

which are as realistic as possible, alternative assumptions are employed. The

"optimistic" estimate assumes full attrition of related maintenance labor; the

"pessimistic" estimate assumes that 50 percent of the related labor is fixed

in the short run. Direct vehicle cost is calculated by developing a unit cost

factor (cost per total vehicle mile) from the Section 15 data.

Only driver cost and direct vehicle cost are assumed to be variable in

the short run; all other costs are fixed. For example, there is no reason to

5 The cost model was developed from the long form (Level A) of Section 15.

However, not all transit agencies report at the A level. Corresponding
categories were developed for the other reporting levels. Because the cost

information is much less detailed, the correspondence is not exact.
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believe that the transit agency's administrative staff, facilities staff.

etc., would be immediately affected by a 5 percent reduction in service. The

short-run cost model, then, consists of driver and direct vehicle costs.

4. 4. 1.2. 2 Long-Run Costs.

Estimation of long-run cost is affected by service contracting

arrangements. The distinction between fixed and variable long-run avoidable

cost is based on the following service contracting assumptions:

1. The transit agency supplies the vehicles. Vehicle cost is much

lower for the transit agency than for the private operator, and for

existing service, transit vehicles are readily available. Since the

transit agency retains ownership, depreciation need not be

considered in the cost estimates. It is also assumed that the

transit agency retains vehicle insurance.

^

2. The private operator maintains the vehicles. All vehicle and

related maintenance is therefore variable in the long run.

3. The transit agency retains responsibility for service planning,

marketing, and general a<±ninistration. The use of service

contracting does not imply that the transit agency's responsibility

for planning and developing service within its jurisdiction

changes. Only the operating responsibility changes. Thus all

^ At the time this research was initiated, insurance costs had not yet begun
to escalate dramatically. As of this writing, insurance has become a major
problem for both private and public operators. No attempt is made here to

estimate the increase in cost that could result from any changes in service
arrangements, because no data were available from which reasonable estimates
could be made.
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expenses related to planning, marketing, and general administration

(e.g. the general manager's office) are also fixed in the long run.

The extra cost due to contract administration is not considered

here; it is included as part of the private operator contract cost.

4. The transit agency retains all fare revenue. The transit agency

continues to have responsibility for ticketing and fare collection

activities; thus, related costs remain fixed in the long run.

5. The transit agency retains public information activities. Since the

transit agency retains ultimate responsibility for all services, it

is reasonable to keep these activities as well.

6. The transit agency retains responsibility for all fixed facilities.

It is assumed that the transit agency retains ownership of stations,

buildings, etc. Thus, maintenance of these facilities is also fixed

in the long run, with the possible exception of routine maintenance

of passenger stations.

It should also be noted that all fixed facility costs are assumed fixed

in the long run. V\hile a large amount of contracting could lead to the

elimination of some fixed facilities, data are not available to accurately

estimate the change in capital cost, and such changes would likely only occur

in the very long run and at a scope of contracting beyond that considered in

this research. This issue is further discussed in Chapter Five.

These assumptions generate a category of long-run fixed costs which are

incorporated in the model. The remainder of the long-run costs are variable

and assumed to be directly proportional to output measured in annual vehicle

hours. V\hile this is admittedly a strong assumption, data are not available

on the long-run response to major transit service reductions. Long-run
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maintenance cost includes maintenance items related to service use (e.g.,

service vehicles, comnuni cat ions systems, garage and shop buildings).

Long-run administrative cost includes service-related administration (e.g.,

personnel, accounting, transportation administration). Long-run fixed cost

includes all functions related to the activities the transit agency is assumed

to retain. Other cost includes miscellaneous items.

Given that the transit agency retains a number of activities associated

with the contracted service, it difficult to determine whether certain costs

are fixed or variable in the long run. These include items like station

maintenance and system security. Alternative assumptions are again used to

bound the avoidable cost estimate. The optimistic estimate assumes these

costs are variable; the pessimistic estimate assumes they are fixed.

4. 4. 1.3 Summary of the Transit Cost Madel

A flow chart of the short- and long-run transit cost model is presented

in Figure 4-3. To summarize, the estimation of transit agency avoidable cost

is a multi-step procedure, in which the various submodels are used

sequentially to generate an avoidable cost estimate. First, the driver cost

model is used to estimate driver cost. Second, short-ruin costs are computed

by using Section 15 data to calculate direct vehicle costs and adding these to

driver cost. Section 15 data is also used in the third step to calculate the

long-run costs. Long-run cost change is estimated as a direct proportion of

the service change. The purpose of the model is to estimate the short-run and

long-run impact of service contracting as accurately as possible. Fixed and

variable long-run costs as determined by contracting service arrangements are

identified and incorporated in the model. The model is quite flexible, and

can easily be adjusted to reflect different service contracting arrangements.
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Short-Run Cost Model

FIGURE 4-3

FLOW CHART OF THE SHORT- AND LONG-RANGE
TRANSIT COST MODEL
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A series of alternative assumptions are used to account for cost impacts which

cannot be calculated directly and for possible alternative transit agency

actions. These alternative assumptions are combined to generate three

different avoidable cost estimates: optimistic (upper bound), pessimistic

(lower bound), and most probable. The assumptions corresponding to each of

the cost estimates are presented in Table 4-1.

4.4.2 The Private Operator Cost Models

In any actual implementation of service contracting, private operator

cost would be determined by the bid prices received. However, in order to

estimate potential cost savings in this research, private service cost must

also be estimated. It should be noted that these estimates are made on the

basis of the limited data available to the research team.

Like public transit service costs, private operator costs vary by type

of service. Although private operator driver work rules are generally much

less restrictive than those of public transit, service which requires vehicles

and drivers for only a few hours per day is more costly than all-day service.

Two different private operator cost models, one for express service and one

for all-day service, are used to estimate private operator costs.

4. 4. 2.1 Peak Period Service

Estimates of peak-period service cost were derived from a fully-

allocated cost model developed in conjunction with a previous IMTA study

(Teal, et al., 1984). The cost model estimates the daily cost of serving a

particular bus route based on the number of buses required, driver pay hours,

and total service miles. The cost model includes both operating and capital

costs. For the purpose of this research, the capital cost component of the
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TABLE 4-1

ASSUMPTIONS USED TO GENERATE ALTERNATIVE
TRANSIT AGENCY AMDIDABLE COST ESTIMATES

Cos t

Category
Cptimistic:
High Avoidable Cost

Pessimistic:
Low Avoidable Cost

Most Probable
Avoidable Cost

Driver Cost
Interlining: Assume all leftover

pieces can be
re incorpora ted
in schedule with
no loss of

efficiency

Assume 1/3 of all

leftover pieces
must be operated
as trippers

Assume all leftover
pieces can be
reincorporated
in schedule with
no loss of

efficiency

PTO's: Reduce only full-
time drivers
through attrition;
retain current
nurrfoer of part-
time drivers

Reduce both full-
time and part-time
drivers through
attrition in pro-
portion to use on
contracted service

Reduce both full-
time and part-time
drivers through
attrition in pro-
portion to use on
contracted service

Direct
Vehicle Cost*
(Short Run
Chly):

Kfaintenance labor
declines in same
proportion as

amount of

service
contracted

Maintenance labor
declines at 50

percent of

proportion of
amount of service
contracted

Maintenance labor
declines at 75

percent of

proportion of
amount of service
contracted

Long-Run
Cost**

Proport iona

1

reduction in cost

of miscellaneous

No reduction in

cost of miscel-
laneous functions

No reduction in

cost of miscel-
laneous functions

funct ions

* In all long-term scenarios, all direct vehicle costs are reduced in the

same proportion as amount of contracted service.

** Includes adnin i strative ,
maintenance, and other costs. In all short-term

scenarios, there is no reduction of administrative costs.
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model (including insurance costs) was removed, leaving driver costs,

maintenance costs, direct operating costs, and administrative and overhead

costs as the relevant service costs. A ten percent allowance for profit is

also included. The cost model was calibrated on private operator cost data

collected in the San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Houston metropolitan areas.

Specific details on the model are provided in Rooney and Teal, 1986.

As with the transit cost model, alternative assumptions regarding driver

utilization and maintenance cost were employed to generate upper and lower

bound cost estimates. Three driver utilization assumptions were employed. In

the most costly scenario (pessimistic), drivers were assumed to receive a

four-hour pay guarantee per bus dispatch. Since an /M and FM peak service

would require two dispatches, eight hours' driver pay per bus is necessary in

this scenario. In the least costly (optimistic) scenario, drivers are paid

only for hours worked (i.e., plat form hours ) , as is the case with part-time

drivers at some large transit agencies. The most probable assumption is that

drivers are paid only for hours worked, but are guaranteed a minimum of two

hours' pay per work assignment. These assumptions are based on informal

surveys and previous research on private costs by the authors. In all cases,

drivers are assumed to be paid $7.50 per hour, plus 25 percent fringe

benefits, for a total of $9.38 per hour. This wage rate is multiplied by the

number of (private operator) p>ay hours per day for a particular route to

obtain the driver cost.

Kfeintenance labor costs are estimated per vehicle mile, and three

different assumptions are employed: optimistic ($. 30/mile), pessimistic

($. 45/mile), and most probable ($. 40/mile). These estimates were based on

reported private operator cost data. All other direct operating costs (fuel,

oil, tires, maintenance parts, etc.) are estimated at $. 35/mile. A profit
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factor of 10 percent is added to all variable cost items. Admini strati on and

overhead costs are estimated at $10,000 per bus per year, plus a 10 percent

allowance for profit. Ihe cost factors and alternative assumptions of the

peak-period service cost model are presented in Table 4-2.

TABLE 4-2

PRIVAJE (XNTRACICR PEAK-PERIOD SERVICE COSTS

Cost Optimistic: Pessimistic: Most Probable
Component Low Operating Cost High Operating Cost Operating Cost

Driver Cost Paid for platform 4 hours per 2 hours per shift
hours only shift pay or platform hours.

guarantee whichever is

grea ter
Profit on
Driver Cost 10% 10% 10%

Maintenance
Cos t $. 30/mile $. 45/mile $. 40/mi le

Direct
Operating
Cost

$. 35/mile $. 35/mi le $. 35/mile

Profit on
Mileage
Related Costs

$. 07/mile $. 07/mi le $.07 /mile

Admin istrat ive/

Supervision/
Overhead Cost

$10 ,000 /bus /year $10 ,000 /bus / year $10 ,000 /bus /year

Prof i

t

10% 10% 10%
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While the cost data used to generate the parameters of the private

operator cost model were obtained from a variety of sources, it is possible to

assess the reasonableness of the parameters by comparing them to public agency

cost levels. Che particularly i 1 luninat ing comparison is with the costs of

Pace, the public transit operator in the suburban area of Chicago. Pace

represents a particularly useful comparison because its four operating

divisions were all private bus operations (albeit subsidized operations) well

into the 1970's; the cost levels of these divisions thus should be closer to

private operator costs than to the cost levels of long-standing public transit

agencies. Moreover, no systemwide marketing, planning, public information, or

general administration costs are charged to the operating divisions.

Therefore, the operating division's administration and overhead cost factors

should be comparable to that of a contractor.

For 1986, the four Pace operating divisions had an average overhead cost

(general administration plus non-vehicle maintenance plus leases and rentals)

of $12,000 per bus, with two of the divisions having an overhead cost of

$10,000 per bus. This indicates the $11,000 per bus administrative/overhead

cost (including profit) used in the private operator cost model is quite

plausible. These Pace divisions also had an average maintenance labor plus

direct vehicle operating cost of $.80 per vehicle mile, with two of the

divisions having a cost of less than $.70 per mile or less, and one division

generating a cost of only $.55 per mile. The comparable cost in the private

operator cost model was $.75 per mile (for the most probable cost level)

without profit, or $.82 per mile with allowance for profit. This latter

comparison indicates that the private operator cost levels for these

parameters are not only realistic, but possibly overestimated. Overall, the
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comparison with Pace cost levels indicates the realism of the cost parameters

used in the private operator cost model.

It is assumed that the service requirements (total vehicle miles and

total platform hours) for a contract operator are the same as for the existing

public transit operator. Ibis is likely to be an incorrect assumption because

public and private operator garage locations are no doubt different, and

different amounts of deadhead would result from shifting service provision.

However, since the location of the private operator is unknown, it is the only

possible assumption that can be used.

4. 4. 2. 2 All-Ehy Fixed-Route Service

A much simpler unit cost approach was used to estimate the cost of a

private operator providing all-day fixed-route service. As before, it was

assumed that the public agency provides the vehicles and pays for insurance.

The nominal private operator cost is estimated on the basis of a flat rate per

revenue vehicle mile (RYM), multiplied by the total nurrber of revenue miles

needed to serve the package of contracted service. The mileage rate is

determined by the size of the service package to be contracted and the size of

the transit agency. These rate differences account for the different sizes of

private operators that could bid on the service. For transit agencies with

more than 150 vehicles, the rate is $2.35 per RVM. The $2.35 figure

represents the 1985 estimated average cos ts of 18 privately contracted

fixed-route systems which operate more than 25 vehicles (Chapter Three). In a

nurrber of systems around the country fixed-route service is being supplied by

contractors for less than $2.35 per RVM, so this figure appears to be

reasonable and conservative.
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As with the peak-only service, the costs for all-day service are

bounded. The optimistic estimate is $2.00 per revenue vehicle mile, a cost

threshold below which many small contracted services operate. The pessimistic

estimate is $2.75 per RVM, a cost level exceeded by only a few private

contractors, none of which obtained their contracts through conrpetitive

bidding. For transit systems with between 25 and 150 vehicles, the

optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable estimates used are $2.00, $2.35,

and $2.20 respectively. A flat rate of $1.88 is used for transit systems with

less than 25 vehicles, as will be explained further in Chapter Five.

Vfrien an all-day service is heavily peaked (at least two times as rruch

peak as base service), both methods are used. The peak portion of service is

estimated with the peak service model, and the remaining service is estimated

using the appropriate mileage rate. In most cases it is possible to

disaggregate the service package into peak period and all-day service and to

treat them as completely separate components for costing purposes.

It may be noted that none of the possible indirect cost savings due to

private service provision are incorporated in the cost estimates. For

examp 1 e

,

private operators would pay vehicle registration and other fees and

taxes that public agencies are exempt from paying, thus offsetting sane of the

transit subsidy requirements. While this approach may slightly underestimate

potential cost savings, it maintains a consistent approach to both public and

private cost estimates.

4. 4. 2. 3 Public Agency Administrative Costs for Contract Services

For all service contracting scenarios, it was assumed that the public

transit agency would incur significant additional administrative costs to

monitor the contractor's performance and to assist in the service delivery
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process. The additional contract monitoring costs were estimated to be from 5

to 10 percent of the annual total private service operating costs, with

minimum and maximum expenses depending on the amount of service contracted.

Table 4-3 presents the alternative assunption for public agency monitoring

cost

.

4.5 COST COMPARISONS

The final step in the contracting decision process is the comparison of

transit agency avoidable cost and private contractor operating costs. The

comparison is made by identifying the service requirements of the contract

TABLE 4-3

TRANSIT AGENCY MCNITCRING COST
ALTERNATIVE ASSIMFTIONS

Trans i t

Agency Size
Optimistic: Pessimistic:
High Operating Cost Low Operating Cost

Most Probable
Operating Cost

Less than

25 vehicles 5% of contract cost; 10% of contract cost;

$30,000 miniram $75,000 minimum
7.5% of contract cost;

$50,000 minimum

25 to 150

Vehicles 5% of contract cost;

$50,000 minimum
10% of contract cost; 7.5% of contract cost;

$100,000 minimum $75,000 minimum

Greater than

150 Vehicles 5% of contract cost;

$75,000 minimum
$300,000 maximum

10% of contract cost;

$100,000 mininum
$1,000,000 maximum

7.5% of contract cost;

$100,000 minimum
$500,000 maximum
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service package and calculating the optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable

cost for the transit agency and the private operator. These calculations

yield a total of six different cost estimates (three for each operator). The

entire range of cost differences is captured by comparing the pessimistic

estimates and the optimistic estimates. That is, the lowest possible transit

avoidable cost is compared with the highest possible private operator cost,

yielding the cost comparison least favorable to contracting. Similarly, the

highest possible transit avoidable cost is compared with the lowest possible

private operator cost, yielding the cost comparison most favorable to

contracting. Finally, the most likely estimate of cost differences is

obtained by comparing the most probable transit and private service cost

estimates. These comparisons can be made for both short-run and long-run cost

estimates. The cost comparison scenarios are surrmarized in Table 4-4.

TABLE 4-4

CHARACTERISTICS OF COST SCENARIOS

Cost Scenario Transit Agency Cost Private Contractor Cost

Optimistic High avoidable cost Low operating cost

Pessimistic Low avoidable cost High operating cost

Most probable Mast probable avoidable Most probable operating

cost cost
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The complete set of cost models were used to conduct a series of

case studies. Service contracting scenarios were developed for a total

of 22 transit agencies. Model application results are presented in the

following chapter.o r



CHAPTER FIVE

ANALYSIS OF COST SAVINGS
FOR TWENIY-TWD TRANSIT SYSTEMS

This chapter describes the results of an application of the models

described in Chapter Four to data from twenty-two case study agencies. The

Chapter begins with a brief description of the agencies participating in the

study and a discussion of the methodology used for their selection. Because

of the sensitivity of this research, the agencies are not identified by name

in the discussion of research results.

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF CASE SIUDY TRANSIT SYSTEMS

5.1.1 Criteria for System Selection

The first task in the case study applications was the selection of a

sample which would be reasonably representative of the nation's transit

industry in terms of size and geographic location. A mix of small, medium,

and large agencies was desired; diversity was necessary to capture regional

differences in wage rates, climate, and transit operating conditions.

Practical considerations were also important. The transit systems selected

had to be both willing to participate in this study and capable of providing

extens ive

,

accurate data. A sample size of twenty systems was sought

.

In

order to increase the representation of small systems without reducing the

nurrber of large systems selected, two systems of 25 or fewer vehicles were

added, bringing the total sample size to twenty-two systems.

The systems originally selected for case study analysis were located in

the following cities:
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Santa Rosa (GA)

Altoona (PA)

Bridgeport (CT)

Memphis (IN)

Louisville (KY)

Nashville (IN)

Salt Lake City (UT)

Mi lwaukee (WI

)

Dallas (XX)

San Jose (CA)

Seattle (WA)

Oshkosh (WI

)

Reno (NV)

Hicson (AZ)

Madison (WI

)

Hartford (CT)

Indianapolis (IN)

Cincinnati (CH)

Denver (CD)

Houston (IX)

Pittsburgh (PA)

Minneapolis - St. Paul (ivf'I)

Agencies in Nashville, Indianapolis, and Milwaukee were unable to

provide sufficient driver schedule data and were thus excluded from the

sample. They were replaced by Long Beach (CA) , San Diego (CA) , and Portland

(OR) , respectively. The final sample, which is presented by size categories

in Table 5-1, has something of a Western bias. The three systems which were

dropped from the sample due to data limitations were from the Eastern half of

the country; to ensure timely reporting of the results of this study, they

were replaced by systems located on the Pacific Coast.''’

5.1.2 Operating Characteristics of the Systems

The twenty-two systems selected for analysis featured a wide range of

costs, service profiles, wages, and work rules. Excluding the three smallest

systems, operating cost per revenue vehicle hour ranged from $29 to $71. Even

^ Given the time constraints of the study, it was judged to be more important

to obtain data from systems of similar size already known by the researchers
than to seek a rigorous geographic balance. These agencies were all located

on the West Coast.
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TABLE 5-1

CASE STUDY SAMPLE AGENCIES BY SIZE CATEGORY

Size Category # Peak Vehicles Agencies

£mal 1 0 to 25 Santa Rosa, Altoona, Oshkosh (N=3)

Medium 26 to 150 Bridgeport, Thcson, Memphis, Khdison,
Reno, Long Beach (N=6)

Large
J

( 151 to 500 ) Louisville, Portland, Hartford, San Jose,
Cincinnati, San Diego, Salt Lake City (N=7)

f Over 500
j

Dallas, Seattle, Pittsburgh, Houston,
Denver, Minneapol is -St . Paul (N=6)

the larger systems (those of more than 250 vehicles) demonstrated a wide range

of operating costs, from $39 to $71 per revenue vehicle hour. Peak-to-base

ratio ranged from 1.0 to 2.9 for the entire sample; for the larger systems,

peak-to-base ratio ranged frcm 1.3 to 2.9. Operating speeds varied from 11.6

MFH to 16.9 MFH. Driver wages plus fringe benefits ranged frcm $10.54 per

hour to $19.70 per hour, although only four of the nineteen systems had total

driver compensation rates of less than $15 per hour. Work rules also varied

considerably, with some agencies precluded from employing part-time drivers,

and others permitted to employ from 7 to 45 percent of their driver force as

part-timers, hfeximim spread times varied frcm 11.5 hours to 13.5 hours. The

systems in our sample were thus quite diverse in both cost and operating

character is t i cs

.

This diversity is significant in terms of the reliability of our

results. It was not possible to choose a large sample because of the time and

expense this would entail, or even a truly random sample, due to the

difficulty in obtaining sufficient data from many transit agencies. Every
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attempt was made, therefore, to choose a representative sample. Results for a

representative sample of systems would, presumably, have a high level of

confidence associated with them. The diversity of cost, work rules, and

operating characteristics in the sample chosen does not guarantee

representativeness, but it does indicate that there is a relatively high

likelihood that the systems of 25 or more vehicles are broadly representative

of the public transit industry.

5 . 2 RESULTS OF THE COST ANALYSIS

The cost models described in Chapter Four were used to conduct case

study analyses of the twenty-two transit systems. This section surrmarizes and

explains the case study results. Full results of the case studies for each

system are presented in Appendix C.

The case study transit systems were divided into three size categories:

snail (less than 25 peak vehicles), mediim (25 to 150 peak vehicles), and

large (150 or more peak vehicles). The 150 vehicle cutoff was selected for

two reasons. First, our national survey of transit service contracting

(Chapter Three) revealed a significant difference in cost between private

operations of less than 25 vehicles and those with more than 25 vehicles. For

an agency operating 150 vehicles, contracting of 20 percent of existing

service— the maximum possible under the assumptions used here—would result in

a service package of roughly 25 to 30 vehicles. The costs reported for the

private operations of 25 or less vehicles might not be applicable for the

potentially larger service packages developed by transit systems operating

more than 150 vehicles.

Second, there are size-related differences among public transit

agencies. A range of 150 to 250 vehicles seems to be the limit for a
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one-garage operation, and multiple garages imply a different service

production process. Agencies of less than 150 vehicles, on average, also

provide very little peak-only service, and therefore have a potentially more

efficient service schedule. Finally, four of the six case study agencies

within this size category report Section 15 data at the less detailed nR n

level, necessitating some adjustments of the transit avoidable cost model.

For the smallest systems, it was assumed that service contracting would

be an "all or nothing" decision, as there would be no incentive to incur the

burden of monitoring a contractor while continuing to operate some small

amount of service. In addition, it would be very difficult to remove a

significant portion of service without adverse effects on the remaining

schedule. Thus for the smallest systems, it was assumed that the whole system

would be contracted.

For each transit agency with more than 25 vehicles, at least two service

packages were identified, comprising 5 percent and 20 percent, respectively,

of the agency's existing service. The 5 percent package corresponds to the

first year of contracting, and the 20 percent package represents the maximum

possible for a five-year planning horizon given the assumptions presented

previously.

The service packages selected consisted of fixed-route service only; no

ERT or other special services were included. The unit of service was the

route. Routes were selected by calculating the pay hour to platform hour

ratio for each route, and choosing routes in rank order of the pay/plat

ratio. This procedure selected predominantly peak-oriented routes first, as

would be expected. For a few of the largest agencies, an all-day service

package was also selected in order to generate comparisons for both peak and
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non-peak service. This was not necessary for the medium and smaller systems,

as peak service was exhausted long before the 20 percent limit was reached.

5.2.1 Snail System Resul ts

Case studies of three systems with less than 25 peak vehicles were

performed. All were municipal systems, each located in a different region of

the United States. Operating and cost characteristics of these systems are

given in Table 5-2. Costs of Systems B and C are low, as is typical of small

systems. System A is located in a high-cost region and has somewhat less

favorable work rules than Systems B or C. System B pays a very low overtime

rate, can hire up to 40 percent part-time drivers, and has no 8-hour per day

guarantee for extraboard drivers. System C provides a 40-hour per week

guarantee for drivers and uses part-time drivers with a wage rate of

$4. 25/hour for the extraboard.

It was assumed that the entire system would be contracted. The cost

estimation method was adjusted to reflect the entire system contracting

alternative, the much less detailed Section 15 data provided by the small

systems, and the lower costs of small private systems. It was assumed that

vehicle insurance would become the responsibility of the private contractor,

as the public agency would have no reason to retain insurance if it were no

longer an operating entity.** Costs are long run only, and account for

the fixed monitoring, planning, and administrative responsibilities of the

transit agencies. Private operator costs are estimated at a flat rate of

** Vehicle insurance costs have risen dramatically during the past year (1986).

The insurance cost estimates used here reflect a midpoint of a wide range of
estimates gathered via an informal telephone survey of private operators.
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TABLE 5-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEREE SvlALL SYSTEMS

No. Peak
System Vehicles Ave. Cost/RVH

Driver
Wage Rate Peak/Base

A 12 $37.00
B 24 29.00
C 21 27.80

$9.48 N/A
8.94 2.5

9 . 08(4. 25) a 1.5

a = Part-time operator wage

$1.88/RVM, the national average (increased by 5 percent from the actual 1984

average to account for higher costs in 1985) for small privately contracted

fixed-route systems as indicated by our survey data (Chapter Three). An

estimate of insurance costs plus monitoring costs of 5 to 10 percent are also

added to the contract cost.

Results are presented in Table 5-3. Differences between the optimistic,

pessimistic, and most probable estimates are due to the alternative contract

monitoring cost assumptions. Since private operator costs are calculated at a

constant rate, possible cost savings are directly related to transit systems

costs. System A could realize snail but significant savings, while System C

would incur higher costs. System B would realize very limited savings from

contracting. These results are reasonable, considering the characteristics of

these systems. Given the level of efficiency of System C, the difference in

private operator cost is not enough to offset the fixed administrative and

monitoring costs associated with the contracting option. The opposite is the

case for System A.

The limitations of the analysis of small systems must be emphasized.

These systems are included in the analysis for illustrative purposes only.
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TABLE 5-3

COST SAVINGS ERCM PRIVATE CONTRACTING KR TREE 3viALL SYSTEMS

System Opt imist ic Pess imist ic Most Probable

A
B
C

10 %

6

-5 -10

6 %

2

-7

8 %

4

Due to the small sample, the less detailed Section 15 data, assunptions about

insurance costs, and the difficulty of precisely determining the amount of

overhead costs which are eliminated when the entire system is contracted, the

results cannot be considered definitive. Three agencies is obviously much too

snail a sample from which to generalize results, given that several hundred

transit systems of this size (25 or fewer vehicles) exist in the Lhited

States. Moreover, the cost assumptions used were deliberately chosen to be

conservative. For example, many small campet i t ively contracted fixed-route

systems had 1984 operating costs of less than $1.79/RVM. In addition, because

the entire service is contracted for small systems, the public agency will be

able to save money by disposing of fixed facilities, an eventuality not

considered in the cost analysis. The inaccuracies in predicting savings are

likely to result in underestimating the savings frcm contracting.

5.2.2 Mediun Size System Results

A total of six case studies were performed for systems of 25 to 150 peak

vehicles. Descriptive characteristics of the case study systems are presented

in Table 5-4. The driver compensation rate includes wages and benefits and is
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TABLE 5-4

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEDIUM SIZE CASE STUDY SYSTEMS

Driver wage + Peak/ Pay/Plat
System # Vehicles $/RVH Benef i ts/Hra Base Ratio Ratio

D 31 $29.26 $10.54 1.0 1.060

E 40 49.51 14.91 1.1 1.130

F 120 39.29 12.22 1.8 1.054

G 130 43.02 17.00 1.4 1.110

H 142 42.14 15.21 2.0 1.073

I 144 45.02 16.50 1.4 1.178

a Full- time drivers only.

calculated from Section 15 data. The "pay/plat ratio" is the ratio of

scheduled pay hours to platform hours (actual driving hours) for the weekday

schedule. It is a measure of schedule efficiency, and depends on both the

service profile (e.g., peak/base ratio) and driver work rule constraints. A

value of about 1.04 is the absolute minimum, since drivers receive 5 to 10

minutes of paid report or check-in time at the beginning and end of each

assignment. The pay/plat ratio is calculated from schedule (runcut) data.

The medium size transit systems are less complex operations than the

larger systems for which the costing methodology was developed. All are one

garage operations; four of the six report Section 15 data only at the "R"

level, and four systems had only limited schedule data available. Because of

data limitations, a much simpler method of estimating avoidable cost was

employed. Simplifying assurptions used are: 1) interlining impacts are not

considered (implying that service contracting will not have any impact on the

remaining schedule), 2) all maintenance cost (including maintenance

administration) is variable in both the short run and long run, and 3) a flat
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50 percent of administrative cost is fixed in the long run. (The remainder is

assumed to represent such items as planning, marketing, and general

management, expenses which do not vary with the level of contracting.)

Private contractor cost estimates were also simplified; all estimates were

calculated on the basis of revenue miles, since so little peak service was

involved. As indicated in Chapter Four, the optimistic, pessimistic, and most

probable private contractor costs are, respectively, $2.00, $2.35 and $2.20

per RVM. Since only one estimate of transit agency avoidable cost is made,

the difference in the optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable estimates are

the result of the alternative private operator cost assumptions. Also, the

difference between short-run and long-run transit agency avoidable cost is the

indirect administrative cost.

The service packages were constructed by selecting routes in rank order

of pay/plat ratios. Table 5-5 gives short-run and long-run results for the 5

percent service packages. The 5 percent packages include all of the peak-only

service provided by the transit agency, but in most cases also contain all-day

service. The short-term results correspond to the first year of

implementation, when only the direct transit service cost is assumed

avoidable. The long-term results correspond to total adjustment of the

transit agency. Cost savings are calculated as a percent of avoidable cost.

The results in Table 5-5 indicate that for most medium size agencies,

significant cost savings are likely in the long run, but that cost reductions

will be much smaller, and possibly non-existent, in the short run. The much

smaller (and potentially negative) short-run savings are attributable to the

assumed absence of administrative cost reductions by the transit agency in the

first year of implementat ion, as well as by the different private operator

cost assumptions. These represent conservative estimates, in that actual
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TABLE 5-5

ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS FOR 5 PERCENT SERVICE PACKAGES
FOR MEDILM SIZE SYSTEMS

Short Run Long Run

System Optimistica Pessimistic
Mos t

Probable Optimistic Pessimistic
Most
Probable

D -18% -45% -23% _c$.
3 o -30% -10%

E 12 -11 6 25 5 19

F -10 -32 -25 -4 -26 -18

G 33 19 24 43 31 35

H -4 -25 -18 15 -3 3

I 24 8 13 30 15 19

a C£>timistic estimates give the difference between the highest transit agency-

avoidable cost and the lowest private cost. Pessimistic estimates compare
the lowest transit agency avoidable cost and the highest private cost. The
most probable estimate uses the most probable cost for both transit system
and private operator.

first-year expense reductions could be greater than the minimum assumed.

Moreover, the short-run pessimistic results represent a truly "worst case"

scenario, as they assume the highest level of private costs and the lowest

level of public avoidable costs. It is highly unlikely that these results

would occur in the average case.

In the long run when all variable cost elements have been reduced

proportionately, four of the six agencies save money by contracting according

to the most probable scenario. The two agencies which are not predicted to

save money have much lower wage rates and more favorable work rules than the
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other four systems. An example is a 40-hour per week guarantee rather than 8

hours per day, which effectively eliminates daily guarantee time and

overtime. It should be noted that these are long-term annual estimates

corresponding to full adjustment, and do not take into account possible

short-term losses.

The 20 percent service package provides a more representative indication

of the cost impact of large-scale service contracting on transit agencies,

since a broader range of services are included and all impacts are long run.

It is assumed that this magnitude of contracting could occur only after a

number of years. Table 5-6 gives the results for the 20 percent service

packages. As before, cost estimates for these systems are based on the

simpler costing approach. The results of the 20 percent analysis indicate

substantial cost savings in four of the six cases. As with the 5 percent

package, the negative results for Systems D and F are reasonable given the low

wage rates and apparently efficient scheduling practices employed by these

TABLE 5-6

ESTIMATED LCNG-RUN COST SAVINGS FOR 20 PERCENT SERVICE PACKAGES
FOR MEDIUM SIZE SYSTEMS

System Opt imistic Pessimistic Most Probable

D -14% -40% -16%

E 35 20 27

F 5 -12 -5

G 37 23 31

H 23 6 16

I 35 20 29

Average 20% 2.8% 14%
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agencies. Mareover, the most probable results for System F are within the

range of likely error of a most probable break-even outcome. Savings are

greatest for Systems G, H, and E. Systems G and I have the highest driver

wages, and the highest and third highest pay/plat ratios. System E has the

highest average hourly cost, as well as a comparatively high pay/plat ratio,

given its low peak/base ratio. The average savings for the most probable

scenario is 13.5 percent for the group, with a range from -16.1 percent to

31.0 percent. The median saving is somewhat higher, at 21.1 percent.

It may also be noted that 20 percent savings are greater than 5 percent

(long-run) savings for five of the six systems. This result appears to be

counterintuitive, as routes with the highest pay/plat ratio were chosen

first. The difference, however, is due to the assumption of a minimum

contract monitoring cost. The contract monitoring cost represents a larger

proportion of private operator cost in the 5 percent service package because

of the smaller total cost of the service package.

5.2.3 Large System Resul ts

A total of thirteen case studies were conducted for systems with

than 150 peak vehicles. Descript ive statistics for these systems

presented in Table 5-7. As can be seen, there is substantial variation in

size, average unit costs, driver costs, peak/base ratio, and pay/plat ratio.

As a group, these are higher cost agencies with higher pay/plat and peak/base

ratios than the medium size systems. Many of these agencies use part-time

drivers, but with one exception, they are limited to a maximum of 15 percent

of the nurrber of full-time operators.

The avoidable costs for these systems were calculated using the full

cost models described in Chapter Four. The full range of alternative
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TABLE 5-7

CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE SIZE CASE STUDY SYSTEMS

# Peak
Sys ten Vehicles $/RVH

E>river wage + Peak/ Pay/Plat
Benefits/Hra Base Ratio Ratio

J

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

T
U
V

199

521

762

800
320

402
441

231

844

659

1029

275

246

$40.00
58.41
64.00
58.49
54.84
69.30
62.40
40.48
50.69

62.72
70.73

39.19
44.67

$15.78
14.99
16.30
19.31

16.19
19.70
18.96
15.34

18.26

14.63
18.86

11.28
18.15

2.2
2.9
2.0

2.9

2.1

1.7
1.9
2.3

1.9

2.3

1.8

1.3

1.3

1.202
1.213

1.150
1.211

1.095
1.130
1.120
1.160

1.130

1.150

1.090
1.059
1.123

a Full-time drivers only.

assumptions were employed for both transit agency avoidable costs and private

operator costs. However , alternative costing assumptions for part-time

drivers are used in significant numbers on the service to be contracted and

when their wage (plus benefits) rate is significantly different from the

full-time driver rate.

Case study results are shown in Table 5-8 for the 5 percent service

package and in Table 5-9 for the 20 percent service package. In some cases

(System L for the 5 percent package. Systems J and M for the 20 percent

package), alternative service packages were selected to test the effects of

different service configurations on estimated cost savings. For the

remaining systems, all service packages are made up of routes chosen on the
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basis of the pay/plat ratio. As a result, the 5 percent packages are made up

primarily of heavily peaked routes.

Table 5-8 shows that short run savings are extremely variable.

Pessimistic results, in which only driver costs and a portion of vehicle

operating costs are eliminated and the interlining penalty is applied, are

consistently negative. Large losses—up to 80 percent—are estimated in

several cases. While the validity of the short-run estimates may be

questionable due to the assumptions which had to be made, they do suggest that

if only a small portion of the system is contracted, inmediate savings may be

negative. That is, agency short-run costs could increase.

TABLE 5-8

ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS FGR 5 PERCENT SERVICE PACKAGES
FOR LARGE SIZE SYSTEMS

Short Efcun Long Run

System Optimistic Pessimistic
Mos t

Probable Opt imisti

c

Pessimistic
Most
Probabl

J 9% -58% D o 23% -23 14%

K 20 -25 N/A 35 2 30

L (EXPRESS
REGIONAL)

+

19 -49 <1 37 1 26

L (EXPRESS) 16 -75 -6 33 -17 21

M 40 -43 15 49 2 33

N 0 -80 N/A 33 2 25
O 28 -60 N/A 51 26 45

P 12 -56 N/A 31 4 21

Q 5 -56 N/A 11 -29 < 1

R 30 -10 N/A 41 12 34

S 25 -21 N/A 31 7 26

T 10 -46 N/A 36 13 24

U N/A N/A N/A 15 -19 < 1

V 18 -16 N/A 30 12 20
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TABLE 5-9

ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS FOR 20 PERCENT SERVICE PACKAGES
FOR LARGE SYSTEMS

Sys tern C£)timistic Pessimistic Most Probable

J - EXPRESS + ALL DAY 27 -18 17

J - ALL DAY 33 -9 19

K 36 10 28

L 38 19 27

M - EXPRESS 46 16 37

M - ALL DAY 51 29 42
N 41 16 35

O 54 35 49

P 36 16 29

Q 22 5 15

R 43 17 36

S 36 20 33

T 43 24 35

U 15 -15 2

V 33 6 22

Long-run estimates are more positive. The average for the most probable

estimates is 22.9 percent, and none are negative. Chly System U shows no

savings. Three of the pessimistic estimates are negative, and all of the

optimistic estimates are positive. The optimistic estimates range from 11

percent to more than 50 percent, with an average of 32.4 percent.

The long-run 20 percent scenarios indicate that savings will occur as

all cost elements respond to contracting (Table 5-9). Again, these are annual

estimates. Among the large systems, estimated long-run cost savings are often

very large. For Systems M and O, most probable savings exceed 40 percent, and

six of the thirteen systems have calculated savings of 30 percent or more.

Savings are smallest for the system with the lowest wage rate, System U, which

also has extremely favorable work rules (for example, extraboard drivers start

at $6.00 per hour with no guarantee).
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Average most probable savings for the 20 percent scenario for this group

is 27.9 percent, significantly higher than for the medium size systems.

Estimated savings also cover a wide range, from 2.3 percent to 48.9 percent,

implying that cost savings are a function of many factors. It is interesting

to note that cost savings from contracting tend to be somewhat greater for the

all-day service packages than for the express or peak-only packages. This is

largely the result of the procedure used to develop private costs, with

alternative driver pay guarantees and overhead based on the nurrber of vehicles

employed. V\hen the peak service consists of short pieces of work, private

costs are high. Conversely, all-day service estimates tend to better reflect

the difference between private and public wage rates.

5.2.4 Overall Results

The contracting cost savings estimates generated in the model

applications span a wide range. Figure 5-1 sunmarizes the results for the 20

percent most probable scenario for the nineteen systems with more than 25

vehicles. In cases where more than one 20 percent scenario was tested, the

express-oriented service package value is used. Average most probable savings

is 13.5 percent for the six systems of under 150 vehicles and 27.9 percent for

the larger systems. The distribution for the two groups clearly overlaps,

with the less than 150 vehicle group representing the minimum savings and the

more than 150 vehicle group showing the maximum savings. The average savings

for the entire sample is 23.4 percent, the median is 27.9 percent, and twelve

of the nineteen systems fall into the range of 20 to 40 percent.

It is significant that the systems with more than 150 peak vehicles,

which were calculated to realize an average savings of 27.9 percent, represent

about 80 percent of the transit industry's operating expenditures on bus
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transit reported in Section 15 data, while the medium-sized systems represent

approximately 17.5 percent of bus transit operating expenditures.

5.2.5 Savings in the Context of Transit Operating Costs

It is also useful to place these estimated cost savings in context.

Figure 5-2 gives a frequency distribution of cost savings as a percent of

total agency operating cost for the nineteen systems with more than 25 peak

vehicles. The estimate corresponds to the 20 percent most probable scenario.

In cases where more than one 20 percent scenario was tested, such as System M,

the results for the peak-oriented service package estimate were used in the

frequency distribution in Figure 5-2. Cost savings as a proportion of total

operating cost when 20 percent of the services are contracted, range from -2.5

percent (System D) to 9.0 percent (System O), with an average savings of 4.2

percent . A total of nine systems have indicated cost savings of more than 5

percent of the total operating expense. Savings of this magnitude are

significantly greater than the potential savings of more conventional

strategies such as the use of part-time drivers. Of these nine systems, all

but two have fleets of 250 vehicles or more, and the two systems with the

greatest savings, Systems O and M, have fleets of 402 and 800 vehicles

respectively. A total of fifteen of the nineteen systems (about four-fifths

of the sample) have estimated savings equal to 2.5 percent or more of total

operating cost, implying that service contracting of only 20 percent of an

agency's services can generate savings of at least the same magnitude as more

conventional strategies for the vast majority of U.S. systems.

These results indicate that potential cost savings benefits are greatest

for the larger agencies, and are particularly large when high transit agency

service costs coincide with service characteristics which are relatively
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favorable to private operator provision, such as long pieces of work for

peak-only services (which avoids payment of minimum hour guarantees). For

smaller agencies with low service costs, less controversial cost reduction

strategies, such as the use of part-time drivers or other work rule changes,

may be equally as effective as a low level of service contracting. An

important advantage of contracting, however, is that competitive contracting

is likely to create strong cost containment pressures within the transit

agency and lead to improved internal cost efficiency. This is a spillover

effect which has not been taken into account in this analysis.

5.2.6 Explaining the Results

The wide range of savings estimated by the model suggests that many

factors affect potential cost savings. In part, these differences are a

function of the assumptions and parameters used in the models, and in part, a

function of adjustments made to reflect size-related cost differences. It may

be recalled that different methodologies were used to generate the private

operator cost estimates. A flat mileage rate was used for all service

packages for the medium size agencies, whereas a three -variable cost

allocation model was used for peak service in the service packages for the

larger systems. Thus, for the larger system case studies, the alternative

driver cost and overhead cost assumptions employed for peak service made

private operator costs very sensitive to service characteristics (e.g., length

and timing of driver runs and number of buses required to operate the

schedule). Furthermore, since it was assumed that the contract package was

"stand alone" for the private operator, service packages which contained

short, difficult to combine pieces of work tended to be rather costly, because

there were no opportunities for interlining with other service.
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Transit agency cost savingings estimates were also affected by the

simplifying assumptions made to accommodate the level of Section 15 data

reported by medium-sized systems. Chly one estimate of transit agency

avoidable cost was made for these systems, and the differences between the

optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable estimates were due to private

operator mileage costs and contract monitoring costs. For this reason, the

case study estimates should be viewed as having limited comparabil ity between

transit agency size categories.

The wide range of cost savings estimates is also due to transit agency

cost and service characteristics. A rough correspondence between transit

agency operating costs and driver costs can be observed in the case study

results, but the relationship is certainly not sufficiently consistent for

these factors to be used to predict cost savings. Service characteristics,

interlining, and the relative proportions of fixed and avoidable costs are

also important.

Service characteristics are important because of their impact on the

estimation of private costs. Interlining is an important factor in

determining transit avoidable costs. The interlining penalty obviously

affected the pessimistic avoidable cost estimates, implying that if schedule

impacts are significant, potential cost savings will be affected. The impact

of interlining is clearly an issue for further research, given the extent and

variability of interlining practices within the industry.

The relative proportion of fixed and avoidable costs is also important

in estimating potential cost savings. The general administration and other

functions which are assumed to remain unchanged as a result of service

contracting make up the fixed portion of long-run costs. The greater the

proportion of these costs to total operating cost, the smaller the cost
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savings, all other things being equal. A high-cost agency may realize only

modest cost savings if a large share of its operating cost is fixed.

Conversely, a lower cost agency may realize large cost savings if a

correspondingly smaller share of its operating cost is fixed. In other words,

service contracting strategies attack the service-related costs of

productivity inefficiencies in public transit, not the non-service or overhead

inefficiencies

.

The case study results also indicate that a key factor in transit agency

cost savings is the rate at which indirect costs can be reduced. The large

differences between short-run and long-run results show that net savings over

a five-year planning horizon are highly dependent on how long it takes to

reduce maintenance and other indirect, but variable, long-run cost items.

Finally, it should be noted that the magnitude of cost savings estimated

here would not necessarily hold for contracting larger proportions of transit

agency service. Because the most costly service is selected first, the

marginal change in cost savings should decline (albeit not substantially) as

the quantity contracted increases.

5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

The results presented above are based on the best available information

and the most appropriate methodology from the point of view of the research

team. However, the research results are subject to limitations. This section

discusses the appropriateness of the costing methods used and the

possibilities for bias in the results. Three different issues are discussed:

1) private operator cost levels, 2) structure and limitations of the transit

avoidable cost model, and 3) the nature of the service package selected for

contract ing

.
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5.3.1 Private Operator Costs

The private operator costs used in this analysis were derived from

several sources. For conrruter service, the cost model was based on actual

private operator cost experiences in Houston and San Francisco, where private

bus companies provide cormuter service under contract to a transit agency.

These data were supplemented with national data on direct operating costs and

overhead costs for relatively small private bus operations. The model

developed from these data was applied to specific bus routes in Houston, San

Francisco, and Los Angeles and used to estimate the costs for serving these

routes. These costs were then compared to actual private operator prices

charged to public agencies for operation of this service. The model

demonstrated an acceptable degree of accuracy when used for this purpose

(Rooney and Teal, 1986).

The driver cost (wage plus fringe) used in the model was $9.38 p>er

hour. Subsequent research by the Urban Institute found somewhat higher

w/ages—$9.93 p>er hour— for a small 1985 national sample of non-unionized

private operators, excluding New York City (Peterson, Davies, and Walker,

1986). If this wage rate had been used, the p>eak service private operator

cost estimates would have been about 2 percent higher, reducing average

savings from 27.9 percent to 25.1 percent. Thus, for peak service, the

research results may have underes timated private operator costs by about 2

percent (and thus overestimated transit agency savings by 3 percent).

As noted previously, the maintenance cost, direct vehicle operating

cost, and overhead cost parameters were compared to similar operating cost

items for the Pace system in Chicago's suburban area. The relatively good

match indicates these cost parameters are probably accurate to within 5 to 10

percent of actual private operator costs in typical cases.
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Because the commuter service model is composed of hour and mile

parameters as well as a fixed-cost component, it is not possible to translate

its results into a single cost per revenue vehicle mile (RVM) or per hour.

The cost per R\M depends on the specific service parameters as well as the

assumptions made about private operator driver work rules. In general,

however, the cost per revenue vehicle mile for the most probable assirrption

ranges from $2.75 to $4.00, depending on speed, deadhead mileage, and the

nurber of vehicles required to service the route. The information on private

costs for commuter services is not sufficient to determine how these estimates

may be biased.

The simple one-variable model for all-day, fixed-route service was

derived from two sources. The national survey data presented in Chapter Three

indicate an average cost per revenue mile of $2.29 for the twenty-one

pr ivately contracted services of more than 25 vehicles. These are primarily

1983-84 data, although scxne of the sys terns supplied 1984-85 data. In

addi t ion

,

an excellent benchmark for private contractor cost levels is

provided by Phoenix Transit, the largest contracted fixed-route system in the

continental United States for which adequate data is available. In 1983-84,

Phoenix Transit's cost per RMvl was $2.35. Phoenix Transit is also a good

benchmark because it has a service profile which is strongly characteristic of

the all-day services which were included in the service packages used here:

low peak-to-base ratio, limited Saturday service, no night or Sunday service.

Thus, the Phoenix Transit cost seems quite reasonable as a most probable

estimate for contract services.

The mileage rate calculations do not seen to be subject to bias from

underestimation of driver costs. If driver costs comprise 30 to 35 percent of

the total service costs, the all-day cost of $2.35 per RVM is consistent wdth
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a total driver compensation of approximately $10 per hour, assuming a speed of

14 MFH and a ratio of revenue miles to total vehicle miles of 90 percent.

An attempt was made to verify these private operator cost assumptions by

surveying five private contractors, some local and some regional /national in

orientation, to obtain costs for representative bus routes. IJhfortunately

,

only two of these contractors responded to the survey, and the responses had

too many internal inconsistencies and dubious assumptions to be considered

reliable. Nonetheless, the limited response to the survey did not invalidate

the cost assumptions employed.

5.3.2 Structure and Limitations of the Transit Avoidable Cost Model

There are two issues related to the appropriateness of the transit

avoidable cost model: 1) treatment of overhead, and 2) comparability of the

results with a fully-allocated cost model.

5. 3. 2.1 Treatment of Overhead

The avoidable cost model was developed on the assunpt ion that the

long-run adjustment of overhead is strictly proportional to the amount o f

service contracted (as measured in veh i c 1

e

hours )

.

Tradi t ional cost

allocation models assign overhead to peak vehicles , implying that the

magnitude of indirect cost is determined by the nurfoer of vehicles. Vehicles

that operate only a few hours per day contribute as much to indirect costs as

vehicles that operate many hours per day. From a cost allocation standpoint,

then, using vehicle hours to calculate overhead cost will cause an

underestimation of avoidable cost (and eventually an underestimation of

savings), because much of the contracted service is peak service. That is,

contracting peak service reduces vehicles relatively more than service hours.
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In order to estimate the difference resulting from the two methods of

treating indirect costs, the Adelaide bus costing method was applied to the

case study data (Morgan, 1978). The Adelaide model is similar to the model

developed in this research except that it allocates non-driver expenses to

both hours and vehicles. Results indicated that the avoidable cost model

estimates are 5 to 16 percent less than the Adelaide model estimates. Thus,

the costing approach used here is conservative, and will underestimate cost

savings compared to the traditional cost allocation approach.

Another issue related to overhead costs is the concept of threshold

effects. As discussed in Chapter Four, it seems reasonable that indirect

costs are "lumpy," i.e., they do not vary continuously with output. Thus,

small changes in output may have no impact on indirect costs. The Adelaide

model, which represents the only known attempt to incorporate these threshold

effects, used thresholds of 6 to 35 vehicles for various cost elements for a

transit agency with approximately 500 vehicles. For changes which affect

fewer than 6 vehicles, the Adelaide model assumed that no indirect cost

effects occur, and that various indirect cost effects came into play at higher

threshold levels. The existence of threshold effects suggests that the

results for some of the 5 percent service packages may overestimate long-run

transit avoidable costs. For the 20 percent service packages, threshold

effects may still offset some of the px>ssible underestimation of indirect

costs, particularly for the smaller systems. On balance, however, it is

likely that transit avoidable costs are slightly underestimated here, and thus

savings are underestimated.
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5. 3. 2.

2

Ccmparab i 1 i ty with Fully Allocated Cost Kfodels

IMCA's current policy is that the fully allocated costing approach

should be used when comparing public and private service costs. Accordingly,

it is important to assess how the results of our analysis would change if a

fully allocated costing methodology were utilized. Such an assessment is also

important for an equitable comparison of the total service costs of both

public and private operators, even though it probably overestimates the actual

operating cost savings which can be generated by service contracting. The

fully allocated cost approach will overestimate savings when the public agency

cannot shed indirect costs within a reasonable length of time, when, for

example, the agency is unable to sell or rent part of a garage, move to

smaller adninistrat ive offices, or reduce staff by a fraction of an employee.

In making this assessment, certain cost elements were excluded from both

the fully allocated and avoidable cost approaches, consistent with IMCA's cost

guidelines. First, we excluded all adninistrative and overhead costs which do

not vary with the amount of service directly operated by the transit agency

(i.e., expenses for planning, marketing, and customer information). Second,

we excluded capital costs for buses based on our assumption that buses will be

provided by the transit agency to the private contractor at no cost. Third,

w'e excluded public liability costs (not vehicle damage insurance) because of

the assumption that these would remain the responsibility of the transit

agency. Thus, the results of this analysis cannot be generalized to

situations in which the private operator must provide vehicles and insurance,

as cost savings could be either higher or lower depending on the specific

circumstances

.

Having excluded these cost items from the analysis, the difference

between the avoidable cost and fully allocated cost approaches centers on two
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types of cost items. The first are operating costs which, in the avoidable

cost approach, are not assumed to change despite contracting: (1) maintenance

administration; (2) maintenance, operation, and security for fixed facilities;

(3) general management; and (4) insurance for and damage to buses (depending

on whether the public agency or the contractor was assumed to be responsible

for this expense). All of these cost elements are assumed relevant in the

fully allocated approach. The second major source of difference is the

treatment of depreciated capital costs for fixed facilities, which are

included in the fully-allocated approach but are not considered relevant in

the avoidable cost approach. To compare the results of this study with the

fully allocated approach, adjustments to the avoidable cost results must be

made in both of these areas.

Based on a detailed analysis of the larger transit agencies' Section 15

expense reports, it was determined that the avoidable cost methodology

resulted in transit agency operating costs which were 1.5 to 4.0 percent lower

than would have been calculated with a fully allocated cost model of the same

structural type as that used for the avoidable cost model . The range reflects

different assumptions about vehicle-related insurance and damage

responsibility and assumptions about whether the general management expense

was truly variable. (It is not clear whether IMEA's recommended costing

approach would exclude general management from relevant fully allocated costs,

as it states that costs "attributable" to the service are relevant. It does

not specify what criteria are to be used to determine what is properly

attributable.

)

The differences are similar in magnitude for depreciation costs for

capital facilities. The average medium/large agency reported total

depreciation charges of 11.5 percent of the operating plus depreciation
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budget, with a median value of 10.0 percent. Mich of this depreciation is for

buses, however, and they have been excluded from the analysis. Chly one

agency provided information on the relative worth of its buses and other

capital facilities. Its buses constituted 71.4 percent of total capital

assets. Because buses probably depreciate more rapidly than the other capital

facilities, this is likely to underestimate the portion of depreciation

expenses which should be attributable to buses. However, because of the

paucity of data, a conservative assimption is in order, and it was assumed

that 30 percent of depreciation is attributable to fixed facilities for the

average agency. Using the 30 percent figure yields an additional depreciation

charge of 3.0 to 3.5 percent to be added to the results of the avoidable cost

methodology.

The total adjustment for the avoidable cost approach for the agencies

studied here is thus 4.5 to 7.5 percent. That is, the avoidable cost

methodology underestimates fully allocated total cost by 4.5 to 7.5 percent,

and underestimates fully allocated operating costs by 1.5 to 4.0 percent. In

other words, if the avoidable cost methodology estimated that the transit

agency's cost for a particular service package was $100,000, then a fully

allocated approach would estimate a cost of $104,500 to $107,500. These

results imply that potential cost savings estimates would increase 3 to 5

percent if a fully-allocated cost approach were used, e.g., the average 27.9

percent savings for large systems would increase to a range of 31.0 percent to

32.9 percent.

5.3.3 Characteristics of the Service Packages

Another potentially valid criticism of the results of the analysis is

that the research team chose service packages which maximized an agency's
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avoidable cost per unit of service, but which could not realistically be

contracted out. As a result, avoidable cost would be overestimated. (This

does not mean that savings would necessarily be overestimated, as private

operators also had higher costs for the expensive transit agency services.)

Service packages which maximized avoidable cost by contracting out an agency's

most expensive services first (presumably peak-only service) were deliberately

selected on the theory that an agency would wish to follow such a contracting

strategy. However, service selection proved to be the most frequently

criticized aspect of our research among the transit agencies who participated

in this study.

Some transit agency officials felt that their agency would be more

likely to contract on a geographic basis, and that a 20 percent service

package would consist of more all-day service and less peak-only service

concentrated in one area of the region and corresponding to the service area

of one of the agency's divisions. They also correctly noted that the

pay-to-plat ratio selection criterion guaranteed that the most expensive

all-day services would also be included in the service package. If more

realistic selection criteria were used, the pay-to-plat ratios of the selected

routes would more likely be close to the system average.

These concerns are valid, in that any selection of services which

creates a service package with a pay-to-plat ratio higher than that of an

implementable service package will overestimate avoidable costs. In

actuality, however, the overestimation of savings will be small. To

illustrate, consider the case of System R, a large agency with several

divisions which might select a service package using several different

criteria. The 20 percent service package used in the case study had a

pay-to-plat ratio of 1.18, about 4.5 percent greater than the system average
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of 1.13. In this system, driver costs make up 45 percent of the avoidable

service costs. Thus, a service package with the agency's average pay-to-plat

would have about 2 percent lower avoidable costs than the package chosen

strictly on the basis of pay-to-plat ratio. Moreover, private operator costs

would be lower for a service package consisting of more all-day service.

Therefore, while the choice of the service package does potentially have an

effect on the estimated cost savings, the impact is small and may not result

in any reduction in savings when both public and private costs are considered.

5.3.4 Surrmary

The possible inaccuracies and sources of bias in the avoidable cost

model have been presented in the preceding section. Possible biases in both

directions may be present. Potential service contracting cost savings may be

less than estimated here due to underestimates in private driver costs,

threshold effects in transit overhead costs, and selection of service packages

on the basis of the pay-to-plat ratio. Potential cost savings may also be

greater than estimated here due to costing transit overhead only on the basis

of hours, and not including transit fixed facility capital costs. Yet none of

these sources of bias affect results by more than a few percentage points. It

can therefore be concluded that the costing approach developed here is an

adequate and suitable planning tool for estimating potential service

contracting cost savings.
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CHAPTER SIX

ESTIMATING NATIONAL COST SAVINGS PCR CEMPETITIVELY
CONTRACTED SERVICE: PENN MGDEL AND APPLICATIONS

6.1 OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this research was to estimate the savings that

can be expected from the competitive contracting of fixed-route bus transit

service in the United States. Particular emphasis was on the savings to be

expected from competitively contracting a specific, relatively snail

percentage of service in larger metropolitan areas. This emphasis is

appropriate for four reasons. First, the larger systems comprise most of the

operating deficit; thus, cost savings in these systems would have the largest

impact on the overall national transit deficit. Second, it is likely that

only a relatively small percentage of service could be contracted out in the

near future (i.e., one to three years), considering the expansion needed in

the private sector and the need to develop organizational expertise. Third,

integration and control of contracted service might present problems if a

considerable amount of service were contracted (although there is no current

evidence of such problems in existing contracted systems). Fourth,

contracting out even a small amount of service will increase pressure to

reduce costs in the remaining service provided directly by the transit

authority. To the extent that these costs are reduced, the necessity to

contract out even more service in order to reduce costs further is diminished,

and there may be a slackening of new contracting.

To be realistic, any estimate must recognize that there is a range of

possible levels of savings, and that each has a certain probability of
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occurrence. To state that the savings may range from 10 percent as a

conservative estimate, to 40 percent as an optimistic estimate, with 25

percent more likely than other values, is less useful than saying the

probability is 98 percent of savings at least 10 percent, the probability is

60 percent of savings being at least 20 percent, etc. Even weather forecasts

are made with probabilities. Thus, the possible levels of savings would

ideally have probabilities associated with than.

The savings estimate is defined as the net reduction in the cost of

providing a given transit service, considering the reduced cost of actually

operating the service and any increase in other public agency costs resulting

from the administration and monitoring of contracted service. Transition

costs, such as severance pay (if any) to employees, are not included. The

savings estimates presented in this chapter have several important features.

First, assessing the potential national savings, it is important to take into

account differences between the private and public sectors in the treatment of

some costs, including grants for vehicles and other capital stock, taxes, and

user fees for roads and other public services. A second important feature of

this estimate of savings is that it is based primarily on the actual

experience of transit systems that are contracting competitively, rather than

on hypothetical contracting. However, the final estimate will not be simply

the result of data analysis, but will also integrate the results of a number

of prior studies of the relative costs of private firms and public monopolies

producing government services in competitive environments. Thus, results of

the modeling effort will be tempered by judgment regarding anticipated

features of future contracted services.
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The major tasks in this effort were to:

1. Survey those systems that are competitively contracting service.

2. Determine the actual pattern of bids, savings, etc.

3. Develop a model for estimating savings for a given system from

characteristics of the service competitively contracted and the

area in which service is provided.

4. Apply the model to estimate national savings, adjusting the savings

to reflect the effect of capital subsidies, taxes, etc. so that the

cost savings are comparable with respect to costs included.

6.2 THE SURVEY

The national survey of transit contracting described in Chapter Three

identified all U.S. transit systems engaged in competitive contracting for

fixed-route transit service. At the time the survey of cost savings was

undertaken, forty-one such systems had been identified in the larger national

survey. A second, more detailed survey was then mailed to each of these

agencies and supplemented by telephone contact to explain the survey and

ensure that respondents understood the questions. In a few cases, interviews

were also conducted. E&ta were collected on the following items:

• service operating and traffic characteristics

• number and amount of bids

• winning bid

• contract management, monitoring, and related costs

• vehicle characteristics and ownership.

Responses were received from thirty-one of the forty-one systems,

including systems in metropol i tan areas from the largest (New York area) to
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very small ones, and from most of the United States (Table 6-1). Table 6-2

shows the distribution of fleet size for the thirty-one systems in the sample.

TABLE 6-1

LOGATICN OF COMPETITIVELY CONTRACTED FIXED-ROUTE BUS SYSTEMS BY STATE

State No. of Systems Surveyed No. Responding

Alaska 1

California 13

Connecticut 1

Illinois 1

Indiana 1

Iowa 1

Kansas 1

Massachusetts 1

Michigan 2

Minnesota 3

Missouri 2

New Hampshire 2

New Jersey 1

New' York 1

Chio 1

Oregon 3

Pennsylvania 1

Texas 1

Virginia 3

Washington 1

Total 41

1

10

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

2

1

31
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TABLE 6-2

DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF VEHICLES USED IN
CEMPETITIVELY CDNIRACITD SERVICE

(n = 30)

Nurrber of Vehicles

1 - 5

6-10

11 - 15

16 - 20

21 - 25

Nurrber of Systems

11

10

4

2

3

6.2.1 Bid and Cost Experience

Responses to the survey yielded considerable data on the degree of

competition, the pattern of bids from private firms

,

and the cost savings

experienced by the systems in our sample. These data provided valuable

insight into patterns of competition in the industry and the range of cost

savings possible under competitive contracting.

6.2.2 Competition

Competition is generally felt to be an intrinsically important factor in

achieving cost savings. As discussed in Chapter TWo, prior studies of cost

savings from privatization of public services of all types affirm the

importance of competition as a source of pressure to keep costs as low as

possible. Competition between service providers is critical to the

maintenance of low costs. Given the potential for collusion between
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contractors and the contracting agency, special effort must be exercised to

engender and maintain competition; otherwise a "lobby for waste" will develop

and the cost-saving benefits of contracting could be lost.

Che measure of the degree of competition experienced is the nurber of

bids; the larger the nirrber of bidders, the less likely is collusion. Figure

6-1 presents the distribution of nurcber of bids received by twenty-six systems

in our sample. The average is 3.1 bids, and the range is from one to six.

Overt competition between bidders, in the form of two of more bidders, was

present in 70 percent of all cases.

It is important to recognize, however, that competition may still be

present with only one bid. The reason is simply that there may be other firms

on the "sidelines," ready to bid if the single bidder’s bid is high. These

other firms may not bid for a variety of reasons, such as the fear that they

may have slightly higher costs than those of a known bidder. But once it

appears that they may have a chance of being awarded the contract, they may

bid. If the single bidder knows this, that bidder will be encouraged to keep

the bid low. Thus, pressure to keep costs low' can be present even with only

one bidder. Of course, the same applies to cases of more than one bidder;

each active bidder may feel pressure from other firms not actually bidding.

This concept is known as contestability of the market; unseen cornpet i tors act

to prevent a firm frcm exerting monopoly power.

In the bus transit case, the portability of the means of production

—

the buses and drivers— from one area to another increases contestability.

Also, the ease of entry and exit from a market, through changes in the number

of employees, purchasing standard vehicles that are easy to resell, leasing of

vehicles, and other features, all act to increase the potential for real

competition. Assuming that contract specifications are not written to limit
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bidding on transit operations to one firm, that awards are based on merit, and

that the sponsor has made a credible conmitment to contracting for an extended

period, competition should not be a problem. Features that could restrict the

nurrber of bidders include large contracts requiring many vehicles,

requirements for a particular type of vehicle when any of many types would be

satisfactory, and a sense among private operators that contracting with public

agencies may have an uncertain future.

6.2.3 Bid Uniformity

A related feature of the bids is the distribution of relative values.

Che way to assess uniformity is to compare the bids on a service with the mean

bid for that service. Thus for service
j

the value of each bid i can be

expressed as a ratio to the mean bid for that service. With b
i j

as the bid

and bj as the mean, the ratio is:

The distribution of the values of rjj for all bids is presented in Figure

6-2. The range is quite large, from 0.6 to 1.5, and visually follows a

bell-shaped (possibly truncated Normal) distribution. The wide range of bids

indicates that local transit systems have considerable discretion in choosing

the cost of contracted service through the choice of which bid to accept.

6.2.4 Implications for Private Operator Costs

The range of bids shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 is significant, and

deserves some discussion, particularly with reference to underlying private
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operator costs. First, it is important to recognize that bids and actual

costs are distinct. A formal bid may reflect to only a limited degree the

actual underlying cost of the bidder to produce the service. There are

basically three reasons why formal bids might vary so greatly: (1) each bidder

added a "prof it" which varies greatly among them, (2) many bidders do not know

their actual costs until revenue service has been initiated, and (3) the

actual costs of bidders vary considerably.

Given the relatively short experience with bus service contracting and

the wide variety of types of companies (charter bus, taxi, etc.) that might

bid, some errors in estimating the cost of operating services are possible.

The bids may reflect such errors. Similarly, these conditions could lead to

varying "markups" for profit and contingencies. However, these two factors

alone would not seem to explain the wide variations in bids.

Thus, the question of variation in costs among operators also warrants

attention. This is a difficult area to examine, because the costs of any one

service in the totality of operations of a bus firm are inherently

unobservable except in very unusual circumstances. However, if firms pay

differing amounts for the various resources needed to produce the service,

then it is likely that cost would vary considerably, too. In the case of bus

service, a large portion of total costs are payments to drivers. Morlok and

Krouk (1983) examined the wage rates of firms which operate over-the-road

,

for-hire passenger vehicles in the Philadelphia area. This included firms

that operate taxicabs, vans, paratransit vehicles, buses in specialized

transit-like services, conventional transit service, airport limousine

service, intercity service, and charter service. The variation in the actual

wage and benefit rate was substantial. The pattern of predicted average wages

and benefits in the firm as a function of two variables that explained most of
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the variance—average vehicle size and size of firm— is presented in Table

6-3. Variations of the order of two to one are evident. Similar variations

have been noted in other industries. Wage variations, thus, clearly provide

one reason why substantial differences costs would exist among bidders for

transit service contracts.

Other factors are also present. Che is the proximity of the contracted

route to the bidder's garage, which will determine the nonrevenue miles that

need to be operated. Another is the alternative uses for buses and drivers

when they are not needed in transit service, e.g., between peaks. A third is

the degree of flexibility in work rules vis-a-vis the transit work pattern,

such as the freedom to hire part-time workers, penalties for spread shifts,

TABLE 6-3

ERIVER COSTS AS A FUNCTION1 OF FIRM SIZE AND VEHICLE SIZE
(In Dollars per Vehicle-Mile)

Firm Size: Total Operating Revenue

,

$1 ,000/Year

Vehicle Size $400 $100,000 $275,000

5 passengers (taxi

)

0.22 0.33 0.52

11 passengers (van) 0.24 0.35 0.54

25 passengers (minibus ) 0.28 0.39 0.59

45 passengers (charter bus) 0.35 0.46 0 . 66

66 passengers (transit bus) 0.43 0.54 0.73

Source: Calculated from Equation 3.2 in Morlok and Krouk (1983).
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etc. Many more variations could be listed. The important point is that there

are many factors that contribute to variations in the costs of the bidders to

operate any given service. While cost is not the sole basis for a bid,

variations in cost presunably would be reflected in variations in bids.

6.2.5 Cost Savings

The distribution of savings, as a percent of the transit system's

estimate of the cost of public sector operation of the service (or of

contracting to the local transit operating agency if different from the

sponsor), is shown in Figure 6-4, for the seventeen systems that provided such

estimates. The average (or mean) saving is 28.7 percent with a standard

deviation of 17.6 percent. The range is from essentially zero (0.1 percent)

to just over 50 percent. Especially noteworthy is the substantial variation

in savings, and the relatively uniform distribution over the entire range.

The smallest savings are for small systems in small corrmunities . These

savings are all net of the additional costs of ackninistering and monitoring

the contracted service which, in almost all cases, were less than ten percent

of the total cost of the contracted service. They represent the savings that

apply to local agencies and governments, and are not adjusted to reflect, for

example, federal grants for vehicle purchase. Thus, these may underestimate

the true cost differences.

6.2.6 Assessment of Survey Ehta Results

Since the nurrber of transit systems known to be competitively

contracting for fixed-route bus service is small and cost savings estimates

are available for only sane of these, it is important to compare these levels

of savings with evidence from other public services of relative public and
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private costs under compe t i t i ve conditions. If these other public-private

comparisons support the savings estimates found from the survey, then the

expectation of similar savings in other transit systems is reinforced. If

evidence from other public services is inconsistent with these savings, then

there is greater uncertainty about realizing such savings.

The literature review of public service contracting contained in Chapter

Two provides one source of comparative data. The average savings reported by

relevant public services (i.e., those for which output can be easily specified

in quantitative terms) was about 30 percent, which compares favorab ly wi th the

28.7 percent for systems in this survey. The spread of savings for other

public services was large, again consistent with the results of this survey.

Another check of the validity of these findings comes from an

examination of the cost items of public transit transit providers versus the

costs of private firms that might be (or in some cases are) service

contractors. Because bus transit is very labor intensive, labor costs warrant

particular attention. A detailed study of the wage and benefit rates of the

various over-the-road , for-hire carriers of passengers in the Philadelphia

area (Morlok and Krouk, 1983) revealed that small private operators had

predicted driver costs for minibus and bus service as low’ as one-half those of

the regional transit agency (see Table 6-3 above). This wage pattern was also

confirmed in a study of potential contractors conducted by the

Tr i -Metropol i tan Transportation District of Oregon (Jarigese, 1984). Similar

relationships have been reported in other studies of the transit industry

(see, for example, Morlok and Viton, 1985; Herzenberg, 1982). In San Diego,

the transit union agreed to a wage rate that is about one-half the regular

driver wage rate for small vehicle services where the authority is a

competitive bidder (Cox, 1984). Similarly, the drivers' union at the New
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Jersey Transit Corporation has recently agreed to allow the agency to use

part-time drivers at a reduced wage rate on routes for which the agency is a

competing bidder.

There have many other studies of the comparative costs of private

monopoly and public monopoly arrangements. Ehta bases, methodological

approaches, and results have varied. However, most authors have concluded

that private costs are either the same or less than those of public agencies

(see, for example, Anderson, 1983; Morlok and Viton, 1985). To the extent

that private monopol ies iare less costly than public monopolies, costs under

competitive contracting would be expected to be less than costs under full

pub lie monopo 1 y

.

In surmary, the unadjusted levels of savings reported for the

competitive contracting of bus transit compared to the typical public monopoly

arrangement are consistent with the levels that would be expected based on

both theoretical and empirical evidence.

6.3 FACTORS INFLUENCING COST SAVINGS

On the basis of prior studies of the cost structure of bus transit and

studies of savings from contracting of other public services, four factors

likely to influence the long-term cost savings for public transit agencies who

contract for service were identified: (1) service area characteristics, (2)

transit system characteristics, (3) characteristics of the contracted service,

and (4) division of tasks between the service sponsor and the contractor.

Discussion of each of these follows.

The geographic area in which service is provided can clearly influence

public operator costs, and thereby influence the savings an agency may achieve

through contracting. An area that is heavily dependent on transit is likely
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to be more tolerant of high public operator costs because of widespread

recognition of the benefits of transit, heavy union involvement, and greater

pressure to avoid strikes. The lessened pressure on cost control is likely to

manifest itself in higher wages and benefits, larger management and planning

staffs, higher salaries and benefits for such personnel, work rules and craft

job restrictions that increase pay and nurrber of drivers and mechanics, etc.

Therefore this situation presents a greater potential for cost savings.

Che measure of dependence on transit is the percentage of work trips

made by transit. Another indicator, though not as direct, is area population,

since transit usage is positively correlated with population density. A final

measure is applicable to situations in which the transit agency may serve only

a portion of the metropolitan area, such as a suburban county. This measure

would be the distance of the area served by the agency to the center of the

metropolitan area. Presumably the greater that distance, the less the

dependence on transit, and hence the less the savings.

A second group of factors relates to the transit authority itself. In

general, the larger an organization, the higher its wages and benefits for a

given task and skill level of employee (Levinson, 1967; Masters, 1969). This

would lead to greater potential savings in larger transit systems. Also, the

larger the organization, the greater its potential for gaining needed

political and financial support for costly operations. A variety of measures

might be used to characterize organizational size and influence, such as total

employees, total budget, or vehicle-miles operated.

The division of responsibility for providing the various parts of the

total transit service package will affect the contractor's cost and hence the

potential savings. Most important are items of capital stock (vehicles,

maintenance and storage facilities) as these are often essentially "free" of
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capital recovery costs if publicly owned. If the public agency provides them,

the cost is correspondingly low or nonexistent. But if these are provided by

the contractor, the savings as seen at the local level would diminish.

Appropriate measures here are the percentage of vehicles provided by the

contractor and a similar variable for maintenance/ storage facilities.

It is often stated that savings are likely to be greatest for certain

types of services such as peak-period express services and low-volume all-day

routes (Cox, 1985) and for services which utilize small vehicles (American

Road and Transportation Builders Association, 1986). Indeed, systematic

differences in costs among different service types are widely recognized in

the industry and well documented in cost studies. This suggests that cost

savings will vary by the type of service contracted. The purpose of including

service variables is to determine whether or not the data support the

hypo thesis that savings will vary systematically with service type.

Therefore, four variables to be considered in the model are:

1. Average vehicle size (seats and places for standees)

2. Peak-to-base ratio

3. Average speed

4. Vehicle-miles of contracted service.

The general form of a model for estimating savings based on these four

types of characteristics is:

TS = F(SC, AC, M2, DT) (2)

where:

TS = Total savings

F = The function relating the variables

SC = Service characteristics
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AC = Transit agency characteristics

MC = Metropolitan area characteristics

DT = Division of tasks between sponsor and contractor.

6.4 KCDEL DEVELORvfENT

The model described above was developed as an operational model using

linear multivariate regression. The dependent variable is the percent

savings, unadjusted at this point for taxes, etc. Nine variables,

representing the four categories of characteristics likely to influence cost

savings, were selected to be used in model development. The nine independent

variables are:

VI = Average bus capacity (seats and standees).

V2 = Ratio of buses used in the base to buses used in the peak.
This is the inverse of the usual transit peaking ratio. The
inverse is used because its natural range is from 0 to 1 , in

contrast to the usual measure which ranges from 1 to infinity.

V3 = Average speed (vehicle miles/vehicle hours), expressed in MPH.

V4 = Vehicle miles contracted [thousands].

V5 = Distance from metropolitan area of
This distance is measured from the center
influence, vdiich is:

CSA if the transit agency is contained in a consolidated
statistical area,
MSA if the transit agency is contained in a metropolitan
statistical area,

0 miles input distance, if the transit agency is not included
in either a CSA or an MSA.

V6 = Population of the metropolitan area of influence [thousands].
The area of influence is the same as for V5

.

V7 = Percentage of work trips by transit for the metropolitan area.
This is found by dividing the number of work trips by public
transit by the number of workers over age 16 and multiplying by 100

to get the value as a percent.

influence [miles],
city of the area of
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V8 - Ratio of the nurrber of buses cwned by sponsor to the nurrber of
buses owned by contractor used for contract service.

V9 = Per capita income for the metropolitan area [thousands].

Values for V5, V6, V7, and V9 were taken from the 1980 U.S. Census.

The objective is to develop the "best" model for estimating the percent

of savings from these variables. The term "best" in this context refers to

two distinct model features. Che is that the relationship makes sense on the

basis of a priori knowledge. The second is that the model fits the data

well. As the former was discussed in the prior section, the latter will

receive more attention in this description.

The basic approach was to develop and evaluate, using standard

statistical tests, all models that seemed plausible considering the phenomena

being modeled. These models would differ by: (l) the independent variables

included, (2) any transformation of each variable, e.g., to its square, and

(3) the value and sign of the coefficients of each variable. Well over 100

alternative models were examined. In all cases the dependent variable was the

percentage of savings.

The order of development of models was from the simplest to the most

complex, initially starting with single (independent) variable models (in

order to become familiar with the data), then two-variable models, etc. With

the possibility of various transformations of each variable at each stage,

the nurrber of models to be explained increases dramatically with an increase

in the nurrber of variables. As the nurrber of variables increases, the

contribution of additional variables to a better fit of the data decreases,

providing a basis for limiting the nurrber of variables in the model.

At each stage of the analysis, the selection of variables to be included

in the model was guided both by a priori assimptions regarding the effect of
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variables and statistical measures of fit to the data. Model quality

decisions were based on three general types of criteria.

Che such criteria consisted of the statistics developed from the

regression procedure and from conducting an analysis of variance. The first

group of indicators consists of the percent of explained variance (R^) and the

estimate of variance of the error of the estimate about the function (S^).

Generally, a high explained variance and a low error are sought. The

statistic from the analysis of variance is the F-value and the associated tail

area. The tail area is the probability of all of the coefficients in the

model being zero. For instance, a tail area of 0.1 indicates that there is a

probability of 10 percent that all of the coefficients in the model are zero.

Cbviously, a low value is preferable. All the above tests reflect the

strength of the model as a whole, and all were considered.

In addition to the quality of the entire model, it is also important to

know the value of each of the individual variables to the model. The partial

F-value and tail area associated with each variable indicates the significance

of that variable in the model. The statistic is calculated for each

independent variable and represents the probability that the coefficient of

that variable is zero. In the case of two models having similar statistics

for each model taken as a whole, the partial statistics become important. As

an example, assume we have two models, each consisting of three independent

variables. R^, S^, and the tail areas are identical. At this point the

partial tail areas of both models are examined. All three variables of the

first model have a tail area less than 0.1; while two of the variables in the

second model are also below this level, the third has an area of 0.26.

Considering these statistics would lead one to accept the first model over the

second.
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Another decision criterion was the quality of the variables used in the

model. Some variables, such as the distance from the metropolitan area, rray

be subject to a variety of interpretations by others using the model . A

different interpretation of the variable, however, may yield different

estimates of cost savings. Recognizing the potential problem, slightly better

statistics were required of these variables in order for than to be chosen.

The third criterion was initial assumptions as to the effect of a

variable on savings. Since the function is linear, the sign of its partial

derivative with respect to that variable is the same as the sign of the

variables' coefficient. A difference in sign, or the relative magnitude of

the coefficient, from expected values, would cause the model's validity to be

suspect

.

Models consisting of one, two, three, and four variables were developed

and evaluated as described above. In each case, transformations of each

variable were also considered. These included logrithmic, quadratic, and

shifting transformations.

Three variable models generally had better regression statistics than

those composed of two variables. values with three variable models were

approximately twice as high, and S was typically in the vicinity of 12 percent

of the mean value. Tail areas were in the range of 0.004 for the better of

the three variables models.

A fourth variable was added to these better models to ascertain if each

could be improved. Slight improvements in the correlation coefficient,

standard error and in some instances the tail area, were obtained. The

partial tail areas of one or more of the variables, however, increased

substantially (to well over 10 percent). This led us to believe a

three-variable model would be more reliable.
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After applying all the decision criteria, the following model was

selected:

P = -22.101 + 0.593(10V2-5) 2 + 0.91(V3)+ 4. 01 1 (ln(V6) ) (3)

where:

P = Percent savings (unadjusted)

V2 = Buses in base/buses in peak

V3 = Average vehicle speed [MFH]

V6 = Population [thousands]

This model has an R2 of 63.36 percent and a standard error equal to 11.8

percent. An F-value of 7.494 was calculated and the associated tail area is

0.004. The largest partial tail area, that of variable V2, is 0.08.

It is noteworthy that the data did not support the inclusion of one

service characteristic expected to be a significant factor: the percent of

contract service vehicles provided by the service sponsor. Given the federal

capital grant program, it had been assumed this would be an important cost

factor, increasing the savings if the sponsor provided the vehicles. However,

the cost disadvantage of private firms providing vehicles may be decreased by

opportunities to use the vehicles in other services, and such opportunities

may enhance the ability to share drivers and other costs as well. Moreover,

the complexities of tax and depreciation rules may offset much of the

superficial public advantage, as in other public works facilities (Hendrickson

and Au, 1985). More research on this phenomenon is clearly needed.
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6.4.1 Adjustments

Two additional adjustments to the model were also made: one for

supplementary variance, and one correcting for different treatment of capital

costs, taxes, and user changes.

Supplementary variance refers to variance in addition to the variance

that is internal to the model as it is estimated based on the data available.

Generally, data available do not reflect all of the possible sources of

variation in results. Accounting for those additional factors is important in

providing realistic estimates, even though this usually must be done by

judgment (see, for example, Mosteller and Tbkey, 1977, pp. 129-131).

In this study, three characteristics of the sample data were especially

relevant to such supplementary variance:

1. The sample of competitively contracting systems was small and

neither random (a random sample of such systems would be too small

to be of use) nor essentially the entire population.

2. Systems which engage in competitive contracting are not randomly

distributed among all transit systems.

3. Features that were not included in the analysis could influence the

savings, for example, the local political climate toward government

cost reduction.

To take these factors into consideration clearly requires the use of

judgment, and other researchers may draw different conclusions regarding the

proper magnitude of this adjustment. The approach used here was to adjust the

model by: (1) reducing the estimate of mean value by 20 percent; i.e., a mean

of 25.0 percent would be reduced to 20.0 percent; and, (2) increasing the

standard deviation by 20 percent (or increasing the variance by 44 percent).
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The inclusion of adjustments for capital grants and taxes is clearly

quite important. Private firms pay a variety of taxes and user charges that

public bodies typically do not, including: (1) income taxes; (2) property

taxes; (3) special business taxes and franchises; and (4) user charges for the

use of public roads (such as fuel taxes and excise taxes on vehicles and

parts) and other government services and facilities.

Ttoo basic approaches exist for making these latter adjustments. Che is

to adjust by increasing the public operator's costs to include taxes, user

charges, and capital costs that would be paid if such agencies were treated

like private firms with respect to such payments. The other is to reduce

private operator bids (which in turn become the sponsors' costs) for these

items. Both approaches have attendant problems. First, in principle, changes

in the responsibility for these cost elements would lead to a change in the

means of production used by a cost-minimiz ing operator. In theory, transit

authorities receiving "free" buses might curtail or defer vehicle maintenance

to reduce the costs for which they are they are responsible, anticipating that

they would receive replacement vehicles at essentially no charge. Detecting

and then correcting for such production process changes, where they occur, is

extremely difficult and not feasible in a project of this nature. Secondly,

cost theory and methodology provides a sound basis for associating only

incremental costs with a particular line of business. If incremental costs

are the basis for bids (and incremental costs are not to be confused with

marginal costs), then where fixed costs are present they will lead to total

revenue being less than total cost. The firm would go bankrupt with such a

bidding or pricing policy. Many taxes and user charges have fixed components;

buses represent a substantial fixed cost as well. If fixed costs are to be

part of the adjustment, the allocation to various services will have to rely
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on judgment. Etespite these difficulties, adjustment for these costs is

extremely important.

If the public operator costs were to be adjusted upward to reflect these

costs then, at least, historical data from the period when transit was largely

a tax paying private sector enterprise could be used. To delete these costs

from private firms would seem to be far more difficult, for the firms

encompass a wide variety of types, in terms of their basic line(s) of

business. Thus the approach of adjusting public costs to reflect the addition

of taxes, user charges, and capital costs appeared more feasible.

The adjustments can be accomplished in the following manner. Let Cq

be the cost of the contracted service as seen by the local transit agency,

composed of the winning bid (contract) price and contract management and

related costs :

The corresponding local cost for public authority provided service would be

CfiQ . In addition, there is the cost of vehicles (and other capital stock)

CAC ,
and taxes and user charges C^j , which would be incurred if the

authority were treated in the same manner as private firms. Ihus the total

cost of authority-operated service would be:

Cc = Be + Qvl ( 4 )

ca = cpd + cac + Caj ( 5 )

The true percentage savings would be:

cA - Cc
Pr ( 6 )

cAO

The data that we have, however, are for:

cAO " CC Cc
P 1 ( 7 )

cAO C/O
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Considering the difficulties mentioned earlier, the adjustment for C^c and

Cat should be on the conservative side, i.e., erring on the side of

understating the savings. The approach was to use factors of a type that

could be estimated from historical data, to estimate Cad and Cat • Thus

Cac is taken as a factor cx times Cad , and Cat is taken as a P factor,

multiplied by total costs before taxes and user charges, i.e., Cad + Cac :

cac = & Qad (8)

Cat = P (Qad + Cac) (9)

Thus

cA = (i + a)(i + p ) cad do)

This leads to

Cc
Pr = i - — (ii)

cA

cc
= 1 - (12)

(1 + a ) (1 + p )Cad

1

= 1 - (1 - P) (13)

(1 + a ) (1 + p )

The factors a and P were estimated from historical reports. (X is

the ratio of annual recovery costs of capital stock to the annual operating

cost. In 1983, assuming that buses had an average cost of $120,000 and had a

20-year life, that the relevant interest rate was 10 percent per year and that

other capital stock items (e.g., parts, maintenance equipment) increased the

annual cost for buses alone by 20 percent, the value of cm would be:
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a
(.1175) ($120,000)

1.2 0.173 (14)
$97783

For our calculations, we took cx = 0.085, about one-half of this value,

clearly a conservative assunption.

P is the ratio of taxes and user charges to total operating costs.

Taxes are virtually nonexistent in transit today, largely due to public

ownership. In 1983, only 0.5 percent of total operating expenses (excluding

depreciation and amortizat ion) consisted of taxes. In 1965, the entire

transit industry (rapid rail, streetcar and bus) paid taxes to all levels of

government equal to 9.3 percent of total operating expenses including

depreciation and amortization (Anerican Transit Association, 1966, pp. 4-5).

This remained roughly constant for the entire industry in the late 1950's and

early 1960's. A detailed financial study of the bus segnent of the industry,

using 1960 data, revealed that operating taxes and licenses in that year were

7.91 percent of total revenue (Wells, et al., 1972, p. 3-17). This does not

include federal income taxes. Using the 1965 ratio of income taxes to other

taxes for the entire transit industry, this translates into 10.2 percent of

total bus system expenses as taxes and other payments to government. Thus,

a (3 in the vicinity of 9 percent to 10 percent seems appropriate. We used

half this to be on the conservative side. Thus total savings will be adjusted

using (3 = 0.045 and a = 0.085 .

The net effect of these three adjustments is to shift the distribution

of total national savings upward slightly, despite the conservative

assumptions on capital costs and supplementary variance.
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6 . 5 ESTIMATION OF NATIONAL SAVINGS

National savings will, of course, depend on the types and

characteristics of services which are competitively contracted. Obviously,

many corrbinations of contracted services and system characteristics are

possible. However, the variation in the percentage savings found from a

variety of possible contracting scenarios is not very great and can be

represented well with a few examples.

A possible scenario is one in which a specific amount of service, e.g.,

10 percent, is competitively contracted in each system. This would presumably

apply only to systems of at least a certain size, for it would not make sense

to contract out a small portion of a service which operates only a few

vehicles. Therefore, our examples will be for the larger systems. Since the

percentage savings are the least in small metropolitan areas, where the

systems are also very small, the overall estimate of national savings is not

affected appreciably by this assumption.

6.5.1 Aggregate National Savings

To estimate potential national savings from competitive service

contracting, we applied our model to data from the 89 publicly owned and

operated U.S. transit agencies which operate over 100 vehicles. Collectively,

these systems represent the vast majority of bus service in the U.S. In 1983,

these systems represented 89.5 percent of total bus operating expenditures,

75.8 percent of federal operating assistance, and 84.4 percent of total public

operating assistance (U.S. Urban Mass Transportation Ackninis tration , 1986).

If the contracted service in each system possessed characteristics (peak

to base ratio and average speed) identical to that system's average, then the

expected average value of the savings, after adjustments as described above,
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is 28.1 percent, with a standard deviation of 12.7 percent of this value. The

appropriate distribution to be used for these savings is the Normal

distribution. With this distribution there is a 98 percent probability that

the savings will be at least 20.7 percent, a 90 percent probability that they

will be at least 23.5 percent, and a 50 percent probability that they will be

at least 28.1 percent. The cumulative probability density function curve for

this distribution is shown in Figure 6-5.

The cumulative density functions for two other conditions are shown in

Figures 6-6 and 6-7. These are two situations particularly favorable for

savings from contracting: higher speed services and services with high

peak-to-base ratios. The expected value of savings increases somewhat, to

savings of 30 percent or more. The entire curve is shifted toward higher

percentages, so the value of savings that can be expected with a 90 percent

probability is greater, as is that for other probabilities. The range of

expected value of savings from a variety of scenarios is 25 percent to 32

percent, and the overall distributions are similar to those shown in Figures

6-5 through 6-7. Furthermore, the results are quite insensitive to changes in

assumptions, e.g., reducing the tax adjustment by one-half reduces the

expected value of savings by only about 2 percentage points.

6.5.2 Savings for Individual Systems

Underlying the aggregate national savings discussed above are savings

estimates for individual systems. These consist of two estimates for each

system in each scenario: the mean and the standard deviation. Some

discussion of these estimates is warranted.
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PERCENT SAVINGS

FIGURE 6-5

PROBABILITY OF SAVINGS AT LEAST AS GREAT AS INDICATED,
COMPETITIVELY CONTRACTED AVERAGE SERVICE
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PERCENT SAVINGS

FIGURE 6-6

PROBABILITY OF SAVINGS AT LEAST AS GREAT AS INDICATED,
COMPETITIVELY CONTRACTED PEAK/BASE =4.0
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FIGURE 6-7

PROBABILITY OF SAVINGS AT LEAST AS GREAT AS INDICATED,
COMPETITIVELY CONTRACTED PEAK/BASE =4.0, 5 MPH SPEED INCREASE
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The mean is estimated simply by applying the equation for Pp presented

earlier. Equation (13), with P as given by Equation (3), and multiplying by

0.8 to reflect the external variance. This is routinely done in analyses

using regression models.

Less common is the estimate of variance. This is included in this study

because we are as interested in the overall distribution as we are in the

single estimate of the mean. The unadjusted variance is estimated using the

following equation:

var (P^) CT
2 [1 + 1/n + Z S (xik - xi ) (xjk - xj ) cij ] (15)

i
i

where:

var (P^)

Pk

x ik » x jk

x
i » x

j

n

Variance of unadjusted cost savings percentage for the
k*h observation

Estimate of unadjusted cost savings percentage for the
k*h observation

Value of independent variables for observation k

Average values of independent variables in the data used
to estimate model

Number of data sets used to estimate model

Standard error of estimate of the model

Element of corrected sum of squares matrix

A dollar savings and variance is then calculated for all 89 systems.

The expected savings and variance, in dollars, at the national level is simply

the sum of the individual savings and variance (in dollars) determined from

the model. Equations for this are:

N N
Y = Z Yk = Z \ (16)

i=l i=l 100
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N N 2 2

var(Y) = 2 var(Y^) = 2 ( ) (1.2) var(F^) (17)

i=l i=l 100

where:

Ar

cAk =

Y

Yk =

( 1 . 2) 2

Adjusted percent savings estimate for system k

Total expenditure by authority on service to be contracted in

system k

Expected national dollar savings

Expected dollar savings in system k

Adjustment for external variance.

The national average percent savings is calculated by dividing the

expected national dollar savings by the total expenditure on the contracted

services and multiplying by 100.

A significant feature of these results is that, although the variance of

savings for a single system may be large relative to the mean savings

estimate, the variance is a much smaller percentage of the mean after summing

over many individual values. This effect on the variance allows us to make

statements about national savings, even though the savings outcome in any one

system is somewhat uncertain. Indeed, the variations in bids and the ability

of a system to choose high or low bids underscores the true uncertainty in any

one system. The model is consistent with such uncertainty, but takes it a

step further so that national savings can be estimated within a relatively

narrow range

.

The predicted mean or estimated savings in each of the 89 largest

publicly owned and operated bus systems vary widely, from a low of 13.3

percent to a high of 38.4 percent. The standard deviation varies among
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systems from 12.2 percent to 14.3 percent. This wide variation is reasonable,

given the actual savings pattern observed in the data.

It bears emphasizing that it is not possible to state what the

probability distribution for any one system looks 1 ike . The method requires

no assumption regarding this distribution for any one system, and there is no

empirical basis for assuming any particular standard probability

distribution. Strong probability statements are reserved for the national

estimates alone.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the analysis of the actual savings reported by transit

systems that are currently contracting fixed route bus service suggest that

potential savings from greater use of competitive contracting are

subs tant ial . The potential savings from competitive contracting were

estimated by a model developed using data from these systems. The results

from contracting a percentage (e.g., 10 percent) of service in all systems of

at least 100 vehicles were that the expected value of overall national

savings, after adjusting for supplementary variance and adjusting public

operator costs to include taxes, user charges, and capital costs to make their

costs comparable to private sector operators, would be in the vicinity of 25

to 30 percent of the total costs.

Of course, future savings cannot be predicted with certainty, as a

variety of unpredictable factors will influence savings, such as the amounts

of the bids and which bid is chosen for each contract. The model explicitly

takes this into account, using the data to estimate the probability of

different levels of savings. Thus, the results also include estimates of the

probabilities of various levels of savings. Generally, the probability is 90
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percent or more of at least a 20 percent savings. Hence, substantial savings

are possible with proper implementation of competitive contracting.

Furthermore, before the model was used it was compared with other

information on savings from contracting transit and other similar public

services, and appropriate adjustments made, resulting in more prudent or

conservative estimates than would otherwise be the case. This further

increases confidence in the results. Thus, while there remain many unanswered

questions with respect to the impact of competitive contracting (such as the

likely reduction in costs of the service that remains operated by the transit

authority), it seems clear that the cost savings on just the contracted

service would be substantial.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

(XNCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

7.1 (XNCLUSIONS ERCM STUDY RESULTS

The results of the varied components of this study support a conrmon

conclusion: large transit systems can realize cost savings of 20 to 30

percent or more from privately contracted services. This is the major

conclusion of this study, and it is convincingly supported by all the

available information and analysis. For medium and am 11 transit agencies,

the magnitude of the likely savings is smaller, and in some cases no savings

will occur.

Table 7-1 surrmarizes the results of the 20 percent scenario cost

analyses for our twenty-two case study systems. As the table indicates,

typical (mean or median) most probable cost savings are approximately 28

percent for the large case study transit agencies. The medium-sized transit

operations were estimated to save 13 percent (mean savings) to 21 percent

(median savings) of avoidable service costs in the most probable cost scenario.

Snail systems were estimated to save less than 10 percent in all cases,

with mean and median savings of less than 5 percent in the most probable

scenario. It bears emphasizing, however, that the results for the small

systems cannot be generalized with confidence due to the small sample size and

the many assumptions made about public and private costs for these systems.

The distribution of savings is also important. Some small and

mediun-sized transit operations may not be able to achieve any appreciable

cost savings by contracting. Others, however, may be able to achieve above

average savings. For example, three of the six medium-sized agencies had
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TABLE 7-1

CONTRACTING SAVINGS FCR 20 PERCENT SCENARIOS

Nurrber of Peak Opt imist ic Pessimistic Mos t Probable
Buses Operated Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

1 - 25 (n=3) 4% 6% -1 9*
1 o 2% 2% 4%

25-150 (n=6) 20% 29% 3% 13% 14% 21%

150+ (n=l 3) 36% 36% 11% 16% 28% 29%

estimated most probable cost savings of more than 25 percent. Moreover,

several large agencies achieved high cost savings. Five of the ten agencies

with 250 or more peak buses had predicted cost savings of 33 percent or more.

In addition, the two different methods of determining estimated cost

savings used in this research both indicate a high probability that

significant savings will occur for most medium and large systems. Based on

the Penn Model, there is at least 90 percent statistical confidence in the

prediction that aggregate national level cost savings for systems of 100 or

more buses will exceed 20 percent for the amount of service contracted. For

similar sized systems (100 or more vehicles) the University of California,

Irvine, cost model predicted savings for fourteen of seventeen systems for the

20 percent pessimistic ("worst case") scenario. Even in this worst case

scenario, the median savings for the fourteen agencies which would save money

was 16 percent.

This study has also provided the first definitive analysis of the

current scope and characteristics of transit contracting. CXir national survey
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of transit contracting revealed that service contracting is a widespread

practice, with 35 percent of all public agencies that provide transit service

engaging in contracting for all or part of their service. The survey also

revealed that contracting is heavily concentrated among small transit systems;

when used by larger transit systems, contracting is typically employed for

only a small fraction of the agency's services. Nationally, only about 5

percent of the operating expenditures and about 8.5 percent of all vehicle

miles of service for bus transit (including demand-responsive transit) are

accounted for by contracted services. Consequently, there is an enormous

untapped market for service contracting, particularly among large transit

agencies. The survey also revealed that where transit service is provided

through private sector contracting, the average costs of contracted services

are lower than those of public agency operated services of similar size.

Although the difference is relatively small for small transit systems, it

increases with the size of the transit operation.

The results of this study are consistent with the findings of other

research on the relative costs of public and private sector provision of a

range of non-transit public services. These studies have found that private

providers can typically supply the public services analyzed (refuse

collection, school bus transportation, fire protection, and other services) at

lower cost than public agencies. A range of cost differences from 0 to 50

percent have been found, with an average cost difference of about 30 percent.

These cost savings are of the same magnitude as those reported in this study

of transit service contracting.

An obvious question is the sensitivity of our research findings to the

methodologies and assumptions used. As discussed in Chapters Four, Five, and
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Six, this issue was carefully considered in both the formulation of the

methodologies and in the reporting of the results. Neither costing approach

claims to give precise estimates of potential savings from contracting. The

Penn results have explicit probability confidence levels associated with them,

and the University of California, Irvine, approach involved calculation of

savings for three different sets of assumptions, ranging from favorable to

unfavorable for contracting. It would not be unreasonable to assume that the

estimated cost savings could be inaccurate by 5 percent in either direction.

Moreover, the methodology developed for the University of California, Irvine,

cost model considers only the avoidable costs of the transit agency, and was

explictly formulated to err on the side of underestimating transit agency peak

period service costs, leading to conservative results for cost savings (i.e.,

underestimating cost savings). Similarly, the Penn model estimates

deliberately err on the conservative side as a result of adjustments of

variables. Thus, even the pessimistic model results lead to the conclusion

that most large transit agencies will realize savings on the order of least 15

percent on any contracted service. The inverse, of course, is also possible:

cost savings of 30 to 40 percent or more could result from favorable

contracting situations.

7 . 2 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

This research indicates that service contracting can potentially

generate significant cost and subsidy savings for the public transportation

industry. An estimate of aggregate national savings can be obtained through

the following procedure: (1) assume that over the next several years transit

agencies of 100 or more vehicles contract 20 percent of all their service to

private operators; (2) assume that the average savings for each transit system
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is 25 percent of the avoidable cost of the contracted service (the mean

mostprobable savings from the case studies for systems of this size was 26

percent and the median savings was 29 percent); (3) assume that avoidable

costs are 92 percent of total operating costs (the average of the case study

systems); (4) apply the above factors to that segment of the transit industry

which operates at least 100 buses, and accounts for approximately 88 percent

of all bus operating expenditures of the total industry expenditure of

approximately $6.5 billion annually; and (5) apply a subsidy factor of 63

percent—the 1983 average— to this segment of the bus transit industry.

This procedure yields an estimated aggregate cost savings of

approximately $265 million annually at current (fiscal year 1985) expenditure

levels. This represents approximately 4 percent of total operating cost for

the entire bus transit industry, and approximately 6.5 percent of total

subsidy requirements of the entire bus transit industry. For that portion of

the bus transit industry which operates 100 or more vehicles, these savings

represent 4.6 percent of total operating costs and approximately 7.4 percent

of current subsidy requirements. Assuming that savings could average as

little as 20 percent (the 90 percent confidence estimate frcm the Penn cost

model results) or as much as 33 percent (the median most probable savings for

the case study systems with 250 or more vehicles, which account for 89 percent

of operating expenditures among bus transit systems of 100 or more vehicles),

the estimated national savings of a 20 percent contracting scenario would be

$200 million to $365 million. This represents 3.5 to 6.5 percent of operating

costs for these bus systems, and 5.5 to 10 percent of their subsidy

requirements , at current levels of costs and subsidies.
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These estimated cost and subsidy savings reflect only direct impacts of

a significant level of service contracting. There is ample reason to believe,

however, that significant indirect cost impacts will also result from a

substantial increase in the level of service contracting. In a recent

econometric analysis of the costs of the Tidewater Transportation District in

Virginia, the only mediim or large transit agency known to have contracted out

existing services, Talley and Anderson (1986) found that increases in the

amount of service Tidewater contracted out were associated with reductions in

the cost of the services operated in-house by the transit agency. This

occurred because Tidewater was able to win important concessions on wage rates

and work rules when its drivers' union became concerned about the loss of jobs

from additional service contracting. Thus, indirect cost benefits of

contracting have been shown to occur at a transit agency which has engaged in

service contracting for existing services.

The experience of the deregulated airline industry also provides

evidence of the indirect impacts of bringing less costly providers into the

market on labor compensation. Since deregulation, virtually every major

airline has adopted a two-tier wage scale for major labor categories (such as

flight attendants and pilots), and many airline employees have been forced to

accept less favorable work rules and reductions in wages. These actions have

resulted from the entrance into the market of new airlines which pay much

lower wages and have less rigid work rules than established companies. Thus,

competition has resulted in major gains in labor productivity (employee output

per cost) in the deregulated airline industry. Similar although less dramatic

effects have also occurred in the deregulated trucking industry.

It seems reasonable to expect that increased competition in the transit

industry will also encourage the establishment of wage and benefit levels more
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in line with those in the private sector. These private sector wage rates

have been reported in a recent study by the Urban Institute, which examined

labor compensation rates for public and private sector bus drivers and

mechanics in eight large cities (Peterson, et al., 1986). The study found

that private bus company annualized compensat ion levels (wages plus fringe

benefits) for unionized drivers were an average of 21 percent lower than those

for public transit bus drivers; compensation for non-unionized bus drivers was

45 percent lower than for transit drivers. A similar pattern was found in

compensa t i on for mechanics. Unionized mechanics in private bus companies had

a compensation level 32 percent lower than public transit mechanics, and

non-unionized bus mechanics were compensated at an annual rate of only 50

percent of transit mechanics. It is apparent, therefore, that the labor

compensation paid by large transit agencies is well above the market levels

prevailing in the private sector.

If increased competition through service contracting has an indirect

impact on labor cost levels of the transit agency, as shown by the study of

Tidewater Transit, then the magnitude of the differences in labor compensat ion

levels cited above implies that such indirect cost impacts could be quite

substantial. Since any such cost impacts would apply to that 80 percent of

the agency's service which, in the 20 percent contracting scenario, is not

contracted out, these impacts could well have a greater effect on overall

agency cost and subsidy requirements than the cost savings from contracting

itself. It must be emphasized, however, that without a transit agency's

commitment to a significant level of service contracting—which interjects

competition into the service delivery system by forcing the agency's own

workforce to improve its cost efficiency in order to secure the rights to

operate services—such indirect cost impacts are unlikely.
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An important policy implication of this study is that transit service

contracting is not a novel practice among local governments, but in fact is

"business as usual" for cities and counties which sponsor relatively small

transit operations. Thus, service contracting is not an untested concept

which must prove its feasibility. Transit service contracting is only novel

for the fixed-route services of large transit agencies; elsewhere in the

transit industry it is standard operating procedure. The widespread use of

private sector contracting for small transit services, where the cost

difference between public and private sectors is less pronounced than for

larger transit operations, is a strong indication of the importance of

institutional resistance in explaining the limited adoption of service

contracting by medium and large transit agencies. If there were more

objective reasons for opposing the use of private sector contracting for

transit service, it is highly unlikely that nearly 300 public agencies would

opt to provide at least some of their transit service in this way, and that

200 public agencies would contract for all of their transit service.

The fact that the barriers to a significant increase in transit service

contracting are essentially institutional in character does not make them any

less formidable. Both transit labor and, in many cases, transit management

have economic, political, and ideological reasons for attempting to maintain

the current system of monopoly service delivery. Moreover, many transit

boards are reluctant to create controversy by altering the status quo of the

service delivery system; the political costs, such as confrontation with

labor, are usually perceived to outweigh the economic benefits to the transit

operation. V\hile there has been increased receptivity toward service

contracting on the part of many transit agencies, the major interests in the
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industry do not appear to be on the verge of enthusiastically embracing this

mode of service delivery. Substantial institutional resistance remains to be

overcome before IMEA's policy initiative in this area can achieve its full

intended impact.

The results of this study indicate the importance of dismantling the

existing barriers to service contracting. Direct cost savings of 20 to 30

percent on contracted services, and possible indirect cost savings of a

similar magnitude, are compelling reasons for pursuing the contracting

option. No other actions available to transit agencies can generate cost

savings of this magnitude without a reduction in service levels. Widespread

adoption of a significant level of service contracting by medium and large

transit agencies is thus the key to reducing operating costs and subsidy

requirements without adversely affecting service levels or fares.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY INSTRUMENT

A-l





UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORTATION STUDIES

TRANSIT CONTRACTING SURVEY

IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92717

Name of Public Agency (Sponsor)

Typo of Organization Dlransit Agency City Govt. Q County Govt. Other

Contact Person Phone I 1

CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH TYPE OF SERVICE

Type Service
Provided by Provided by
Public Operator Private Contractor Not Provided

Fixed Route, Regular
Weekend/Evening
Comnuter Service Only
Demand responsive, General Public O
Demand Responsive, Sp>ecia1ized

D

Other

PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR THE ENTIRE SYSTEM

# Vehicles

Annual $ Pax

Source of Funds: Local

Annual Operating Costs Annual Revenue Veh. Hrs.

Annual Fare Revenues Annual Revenue Veh. Hi.

State Federal Other

IF YOU CONTRACT FOR SERVICES PLEASE COMPLETE THE REST OF THIS SURVEY

How long has your agency been involved in contracting for transportation services?

ANSWER FOR EACH SERVICE WHICH IS CONTRACTED

Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual
Operating Revenue Revenue Annual Fare

Typre Service f of Veh Owned by: Costs* Veh Hrs Veh Hi 1 Pax Revenues

Fixed Route, Regular O Sponsor ______
Contractor tJYes UNo

Weekend/Evening Sponsor
Contractor DYes DNo

Commuter Service Only O Spwnsor
O Contractor OYes DNo

ORT, General Public Sponsor
Q Contractor tJYes tJNo

DRT, Specialized Sp>onsor
Contractor CJYes DNo

Other Spionsor

D Contractor DYes tlNo

*OOES THIS INCLUDE VEHICLE CAPITAL COSTS? (Check Yes or No)

Contractor's Name Type Service
Contract
Selection length of

and Phone Address Provided Process Contract

Competitive Bid

Negotiation

Renewal

Competitive Bid

Negotiation

Renewal

( I

L l

D Competitive Bid

Negotiation

Renewal

O Competitive Bid

Negotiation

D Renewal

(Attach additional sheets if needed)





APPENDIX B

THE TRANSIT COST MODEL

The transit cost model is designed to estimate the short-run and

long-run change in transit agency cost resulting from a reduction in the

quantity of service provided. Specifically, the model estimates avoidable

costs associated with contracting out some given quantity of existing service.

The model assumes that the transit agency retains responsibility and control

of the service. Additional costs associated with monitoring a contract

operation are incorporated in the estimation of private contractor costs.

The transit cost model is an an engineering type model and is based on

factor inputs (e.g. labor, maintenance, administration). Cost are allocated

to input categories, and the change in cost due to a change in service is

estimated from the resulting changes in input categories. The model is

divided into two parts: driver costs and all other costs. The driver cost

portion requires both schedule and wage data; the other portion utilizes

Section 15 data.

B.l DRIVER COST

The driver cost estimation begins with runcut data and is based on the

average pay hour to platform hour ratio (pay/plat) for each type of run

operated (e.g. straight, split, tripper and part-time). 1 The pay/plat ratio

is a measure of schedule efficiency; it gives the number of driver pay hours

required to produce one platform hour of service. The pay/plat ratio is

1 See Appendix D for definition of terms.
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different for each run type, and unique to each agency as it reflects the

impact of both work rules and service characteristics. For example, split

runs have a higher pay/plat than straight runs because drivers are compensated

for the long break between driving shifts and the long time between the start

and end of their daily work.

The scheduled driver cost of any given route or service package can be

estimated with a high degree of accuracy by using the pay/plat ratio. The

cost in pay hours of operating some quantity of service is:

PH TOT = PLT st (P/Pst ) * PLT sp (P/Psp ) + PLT tr (P/Ptr) +

PLTpt (P/Ppt)
(1)

where

PH TOT = total pay hours

PLT S |- = platform hours of straight runs

PLT sp = platform hours of split runs

PLTt r = platform hours of trippers

PLTpt = platform hours of part-time runs

P/Pst = system average pay/plat for straight runs

P/Psp = system average pay/plat for split runs

P/Ptr = system average pay/plat for trippers

P/Ppt = system average pay/plat for part-time runs

This equation simply multiplies the platform time of each run type by

the appropriate factor to generate total scheduled driver pay time. Any

quantity of service can also be expressed as a combination of runs, and the

schedule efficiency of the runs can be used to estimate driver cost, as

expressed in the following equation:

5

PHT0T = 2 [Ri PLTi (P/P^] (2)

i=l
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where

Rj = number of runs of type }

PLTi = average platform time for type } runs

P/Pi = average pay/plat for type i runs

For example, If a route is made up of five straight runs, two splits and six

trippers, the total driver pay hours would be the sum of pay hours calculated

over the three types of runs.

The system average pay/plat ratios are used instead of the actual

scheduled platform and pay time in order to minimize the effects of a specific

runcut. The particular combination of runs and pay hours making up a given

route or service package is likely to change with every runcut. By using

averages, the cost estimates are somewhat conservative. In addition,

conducting the analysis on the basis of runs makes it possible to examine the

effects of alternative driver attrition policies. There are two complicating

factors that also must be incorporated in the costing procedure: interlining

and attrition policy with respect to full-time and part-time drivers. These

are discussed in the following sections.

B.1.1 Interlining

It is common practice in scheduling to interline runs. Interlining

allows the scheduler more flexibility in combining pieces of work, and thus

improves efficiency of the schedule. When estimating service contracting cost

savings, the extent of interlining must be considered. If the service

schedule is highly integrated, removing a portion of service may have a

negative effect on the remaining service schedule.

Any given route chosen for contracting is likely to have interlined

runs. Empirical research showed that all types of runs (including trippers)
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are interlined. If routes with interlined runs were contracted, the runs

would have to be split up, leaving small pieces of work belonging to the

remaining service. How do these leftover pieces affect driver costs? The

only accurate way to estimate the interlining impact is to recut the

schedule. However, experimental runcutting is not feasible for most transit

agencies.

The interlining impact in this model is addressed by establishing upper

and lower bounds. The upper bound assumption is that interlining does not

have a negative effect on the remaining schedule; all of the leftover pieces

can be recombined with no loss of efficiency. (Upper bound is defined as that

which generates the greatest transit agency cost reductions). In the driver

cost model of equation 2, then, interlined runs are counted as partial runs

for the upper bound estimate. The lower bound estimate assumes that one-third

of the leftover work cannot be recombined, and consequently must be operated

as trippers. This is accomplished by estimating the total platform time of

interlined service and multiplying by the tripper pay/plat factor. The

difference between the upper and lower bound estimates must be subtracted from

the avoidable cost estimate to reflect the additional cost imposed on the

remaining service schedule. The extra cost is subtracted because the model

estimates cost reductions. The process is shown graphically in Figure B-l.

B.1.2 Part-Time Drivers

Most transit agencies now have part-time drivers. There is generally a

significant difference between full-time and part-time driver cost. Although

part-time drivers are usually paid on the same wage scale as full-time

drivers, their wages are lower because of their shorter tenure and slower

progress up the wage scale. Part-time drivers also receive fewer fringe
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FIGURE B-l

FLOW CHART OF THE INTERLINING SUB-MODEL
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benefits than full-time drivers, and are subject to less restrictive work

rules. In order to take part-time driver cost differences into account,

equation 2 is modified as follows:

P^tot = PPft + PPpt>

4

PHft = S (RiPLTi (P/Pi)], and
i=l

PHpt = Rpt PLTpt (P/Ppt), (3)

where PHft = full-time pay hours

and PHpt = part-time pay hours.

The attrition policy the agency follows with respect to part-time and

full-time drivers will also affect cost savings. When avoidable costs are

calculated as in Equation 3, the implicit assumption is that full-time drivers

and part-time drivers decline in proportion to their representation in the

service to be contracted. However, the transit agency can also choose to

reduce only full-time drivers and keep the part-time drivers, or reduce only

part-time drivers. From a cost standpoint, keeping the part-time drivers is

obviously the best alternative. Part-time drivers assigned to the contracted

service can be reassigned to other service, thus reducing overall service

cost. In practice, however, the other alternatives may be implemented due to

labor pressure or contract requirements. In order to account for alternative

driver attrition policies, upper and lower bounds are again utilized.

The lower bound cost reduction assumes both full-time drivers and

part-time drivers are reduced in proportion to their representation in the

service to be contracted. Again, lower bound means least effective in

reducing service cost. In this case, driver cost is estimated directly from

the model (Equation 3). In effect, it is assumed that the part-time runs

associated with the contracted service are eliminated. The upper bound cost
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reduction assumes that part-time drivers are retained, so any part-time runs

on the contracted service will be used to replace tripper runs on the

remaining service. The additional cost savings (i.e., increase in avoidable

cost) is calculated by costing all of the part-time runs in the contract

service package as tripper runs. That is, driver cost is estimated as if the

service were operated only by full-time drivers. A flow chart for the

part-time driver sub-model is presented in Figure B-2.

B.1.3 Converting Pay Hours to Driver Cost

Thus far, the driver cost model has estimated scheduled pay hours for

the contracted service. These must be converted to driver cost. In order to

do so, three elements must be added: wage cost, fringe cost, and unscheduled

cost.

Wage cost. Wage cost simply transforms the pay hours figure to a dollar

cost figure. Average effective wage rates are generally maintained by the

transit agency, since they are frequently used in budget planning. If actual

data are not available, wage rates can be estimated from Section 15 data. The

average full-time driver wage can be approximated by the top wage, since it

usually takes about three years to reach the top of the wage progression, and

the average tenure of full-time drivers is generally three years or more. The

national average part-time driver wage is 81 percent of the top wage (Chomitz,

Giuliano, and Lave, 1985), and this estimate can be used in the absence of

actual transit agency data.

Fringe Cost. Fringe benefits include vacation and holiday pay, sick

leave, medical insurance and retirement contributions. Again, transit

agencies frequently maintain current estimates of fringe costs. Fringe

benefits paid to operators are reported in Section 15; the annual Section 15
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FIGURE B-2

FLOW CHART OF THE PART-TIME DRIVER SUB-MODEL

figure can be used to develop an hourly rate for full-time drivers. Fringe

benefits to part-time drivers average about 20 percent of the full-time rate.

Part-time benefits can be estimated by calculating the average hours worked

per part-time driver and prorating the full-time rate accordingly.
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Unscheduled Cost. So far only the scheduled cost of operating the

contract service package has been considered. The cost of covering for driver

absences, providing relief for vacations, and of providing replacement

vehicles in the case of breakdowns have not been considered. These functions

are covered by the extraboard drivers. Extraboard drivers perform all

unassigned work. If service is reduced, extraboard cost should also be

reduced; that is, the attrition principle applies to all operators.

Unscheduled cost can also be estimated from Section 15 data by calculating the

annualized scheduled cost for the entire service schedule and subtracting this

from the total compensation paid to drivers. Dividing the remainder by total

platform hours gives the unscheduled cost rate per platform hour.

Incorporating wage, fringe and unscheduled cost into the full-time

driver cost equation, gives the following:

DC = (W + F) (2 [Ri PLTi (P/Pi)]) + U [ 2 (Rj PLTi )] (4)
i i

where DC = Driver cost

W = Hourly wage rate

F = Hourly fringe rate

U = Hourly unscheduled cost rate.

For agencies with part-time drivers,

4

DC = (Wft+Ff t ) ( 2 [RiPLTiCP/Pi) 3) + (Wpt+Fpt ) [RptPLTpt(P/Ppt)]
i=l

5

+ U ( 2 RiPLTi) (5)

i=l

where Wf P , Ff P ,
WpP ,

Fp t are wage and fringe rates for full-time drivers and

part-time drivers respectively. The unscheduled cost rate, U, is the same in

both equations because all unscheduled work (both part-time and full-time) is
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covered by the same extraboard. Note that unscheduled cost is calculated on

the basis of scheduled platform hours.

To summarize, the driver cost model uses the pay/plat ratio for

different types of runs to estimate the reduction in platform hours resulting

from contracting a given quantity of existing transit service. The model

considers the impact of the change on the remaining service schedule, and

accounts for cost differences of full-time and part-time drivers. Service

cost in terms of pay hours is used as a basis for generating wage, fringe and

unscheduled cost. The resulting sum is the total driver cost of the service.

A flow chart of the entire driver cost model is presented in Figure B-3.

B. 2 MODELING OTHER COSTS

All other costs are estimated using Section 13 data. The impact of the

contract-related service changes is identified for the short-run (1 to 2

years) and the long-run (3 to 5 years), in which a total adjustment has been

made. All cost elements are identified by functional categories, and by

short-run and long-run variability. Cost categories are established to

correspond to major inputs (labor, fuel, maintenance and administration), and

to be homogeneous with respect to short-run effects.

The Section 13 expense data are organized in a two-dimension

classification system, by "object class" and "function." An object class is

"
. . . a grouping of expenses on the basis of goods or services purchased

. . . ," for example, labor, services, materials and supplies (UMTA, 1977,

Vol. 2, p. 7.2-1). Functions are groupings of activities which describe a

particular aspect of transit system operation, for example, revenue, vehicle

operation, personnel administration, etc. (UMTA, 1977, Vol. 2, p. 7.4-1).

Expenses are listed by function and object class, and are broken down
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FIGURE B-3

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE DRIVER COST MODEL
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accordingly. Since the function categories are for the most part highly

specific, the cost model categories can be built by aggregating the

appropriate functions, and by adjusting the object classes as necessary.

B.2.1 Short-Run Costs

The following function or input categories were generated from the

Section 15 data: driver cost, direct operating cost, maintenance,

administration, and other. Table B-l gives the cost model category to which

each function is assigned, and indicates whether the function is fixed or

variable in the short-run and long-run. Long-run variability is determined by

the assunptions used to develop service contracting arrangements.

The short-run model consists of driver and direct vehicle costs; all

other costs are assumed to be fixed. For example, there is no reason to

believe that the transit agency's administrative staff, facilities staff,

etc., would be immediately affected by a 5 percent reduction in service.

Driver Cost. The Section 15 driver cost data are used only to generate

the fringe and unscheduled cost data as described in Section B.1.4. Driver

cost is variable both in the short run and long run.

Direct Vehicle Cost. Direct vehicle cost includes fuel, oil and tires,

as well as scheduled maintenance and vehicle servicing. Using the same logic

as with drivers, it is assumed that maintenance labor associated with these

functions can also be reduced through attrition. However, it is also possible

that the extra labor could be assigned to other tasks, or that the

relationship of maintenance labor to vehicles is such that the attrition

process would not begin immediately. In order to develop avoidable cost

estimates which are as realistic as possible, alternative assumptions are

again employed. The upper bound estimate assumes full attrition of related
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TABLE B-l

DESCRIPTION OF SECTION 15 FUNCTIONS AND COST MODEL ASSIGNMENTS

Function
Number Description Category

Short
Run

Long
Run

Oil Transportation Administration.
Supervisory and misc.; includes
report, turn in and standby

ADMIN FIXED/ 9

VAR

VAR

012 Vehicle Movement Control.
Dispatching and related control

activities

ADMIN FIXED VAR

021 Scheduling.
Transportation operations, all

scheduling activities

ADMIN FIXED VAR

031 Vehicle Operation.
Service production; includes labor

and fuel, oil, etc.

DRIVER COST/
DIRECT 0Pb

VAR VAR

041 Maintenance Administration.
Vehicle administration activities
related to vehicle maintenance

ADMIN FIXED VAR

042 Maintenance Administration.
Facilities administration
related to fixed facilities

ADMIN FIXED FIXED

051 Servicing Revenue Vehicles.
Cleaning and refueling vehicles
and associated supervision

DIRECT OP VAR/
FIXED 0

VAR

061 Inspection & Maintenance of Revenue
Vehicles.
Scheduled maintenance, unscheduled
repairs, including parts

DIRECT OP VAR/
FIXED 0

VAR

062 Accident Repairs of Revenue Vehicles.
Labor and parts for accidents,
insurance costs

MAINT FIXED VAR/ 9

FIXED

071 Vandalism Repairs of Revenue Vehicles.
Labor and parts for these repairs

MAINT FIXED VAR

081 Servicing & Fuel for Service Vehicles.
Same as 051 but for service vehicles

MAINT FIXED VAR
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TABLE B-l (continued)

091 Inspection & Maintenance of Service
Vehicles.
Same as 061 but for service vehicles

MAINT FIXED VAR

101 Maintenance of Vehicle Movement
Control Systems.
Maintenance of radios, other
electronic equipment

MAINT FIXED VAR

111 Maintenance of Fare Collection &
counting Equipment.
Labor and parts

MAINT FIXED VAR

121 Maintenance of Roadway and Track. MAINT FIXED FIXED

122 Maintenance of Structures,
Tunnels, Bridges and Subways.

MAINT FIXED FIXED

123 Maintenance of Passenger Stations.
Maintenance and custodial service

MAINT FIXED VAR/
FIXEDC

124 Maintenance of Station Building,
Grounds and Equipment.

MAINT FIXED FIXED

125 Maintenance of Garage and Shop
Buildings, Grounds and Equipment.

MAINT FIXED VAR

126 Maintenance of Communication Systems. MAINT FIXED VAR
All non-vehicle systems

127 Maintenance of General Administra-
tion Buildings, Grounds, & Equipment.

MAINT FIXED FIXED

Maintenance and custodial services
for administration facilities

128 Accident Repairs of Buildings,
Grounds and Equipment.

MAINT FIXED FIXED

131 Vandalism Repairs of Building,
Grounds, and Equipment.

MAINT FIXED FIXED

141 Operation and Maintenance of

Electric Power Facilities.
N/A

145 Preliminary Transit System ADMIN FIXED FIXED
Development .

Both capital & service planning
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TABLE B-l (continued)

151 Ticketing and Fare Collection.
Ticket printing, distribution,
collection; cash collection and
auditing

ADMIN FIXED FIXED

161 System Security.
Patrol of service and stations -

labor and associated equipment

OTHER FIXED FIXEDC

162 Customer Services.
Public information and service

activities

ADMIN FIXED FIXED

163 Promotion.
Marketing

ADMIN FIXED FIXED

164 Market Research. ADMIN FIXED FIXED

165 Injuries and Damages.
Accident investigation, claims,

settlements, etc., insurance

ADMIN FIXED VAR/
FIXED0

166 Safety.
Preventive activities for safety,

employee safety, and safety in

operations

ADMIN FIXED VAR

167 Personnel Administration.
Recruiting, training, labor
relations, grievances, etc.

ADMIN FIXED VAR

168 General Legal Services.
All non-public liability legal
services

ADMIN FIXED VAR

169 General Insurance.
All non-public liability insurance
services

ADMIN FIXED VAR

170 Data Processing. ADMIN FIXED VAR

171 Finance and Accounting. ADMIN FIXED VAR

172 Purchasing and Stores. ADMIN FIXED VAR

173 General Engineering.
Plant and equipment engineering

OTHER FIXED VAR
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TABLE B-l (continued)

174

175

176

177

181

Real Estate Management.
Transit real estate and
concessionaire contracts

OTHER FIXED VAR

Office and Management Services. ADMIN FIXED VAR

General Management. ADMIN FIXED FIXED

Planning.
Long and short range transit planning

ADMIN FIXED FIXED

General Function.
Everything else

OTHER FIXED VAR

a Split between object classes
b Split between cost model categories
c Alternative assumptions

maintenance labor; the lower bound assumes that 50 percent of the related

labor is fixed in the short run. All direct maintenance labor is variable in

the long run. Direct vehicle cost is calculated by developing a unit cost

factor (cost per total vehicle mile (TVM)) from the Section 15 data.

B.2.2 Long Run Costs

The distinction between fixed and variable long-run avoidable cost is

based on the following service contracting assumptions:

1. The transit agency supplies the vehicles.

2. The private operator maintains the vehicles.

3. The transit agency retains responsibility for service planning,

marketing, and general administration.

4. The transit agency retains all fare revenue.
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5. The transit agency retains responsibility for all fixed facilities.

6. The transit agency retains public information activities.

Costs associated with these activities are fixed in the long run; all

other costs are long-run variable as also indicated in Table B-l. All

long-run variable costs are assumed to be directly proportional to output as

measured in vehicle hours. While this is admittedly a strong assumption, data

are not available on the long-run response to major transit service reductions.

Given the number of activities the transit agency retains, it is

difficult to determine whether certain costs are fixed or variable in the long

run. These are functions 123 (maintenance of passenger stations), 161 (system

security), and 165 (injuries and damages). Again, alternative assumptions are

used (fixed vs. variable in long run) in order to bound the avoidable cost

estimate. In either case, long run avoidable cost is estimated simply by

summing the appropriate cost items to generate an annualized cost and

multiplying by the proportional reduction in service. For example, if 10

percent of all service is contracted, long-run avoidable cost is 10 percent of

the annual long-run variable cost. A flow chart of the short and long run

transit cost model is presented in Figure B-4.

B.3 SUMMARY OF THE TRANSIT COST MODEL

To summarize, the estimation of transit agency avoidable cost is a

two-step procedure. First, the driver cost model is used to estimate driver

cost. Short-run costs are computed by using Section 15 data to calculate

direct vehicle costs. Section 15 data are also used to calculate the long-run

costs. Long-run cost change is estimated as a direct proportion of the

service change. The purpose of the model is to estimate the short-run and
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FIGURE B-4

FLOW CHART OF THE SHORT AND LONG RANGE
TRANSIT COST MODEL
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long-run impact of service contracting, given certain assumptions. Fixed and

variable long-run costs as determined by contracting service arrangements are

identified and incorporated in the model. A series of alternative assumptions

is used to account for cost impacts which cannot be calculated directly and

for alternative transit agency actions.

The short-run and long-run cost models can now be expressed as,

where ACsr = Short-run avoidable cost

DC = Driver cost (equations 4, 5)

VC = Direct cost

AC]_ r = Long-run avoidable cost

LRV = Long-run variable cost.

Also,

where F = Fuel, oil, tires

Ms = Scheduled maintenance cost

TVM = Total system annual vehicle miles

TVMCS = Total annual vehicle miles of contract service

AC sr = DC + VC

and ACi r = DC + VC + LRV (6)

VC = [ (F + MS )/TVM] TVMCS (7)

and LRV = (Ai r + Mi r + 0i r ) (TVHCS/TVH) (8)

where Aj_ r = Long-run variable administrative cost

Mj_ r = Long-run variable maintenance cost

0j_ r = Long-run variable other cost
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TVHcs = Total annual vehicle hours of contract service

TVH = Total System annual vehicle hours.

Thus, the transit avoidable cost model is comprised of equations 5 through 8.

The transit avoidable cost model was developed specifically to estimate cost

impacts of reducing some quantity of existing service under certain given

assumptions. The model is quite flexible, however, and could easily be

adjusted to reflect different assumptions.
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APPENDIX C

CASE STUDIES

Cost impacts of transit service contracting were estimated in case

studies of twenty-two United States transit agencies. These agencies range

from very small (less than 25 vehicles) to very large (1,000 vehicles), and

are representative of a wide range of operating conditions and regional

differences. This appendix describes the results of the case studies. Due to

the sensitive nature of this research, several transit agencies requested

anonymity as a condition of participation. Transit agencies are therefore not

identified by name, and the operating data presented are limited to systemwide

statistics.

The case studies are presented in three groups, as in Chapter Five. The

first group consists of three agencies with less than 25 vehicles, the second

group consists of six agencies with 25 to 150 vehicles, and the third group

consists of thirteen agencies with more than 150 vehicles. Model assumptions,

service packages, and results are described for each group.

C.l THREE SMALL TRANSIT SYSTEMS

Service contracting for small transit systems would most likely be an

"all or nothing" decision. Because of the small scale of the total operation,

contracting out a portion of the service would probably have an adverse impact

on the efficiency of the remaining schedule. It also does not seem

reasonable, from an organizational viewpoint, that a small transit agency

would remain in business to operate the remaining service while taking on the

additional burden of monitoring a contractor. Moreover, a 25 vehicle service
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should be easily manageable by private operators. It is therefore assumed

that the entire system would be contracted.

C.1.1 The Contracting Scenario

Contracting the entire system is based on the following assumptions:

1. Vehicle ownership. The public agency retains ownership of the

vehicles and leases them to the private contractor. The private

contractor is responsible for all vehicle maintenance and repairs.

2. Vehicle insurance. The private contractor is responsible for

vehicle insurance.

3. Fare revenues. The public agency retains all revenues from fares.

4. Planning and marketing. The public agency retains responsibility

for planning and marketing of the transit service.

5. Fixed facilities. The public agency retains responsibility for

maintenance of fixed facilities (e.g., bus shelters, signs).

Avoidable costs for the transit agency are estimated based on these

assumptions. Because the entire system is being contracted and because of the

limited data available, only one estimate of avoidable cost is made. It is

also assumed that the service schedule and all service characteristics remain

the same for the contracting scenario, and that service requirements are the

same for the private operator as they were for the public operator. That is,

vehicle, mileage, and manpower requirements are assumed to remain constant.

One highly volatile element in the estimation of private operator costs

today is the issue of vehicle insurance. Dramatic increases in insurance

costs for private operators have occurred. An informal telephone survey of

several private operators revealed a high degree of uncertainty about possible

insurance costs for new services. The values used in the cost estimation
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reflect a midpoint of a range of estimates, but the large variance of these

estimates should be noted. It is assumed to be impossible for the private

operator to obtain reduced rate insurance through the local public authority.

This assumption should mean that private operator costs are not underestimated.

Private operator service cost is estimated at $1.88 per RVM, plus

vehicle insurance. Contract monitoring cost is added to the private operator

cost. Optimistic (low cost), pessimistic (high cost), and most probable

estimates are, respectively, 5 percent, 10 percent, and 7.5 percent of the

total private operator cost.

C.1.2 Description of Case Study Systems

The three case study systems are municipal systems, and are located in

different geographic regions. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table

C-l. Costs of Systems B and C are low, as is typical of small transit

systems. System A is located in a high-cost region and has somewhat less

TABLE C-l

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF SMALL SYSTEMS

System # Peak Vehicles $/RVH S/RVM Driver Wage Rate Peak/Base

A 12 $37.00 $2.45 $9.48 N/A

B 24 29.00 2.53 8.94 2.5

C 21 27.80 2.24 9.08 ( 4 . 25

)

a 1.5

a Part-time operator wage.
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favorable work rules than Systems B or C. System B utilizes a large

proportion of part-time drivers; System C provides a 40-hour per week

guarantee for drivers and uses part-time drivers with a wage rate of

$4. 25/hour for the extraboard.

C.1.3 Case Study Results

Results for the total system contracting scenarios are given in Table

C-2. These are long-run annual estimates, given the contract arrangements

assumed. All estimates are in 1985 dollars. The private operator cost

includes the contract monitoring costs. The difference between public agency

cost and private operator cost is the savings (loss) due to contracting.

As expected, cost savings is related to transit system cost. System A

estimated savings ranges from 5.6 to 9.9 percent— small but significant.

System B estimated savings is 1.8 to 6.3 percent. Since an error of at least

5 percent would be expected in these estimates, System B savings may be

considered to be insignificant. Private operator costs are estimated to be

higher than public agency costs for System C. Service contracting in this

case would lead to a 4.7 to 9.7 percent increase in transit costs. These

results are not surprising, given the low driver cost of System C.

C.2 MEDIUM-SIZED SYSTEM RESULTS

A total of six case studies were performed for systems of 25 to 149

vehicles. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table C-3. The case study

agencies are located in different geographical regions and represent a

variety of operating environments. It may be noted that four of the six
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TABLE C-2

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTRACTING RESULTS

System A

Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

Public Agency Avoidable Cost $1,386,181 $1,386,181 $1,386,181

Private Operator Cost3 1,248,781 1,308,246 1,278,514

Difference 137,400 77,935 107,667

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 9.9% 5.6% 7.7%

System B

Public Agency Avoidable Cost $1,430,540 $1,430,540 $1,430,540

Private Operator Cost 1,340,539 1,404,374 1,372,457

Difference 90,001 26,166 58,083

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 6.3% 1.8% 4.1%

System C

Public Agency Avoidable Cost $1,232,767 $1,232,767 $1,232,767

Private Operator Cost 1,290,529 1,351,982 1,321,256

Difference -57,762 -119,215 -88,489

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -4.7% -9.7% -7.2%

a Includes contract monitoring cost.
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TABLE C-3

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEDIUM SIZE TRANSIT AGENCIES

System // Peak Vehicles $/RVH $/RVM Peak/Base Pay/Plat

D 31 $29.26 $2.26 1.0 1.060

E AO 49.51 3.71 1.1 1.130

F 120 39.29 2.40 1.8 1.054

G 130 43.02 3.70 1.4 1.110

H 142 42.14 2.67 2.0 1.073

I 144 45.02 3.58 1.4 1.178

agencies provide relatively little peak service, and schedule efficiency is

high in most cases.

C.2.1 Service Contracting Scenarios

Service contracting scenarios were based on the assumptions described in

Chapter Four. Briefly, it is assumed that for the transit agency, only direct

service costs are variable in the short run. The transit agency retains

responsibility for the service, and thus several elements of operating cost

remain fixed in the long run.

The avoidable cost model was adapted for use with "R" level Section 15

data and for more limited service schedule data. The following simplifying

assumptions were employed: 1) interlining impacts are not considered,

implying that service contracting will not have any negative impact on the

transit agency's remaining service schedule; 2) all maintenance cost is
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variable in both the short and long run; and 3) a flat 50 percent of

administrative cost is fixed in the long run.

Cost parameters used in the avoidable cost estimations are given in

Table C-4. Driver wage plus benefits is for full-time drivers and is

calculated per regular pay hour. Part-time driver wage plus benefits is given

only when the rate is significantly different from the full-time rate and when

part-time runs are contained in the contract service package. Unscheduled

cost is calculated per platform hour, and direct vehicle cost is based on

total vehicle miles. It may be noted that unscheduled cost for System D is

highly unusual; however, discussions with the transit agency failed to reveal

any obvious errors in the data.

Private contractor cost estimates were also simplified. Since the

contract service packages were made up primarily of all-day service, all

private costs are calculated on the basis of revenue miles. Optimistic,

pessimistic, and most probable private contractor costs are $2.00, $2.35, and

$2.20/RVM, respectively. Contract monitoring costs are added to the private

operator cost estimates. Optimistic, pessimistic, and most probable estimates

are as follows:

Optimistic— 5 percent of private operator cost, -'$50, 000 minimum

Pessimistic—10 percent of private operator cost, $100,000 minimum

Most probable—7.5 percent of private operator cost, $75,000 minimum.

C.2.2 Case Study Results

Service packages corresponding to 5 percent and 20 percent of total

service were selected for each transit agency. The selection was made by

determining which routes had the highest ranked pay/plat ratios and selecting

routes in rank order. Short-run and long run results are estimated for the
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TABLE C-4

TRANSIT AGENCY COST PARAMETERS

System
Driver Wages +

Benefit/Pay Hour
Part-Time Wage +

Benefit/Pay Hour
Unscheduled
Cost/Plat Hour

Direct Vehicle
Cost/TVM

D $10.54 N/A $ .28 $ .88

E 14.91 N/A 1.35 COCO
•

F 12.22 $8.53 1.99 .84

G 17.09 N/A 1.24 .85

H 15.21 N/A 1.63 .72

I 16.50 N/A 1.66 1.07

5 percent scenario; only long-run results are estimated for the 20 percent

scenario. All estimates are annual costs calculated in 1985 dollars. The

short run corresponds to the first year of contracting; the long run

corresponds to full adjustment. Since only one estimate of transit agency

avoidable cost is made for these systems, the differences in the optimistic,

pessimistic, and most probable estimates are the result of alternative private

operator cost assumptions. Also, the difference between short-run and

long-run transit agency avoidable cost is the indirect administration cost.

Results for each system are given in Tables C-5 through C-10.

Table C-5 gives results for System D. The cost estimates indicate that

both short-run and long-run impacts of the 5 percent service package are

negative; substantial losses would result if service were shifted to a private

operator with costs based on national averages as assumed here. The 20

percent service package also Indicates a significant loss for the transit
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TABLE C-5

SYSTEM D RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System D $138,490 $158,409 $158,409

Private Operator Cost 186,131 229,119 194,994

Difference -27,722 -70,710 -36,585

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -17.3% -44.6% -23%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System D $176,824 $176,824 $176,824

Private Operator Cost 186,131 229,119 194,994

Difference -9,307 -52,295 -18,170

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -5.3% -29.6% -10.3%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run

System D $663,499 $663,499 $663,499

Private Operator Cost 756,517 931,236 770,492

Difference -93,018 -267,737 -106,993

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -14% -40% -16%



agency. The results imply that service contracting is not a viable option for

System D, unless private providers with lower than average costs could be

found. These results are not surprising given the low hourly service cost and

favorable work rules of System D. It should be noted that private operator

costs are not adjusted to reflect local conditions more accurately, as

sufficient private operator cost data were not available for doing so.

System E results are given in Table C-6. Short-run impacts of the 5

percent scenario may be positive or negative depending on the assumptions,

with a most probable estimate of 5.5 percent savings. (All percentages are of

the transit agency avoidable cost.) The long-run impacts of the 5 percent

service package are more favorable, with a range of possible savings from 5 to

almost 25 percent. Long-run impacts of the 20 percent service package are

also favorable, with predicted savings of 20.3 to 35.3 percent. These are

average annual estimates, assuming full adjustment to the service change.

These savings are quite significant, and would amount to annual cost savings

of between 3.3 and 5.7 percent of total annual operating costs.

System F results are given in Table C-7. Both short-run and long-run

impacts of the 5 percent service package are predicted to be negative, even in

the optimistic estimate. For the 20 percent service package, cost impacts

range from 4.7 percent in the optimistic estimate to -12 percent in the

pessimistic estimate. As with System D, these results indicate that service

contracting would not lead to cost savings unless a very low-cost private

operator could be found. These results are also not surprising given the

favorable work rules, highly efficient scheduling, and low hourly costs of

this transit agency.

Table C-8 gives results for System G. Positive cost savings of 19.2 to

32.8 percent in the short run and 31 to 42.6 percent in the long run are
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TABLE C-6

SYSTEM E RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System E $209,691 $209,691 $209,691

Private Operator Cost 184,664 233,230 198,130

Difference 25,027 -23,539 11,561

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 11.9% -11.2% 5.5%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System E $245,446 $245,446 $245,446

Private Operator Cost 184 , 664 233,230 198,130

Difference 60,782 12,216 47,316

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 24.8% 5.0% 19.3%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run

System E $973,788 $973,788 $973,788

Private Operator Cost 630,385 775,973 713,424

Difference 343,403 197,815 260,364

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 35.3% 20.3% 26.7%
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TABLE C-7

SYSTEM F RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System F $ 313,802 $ 513,802 $ 513,802

Private Operator Cost 563,513 678,378 639,864

Difference -49 , 711 -164,576 -126,062

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -9.7% -32.0% -24.5%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System F $ 540,351 $ 540,351 $ 540,351

Private Operator Cost 563,513 678,378 639,864

Difference -23,162 -138,027 -99,513

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -4.3% -25.5% -18.4%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run

System F $2,375,760 $2,375,760 $2,376,760

Private Operator Cost 2,264,150 2,660,377 2,490,565

Difference 116,610 -284,617 -114,805

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 4.7% -12% -4.8%
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TABLE C-8

SYSTEM G RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System G $ 889,043 $ 889,043 $ 889,043

Private Operator Cost 597,290 718,066 677,019

Difference 291,753 170,977 212,024

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 32.8% 19.2% 23.8%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System G $1,040,119 $1,040,119 $1,040,119

Private Operator Cost 597,290 718,066 677,019

Difference 442,829 322,053 363,100

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 42.6% 31% 34.9%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run

System G $3,662,198

Private Operator Cost 2,297,349

$3,662,198 $3,662,198

2,827,951 2,527,084

Difference 1,364,849

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 37.3%

834,247 1,135,114

22.8% 31%
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predicted for the 5 percent service package. Savings of a similar magnitude,

22.8 to 37.3 percent, are estimated for the 20 percent service package.

System G has the highest driver cost rate within this group of systems, and

work rules are not particularly favorable. These results indicate that

service contracting could generate significant cost savings for System G. The

20 percent package would reduce operating costs by 4.2 to 6.8 percent.

System H results are presented in Table C-9. In the short run, negative

cost savings are predicted for the 5 percent service package. Private

operator cost is estimated to be from 3.9 to 25 percent higher than the System

H short-run avoidable cost. In the long run, the most probable savings

estimate is 3.1 percent, with a range of -2.8 to 14.6 percent. These results

indicate that cost savings could only be achieved with a low-cost private

operator. Long-run results for the 20 percent service package are more

positive; savings of 5.5 to 23.3 percent are predicted, depending upon private

operator and contract monitoring cost. These savings represent 1 to 4 percent

of the annual operating cost.

System I results are given in Table C-10. System I has the second

highest hourly cost and driver cost in this group, and has the highest

pay/plat ratio. Both short-run and long-run results for the 5 percent service

package are predicted to be positive. Short-run cost savings range from 8.3

to 24.3 percent; long-run savings range from 14.5 to almost 30 percent.

Predicted savings for the 20 percent service package are even greater, from

20.2 to 35 percent. These savings would amount to annual savings of 3.4 to

5.8 percent of total operating cost.
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TABLE C-9

SYSTEM H RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System H $ 550,782 $ 550,782

Private Operator Cost 572,296 688 , 697

Difference -21,514 -137,915

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost -3.9% -25.0%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System H $ 670,088 $ 670,088

Private Operator Cost 572,296 688 , 697

Difference 97,792 18,609

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 14.6% -2.8%

20 Percent
f
Long Run

System H $2,848,572 $2,848,572

Private Operator Cost 2,186,056 2,690,930

Difference 662,516 157,642

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 23.3% 5.5%

Most Probable

$ 550,782

649,526

-98,744

-17.9%

$ 670,088

649,526

20,562

3.1%

$2,848,572

2,404,661

443,911

15.6%
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TABLE C-10

SYSTEM I RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System I $ 583,346 $ 585,346 $ 585,346

Private Operator Cost 442,802 536,542 507,082

Difference 142,544 48,804 78,264

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 24.3% 8.3% 13.4%

2: 5 Percent, Long Run

System I S 627,737 $ 627,737 $ 627,737

Private Operator Cost 442,802 536,542 507,082

Difference 184,935 91,195 120,655

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 29.5% 14.5% 19.2%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run

System I $2,301,155 $2,301,155 $2,301,155

Private Operator Cost 1,490,448 1,834,670 1,639,493

Difference 810,707 446,485 661,662

Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 35% 20.2% 28.8%
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C.2.3 Summary of Results

Case studies of the six medium-sized transit agencies generated a wide

range of results. Since private operator costs were constant, the variation

in the results is a function of differences in the operating characteristics

of the transit agencies. Systems D and F have the lowest hourly cost, driver

wage, and pay/plat ratio within the group. Thus, it is not surprising that

service contracting leads to the most negative impacts for these two systems.

These results indicate that the avoidable service costs are not sufficient to

justify contracting, if private operators bidding on the service are

representative of national averages.

In contrast, Systems G and I have the highest driver wage, and the

highest and third highest pay/plat ratios. Results show that these systems

would realize the greatest savings from service contracting, because avoidable

costs are the greatest for these systems. These systems probably represent

the upper range of possible cost savings for medium-sized systems.

It may also be noted that 20 percent savings are greater in every case

than 5 percent (long-term) savings. This result appears to be counter-

intuitive, given that routes with the highest pay/plat ratio were chosen

first. The difference, however, is due to the assumption of a minimum

contract monitoring cost. The contract monitoring cost represents a larger

proportion of private operator cost in the 5 percent scenario because of the

smaller total cost of the service package.

C.3 LARGE SYSTEM RESULTS

Thirteen transit agencies with more than 150 vehicles were used in case

studies. All but two of these agencies report Section 15 data at level A, and

thus the full cost model as described in Chapter Four was used to generate
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estimates of service contracting impacts. For the two agencies not reporting

at level A, the necessary data were obtained directly from agency records. As

discussed in Chapter Four, the avoidable cost model requires schedule and

runcut data as well as Section 15 data. The organization of schedule and

runcut data is hi ghly individualized
,

and therefore required extensive

manipulation in order to be used in the computer programs written to perform

the model calculations.

Descriptive statistics of the large transit systems are given in Table

C-ll. These systems represent a wide range of size, operating conditions, and

service costs. All but two are multiple garage operations. Several of these

agencies use part-time operators, but, with one exception, they are limited to

a maximum of 15 percent of the number of full-time operators. These are

higher cost agencies than the previous group; average cost per RVH is $55.00.

The peak/base ratio and pay/plat ratio is also higher than for the medium-

sized systems discussed in the previous section.

C.3.1 Service Contracting Scenarios

Service contracting scenarios were based on the assumptions described in

Chapter Four. The full range of alternative assumptions were employed for

both transit agency avoidable costs and private operator costs. Alternative

assumptions used to generate transit agency avoidable costs are summarized in

Table C-12. Treatment of interlining and part-time drivers need further

comment.

Interlining is the practice of assigning driver runs to more than one

route. It is widely used to improve the efficiency of driver assignments.

Interlining can be restricted to individual pieces of work (e.g., a two-piece

split run with each piece assigned to a different route), or can combine
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TABLE C-ll

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF LARGE TRANSIT SYSTEMS

System // Veh $/RVH $/RVM P/B P/P

J 199 $40.00 $3.94 2.2 1.202

K 521 58.41 3.98 3.0 1.190

L 762 64.00 3.85 2.0 1.150

M 800 58.49 4.24 2.9 1.211

N 320 54.84 4.12 2.1 1.095

0 402 69.30 5.00 1.7 1.130

P 441 62.40 3.79 1.9 1.120

Q 231 40.48 3.05 2.3 1.160

R 844 50.69 3.76 1.9 1.130

S 659 62.72 4.50 2.3 1.150

T 1029 70.73 4.59 1.8 1.090

U 275 39.19 2.32 1.3 1.059

V 246 44.67 3.54 1.3 1.123

driver trips on two or more routes with no breaks between trips. The

interlined pieces assigned to each route can be of any length, from as little

as one half-hour to as much as eight hours. An analysis of interlining at

four case study agencies revealed widely divergent practices. Thus

interlining impacts of service contracting are highly uncertain and difficult

to predict. The only accurate way to test the impact of contracting is to
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TABLE C-12

ASSUMPTIONS USED TO GENERATE ALTERNATIVE
TRANSIT AGENCY AVOIDABLE COST ESTIMATES

Optimistic:
High Avoidable Cost

Pessimistic:
Low Avoidable Cost

Most Probable
Avoidable Cost

Driver Cost (Short-Run and Long Run)

Interlining: Assume all leftover

pieces can be

reincorporated
in schedule with
no loss of

efficiency

Assume one-third of

the leftover pieces
must be operated as

trippers

Leftover pieces

can be

reincorporated
in service
schedule

Part Time
Operators
(PTOs):

Reduce only full-
time operators (FTOs)
through attrition;
retain current
number of part-
time operators (PTOs)

Reduce both FTOs
and PTOs through
attrition in

proportion to

current levels
of utilization

Reduce both FTOs
and PTOs through
attrition in

proportion to use
on contracted
service

Direct Vehicle Operating Cost

Short Run
Only:

Long Run:

Maintenance labor
cost reduced
in same proportion
as amount of

contracted service

Maintenance labor
cost reduced at

50 percent of

proportion of

amount of service
which is contracted

Maintenance labor
cost reduced at 75
percent of propor-
tion of amount
of service which
is contracted

Costs are reduced in the same proportion as amount of

contracted service

Administrative Cost

Short Run: No reduction of administrative costs

Long Run: Proportional No reduction in Proportional
reduction in cost cost of selected reduction in

of selected administrative cost of

administrative functions selected
functions administrative

functions
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re-cut the remaining schedule, and experimental runcutting is not feasible for

most transit agencies.

Alternative ways of treating interlining impacts were tested and

discussed with schedulers at several of the large agencies. Interlining

assumptions used here are the result of these discussions and some

experimentation. There was consensus that if only 5 percent of the agency’s

service were contracted, any leftover pieces of work could easily be

reincorporated into the schedule with no loss of efficiency. Thus the

pessimistic assumption that one third of the leftover pieces must be operated

as trippers is very conservative for the 5 percent contracting scenario. At

some level of contracting, however, schedule efficiency would probably be

affected. Thus, the pessimistic assumption appears to be a valid possibility

for the 20 percent contracting scenario.

Although the vast majority of transit agencies have won the right to use

part-time drivers, few agencies use them in significant numbers. The case

studies revealed that although 10 to 15 percent of the drivers can be part

time at most agencies, actual numbers employed are often 5 percent or less.

When only a few part-time drivers are involved, alternative assumptions

regarding part-time versus full-time driver attrition policy are

insignificant. Thus part-time drivers are treated separately only when they

are assigned in significant numbers on the service to be contracted and when

their wage (plus benefits) rate is significantly different from the full-time

rate.

Private operator cost estimates are also based on the full set of models

and assumptions described in Chapter Four. These are summarized in Table

C-13. All peak-only and predominantly peak (e.g., with peak/base greater than
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TABLE C-13

PRIVATE CONTRACTOR COST ASSUMPTIONS

1: Peak Service

Driver Cost

Mileage

Related Cost

Administration/

Overhead

Profit

2: All-Day Service

Total Cost

Optimistic

(Low Cost)

Paid for platform

hours only

$. 72/TVM

$10, 000/bus/year

10%

$2 . 00/RVM

Pessimistic

(High Cost)

4 hour guarantee

per piece

$. 87/TVM

$10, 000/bus/year

10%

$2. 75/RVM

Most Probable

2 hour guarantee

per piece

$. 82/TVM

$10, 000/bus/year

10%

$2. 35/RVM

3: Contract Monitoring Cost

5% of contract

cost, minimum of

$73,000, maximum

of $300,000

10% of contract

cost, minimum of

$100,000, maximum

of $1,000,000

3% of contract

cost, minimum of

$100 ,
000

,

maximum of

$500,000
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2) service cost is estimated with the three-variable cost allocation model;

all-day service is based on flat mileage rates.

C.3.2 Case Study Results

Service packages of 5 and 20 percent of total service were selected for

each transit agency. As before, the selection was made by determining which

routes had the highest ranked pay/plat ratios and selecting routes in rank

order. Additional service packages were selected for three agencies in order

to determine whether the type of service selected affects predicted cost

savings. Short-run and long-run results are estimated for the 5 percent

scenarios; only long-run results are estimated for the 20 percent scenario.

All estimates are annual costs calculated in 1985 dollars.

Cost parameters used in the calculation of transit avoidable costs are

shown in Table C-14. The full-time driver wage plus benefit rate ranges from

$11.27 (System U) to $19.70 (System 0). Part-time drivers are employed in

significant numbers at seven agencies. Unscheduled cost is quite consistent,

with the exception of System V. The range of direct vehicle costs corresponds

to the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions regarding maintenance labor

attrition. System U also has the lowest direct vehicle costs; System S has

the highest. Case study results are presented in Tables C-15 through C-27.

Case study results for System J are presented in Table C-15. System 3

is somewhat unusual. It is a one-garage operation, and driver scheduling is

done by hand. Despite a rather peaked service schedule, work rules are quite

restrictive. Driver assignments are heavily interlined. Four different

service packages were identified: 1) 5 percent of total service based on TVM,

2) 5 percent of the total service based on TVH, 3) 20 percent of the total

service (based on TVH, consisting of express and local service), and 4) 20
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TABLE C-14

TRANSIT AGENCY COST PARAMETERS

System
Driver Wage

+ Benefit/Hr PT Wage/Hr
Unscheduled

Cost/VH
Direct

Vehicle Cost/VM

J $13.78 N/A $1.55 $ .85 - .95

K 15.00 N/A 1.50 .77 - .97

L 16.30 $ 9.27 1.52 .67 - .87

M 19.31 11.96 1.45 .69 - .95

N 16.19 N/A 1.34 .59 - .87

0 19.70 N/A 1.74 .80 - 1.17

P 18.96 12.02 1.57 .55 - •
—

1

00
•

Q 15.34 12.06 1.38 .88 - .97

R 18.26 N/A 1.74 .61 - .91

S 14.63 N/A 1.43 1.04 - 1.34

T 18.86 13.42 1.40 .52 - .78

U 11.27 9.67 1.50 .48 - .62

V 18.15 12.09 2.40 .62 - •
—

1

00
•

percent of the total service (based on TVH and consisting of all local,

all-day service).

Both 5 percent service packages consist of express-only routes selected

on the basis of pay/plat ratio. For both short run and long run, the

pessimistic assumptions lead to negative results: private operator cost is

higher than transit avoidable cost. Optimistic assumptions indicate positive

cost savings, 9 and 12.2 percent for the short run and 23.2 and 22.2 percent
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TABLE C-15

SYSTEM J RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent of TVM, Short Run

System J $ 724,308 $ 556,467 $ 703,990
Private Operator Cost 638,519 880,022 723,230

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

65,789 -323,565 -19,240

Avoidable Cost 9% -58% -2.7%

2: 5 Percent of TVM, Long Run
$ 713,457 $ 840,662System J $ 857,627

Private Operator Cost 658,519 880,022 723,230

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

199,108 -163,565 117,432

Avoidable Cost 23.2% -22.9% 14%

3: 3 Percent of TVH, Short Run
System J $1,041,331 $ 792,865 $1,008,497
Private Operator Cost 914,047 1,221,291 996,295

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

127,284 -428,426 12,202

Avoidable Cost 12.2% -54% 1.2%

4: 3 Percent of TVH, Long Run
System J $1,174,650 $ 974,887 $1,157,685
Private Operator Cost 914,047 1,221,291 996,295

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

260,603 -246,404 161,390

Avoidable Cost 22.2% -25.3% 13.9%

3: 20 Percent of TVH, Express h- Local, Long Run
System J $4,316,829 $3,727,055 $4,248,968
Private Operator Cost 3,137,575 4,392,681 3,549,937

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

1,179,254 -665,626 699,031

Avoidable Cost 27.3% -17.8% 16.5%

6: 20 Percent of TVH, Local, Long Run
System J $3,539,434 $3,153,243 $3,471,573
Private Operator Cost 2,387,141 3,438,620 2,704,891

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

1,152,293 -285,377 666,682

Avoidable Cost 32.5% -9% 19.2%
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C-26

for the long run. Results are similar for the express + local 20 percent

package, ranging from -17.8 to 27.3 percent.

These results are due to the characteristics of the express service and

their impact on the private driver assumptions. The express service consists

of very short, difficult to combine pieces of work. Thus, vehicle

requirements are high, and since private operator indirect costs are based on

vehicle requirements, private overhead costs are high. In addition, about

half of all vehicle miles are deadhead miles. Finally, the private driver pay

guarantees assumed are very costly because of the short pieces of work

involved. Since the model assumes that the private operator cannot interline,

a great deal of guarantee time is paid in the pessimistic and most probable

private cost estimates. These service characteristics lead to very high

private operator cost estimates. For example, the most probable private cost

estimate for the 3 percent (TVH) package is $4.44/RVM.

The fourth service package was developed to determine whether local

service could be more effectively contracted for this transit agency. Table

C-15 shows that results are somewhat more positive, but the pessimistic

assumptions still predict negative cost savings.

Additional service packages were also evaluated for systems L and M.

Table C-16 gives results for System L. Two different 5 percent packages were

identified, one of express-only routes and one of regional routes. Express

routes provide commuter service from residential areas to downtown; regional

routes are long distance, mainly peak-only routes which link neighboring

communities within the metropolitan area. Like System J, the express-only

package leads to very negative short-run cost impacts under the pessimistic

assumptions. Again, this seems to be the result of the restrictive private

driver pay guarantees assumed and the nature of the express service. Long-run
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TABLE C-16

SYSTEM L RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Express + Regional, Short Run
System L $2,725,404 $1,996,498 $2,398,535
Private Operator Cost 2,214,810 2,965,730 2,409,517

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

510,594 -969,232 -10,972

Avoidable Cost 18.7% -48.5% < 1%

2: 5 Percent, Express + Regional, Long Run
System L $3,488,415 $2,996,938 $3,249,417
Private Operator Cost 2,214,810 2,965,730 2,409,517

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

1,273,605 31,208 839,900

Avoidable Cost 36.5% 1.0% 25.8%

3: 5 Percent, Express, Short Run
System L $2,841,104 $1,979,895 $2,461,992
Private Operator Cost 2,395,214 3,471,790 2,601,847

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

445,893 -1,491,895 -139,855

Avoidable Cost 15.7% -75.4% -5.7%

4: 5 Percent, Express, Long Run
System L $3,562,874 $2,960,377 $3,283,940
Private Operator Cost 2,395,214 3,471,790 2,601,847

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

1,167,660 511,413 682,093

Avoidable Cost 32.8% -17.3% 20.8%

3: 20 Percent; Express, Regional, and Local; Long Run
System L $21,232,450 $18,915,709 $19,574,538
Private Operator Cost 13,129,228 15,423,822 14,307,562

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

8,103,222 3,491,887 5,266,976

Avoidable Cost 37.7% 18.5% 26.9%
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results are more favorable, as the relatively high private service costs are

offset by decreases in transit agency indirect costs. The 20 percent service

package results are positive and quite significant, from 18.5 to 37.7

percent. These savings are equivalent to from 4 to almost 10 percent of total

annual operating cost, far beyond the magnitude of more traditional cost

saving strategies. (Note that part-time drivers are accounted for in these

estimates.) The System L case study results indicate that large savings can

be realized from service contracting, but initial implementation would

possibly result in large short-term losses.

Case study results for System M are given in Table C-17. The 5 percent

service package was selected on the basis of pay/plat ratio, and is made up of

peak-only routes operated entirely with tripper runs. These trippers are run

either off the extraboard or as overtime work by regular drivers. The model

driver assignment assumptions were adjusted to reflect these conditions.

Short-run estimates exhibit a wide range, from -43 to 40 percent, with a most

probable estimate of 15 percent. All long-run estimates for the 5 percent

scenario are positive and again have a wide range. The long run most probable

percentage estimate is more than double the short-run estimate, reflecting the

large contribution of indirect costs to potential cost savings.

Two different 20 percent packages were estimated for System M: one

predominantly express service and one all-day service. The local service

package was used to determine whether contracting all-day service could result

in similar cost savings. Model results show that cost savings for the all-day

service package (29 percent to 51 percent) are greater than for the express

service package (16 to 46 percent). However, the most probable estimates are

quite similar. The analysis of these additional service packages leads to

some interesting possible interpretations. If the private cost estimation
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TABLE C-17

SYSTEM M RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Peak Only, Short Run
System M $4,193,253 $2,433,975 $3,313,074
Private Operator Cost 2,531,031 3,482,430 2,821,213

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

1,662,224 1,048,455 491,861

Avoidable Cost 40% -43% 15%

2: 3 Percent, Peak Only, Long Run
System M $4,944,373 $3,541,123 $4,242,207
Private Operator Cost 2,531,030 3,482,430 2,821,213

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

2,413,343 58,693 1,420,994

Avoidable Cost 49% 2% 33%

3: 20 Percent, Express, Long Run
System M $18,473,113 $15,697,415 $17,619,717
Private Operator Cost 9,920,749 13,107,605 11,040,191

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

8,552,364 2,589,810 6,579,526

Avoidable Cost 46% 16% 37%

4: 20 Percent, All Day, Long Run
System M $18,146,254 $17,930,333 $18,038,294
Private Operator Cost 8,871,570 12,785,908 10,500,173

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

9,274,684 5,144,425 7,538,121

Avoidable Cost 51% 29% 42%

methods are reasonable, then cost savings Is apparently not closely tied to

the type of service selected for contracting. This result is not surprising,

since in effect the estimation methods assume similar cost structures for both

public and private operators. That is, the relative cost of peak service
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compared to all-day service is similar for both the private and public

operator. The alternate interpretation is that the peak service private

operator cost model tends to overestimate likely private operator costs. This

interpretation is also reasonable, simply because a private operator with a

four-hour minimum guarantee would not be able to successfully bid on a

peak-only service package.

The remaining ten case studies include only two service packages, one

for 5 percent and one for 20 percent of the total service, based on total

platform hours. In all cases, routes are chosen on the basis of the pay/plat

ratio. No attempt is made to choose more realistic service packages (e.g.,

from the same garage or the same geographic area).

Results for System K are presented in Table C-18. Short-run impacts for

the 5 percent scenario range from -25 to 20.1 percent. (A most probable

short-run estimate was not computed for any of the remaining systems.) Long-

run impacts are positive, with a most probable estimate of almost 30 percent.

Results for the 20 percent service package are similar in magnitude. These

results are more consistent with previous public/private cost comparisons. It

may be noted that this agency has rather favorable driver work rules and a

lower than average wage rate. However, these advantages are offset by its

high peak/base ratio.

Again, the range of estimates is due primarily to the difference in

private operator cost estimates resulting from driver pay guarantee

assumptions. For example, in the 20 percent package, the additional driver

pay due to the four-hour pay guarantee in the pessimistic estimate, is

$710,000, or about 9 percent of the total contract cost. In addition, the

pessimistic estimate includes the transit cost interlining penalty as well.
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TABLE C-18

SYSTEM K RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System K $2,063,767 $1,634,950 N/A

Private Operator Cost 1,649,741 2,046,574 N/A

Difference 416,026 -411,624 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 20.1% -25% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System K $2,523,729 $2,077,167 $2,507,984
Private Operator Cost 1,649,741 2,046,574 1,768,228

Difference 873,988 30,593 739,756
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 34.6% 1.5% 29.5%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System K $9,183,929 $8,620,894 $9,125,871
Private Operator Cost 6,109,399 7,781,093 6,581,881

Difference 3,074,530 839,801 2,543,990
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 35.5% 9.7% 27.9%

The 20 percent most probable service contracting savings are equivalent to 4

percent of the total annual operating cost.

Results for System N are given in Table C-19. Short-run results for the

5 percent service package range from no savings to an increase in service cost

of 80 percent. However, long-run results indicate transit agency cost savings

of 2.3 to 32.7 percent. The large difference between short-run and long-run

results indicates that indirect costs make up a large proportion of total

costs. This is particularly true in the pessimistic estimate, as it may be
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TABLE C-19

SYSTEM N RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 3 Percent, Short Run

System N $1,314,333 $ 992,464 N/A
Private Operator Cost 1,318,246 1,788,707 N/A

Difference -3,913 -796,243 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost < 1% -80.2% N/A

2: 3 Percent, Long Run
System N $1,959,734 $1,831,086 $1,940,415
Private Operator Cost 1,318,246 1,788,707 1,456,057

Difference 641,488 42,379 484,358
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 32.7% 2.3% 25%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System N $7,791,335 $7,123,739 $7,715,277
Private Operator Cost 4,631,818 5,966,380 5,044,415

Difference 3,159,517 1,157,358 2,670,863
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 40.6% 16.2% 34.6%

recalled that only half of the direct maintenance labor cost is assumed

variable in the short run (Table C-12). The 20 percent service package

estimates cost savings of 16.2 to 40.6 percent, with a most probable estimate

of 34.6 percent. These results indicate savings of 3 to 8 percent of the

total annual operating costs. System N costs and operating characteristics

are quite representative of the large system group. Wage rates, work rules,

and other factors are quite typical. As will become apparent, the long-run

results for System N are also quite typical.
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In contrast to System N, System 0 is one of the highest cost transit

agencies in the group. Average hourly cost is second highest within this

group and the driver wage plus benefit rate is the highest. Part-time drivers

make up 7 percent of the workforce, but wages and benefits are similar to

those of full-time drivers. Despite a moderate peak/base ratio, schedule

efficiency is modest, reflecting the restrictive work rules existing at this

agency (e.g., a ten-hour spread threshold, and a three-hour guarantee for all

extra work).

Results for System 0 are given in Table C-20. Surprisingly, short-run

results for the 5 percent service package range from -59.9 to 27.8 percent,

and long-run results range from 26 percent to 50.6 percent. The implication

here is that service contracting will result in substantial cost savings in

the long run, but may also generate significant short-run losses. The extent

of possible losses depends on the rate at which direct maintenance and

indirect costs can be reduced, and the extent to which interlining affects

schedule efficiency. The 20 percent service package predicts slightly greater

cost savings, from 35.2 to 54 percent, with a most probable estimate of nearly

50 percent. Savings of this magnitude are quite significant, representing 6

to 10 percent of the total annual operating cost.

System P results are given in Table C-21. Like System 0, System P is a

relatively high-cost agency. However, work rules are less restrictive,

part-time drivers are more effectively utilized, and other direct cost

elements are lower. Short-run results indicate a range of 11.6 to -55.6

percent. Interlining impacts are less extreme for System P because a

relatively smaller proportion (less than 40 percent) of the runs of the

selected routes are interlined. Long-run results for the 5 percent package

range from 3.7 to 31 percent, substantially lower than for System 0, as would
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TABLE C-20

SYSTEM 0 RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
System 0 $2,839,730 $1,782,366 N/A
Private Operator Cost 2,049,053 2,850,024 N/A

Difference 790,677 -1,067,658 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 27.8% -59.9% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System 0 $4,152,094 $3,850,637 $4,037,465
Private Operator Cost 2,049,053 2,850,024 2,225,587

Difference 2,103,041 1,000,613 1,811,878
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 50.6% 26% 44.9%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System 0 $16,823,833 $15,753,351 $16,373,401
Private Operator Cost 7,729,863 10,203,670 8,366,848

Difference 9,093,970 5,549,681 8,006,553
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 54% 35.2% 48.9%

be expected. Long-run results for the 20 percent package are from 15.6 to 36

percent, with a most probable estimate of 28.5 percent. These savings

estimates amount to from 2.6 to 6.5 percent of the total annual operating

costs.

System 0 is one of the smaller transit agencies in this group. Average

hourly costs are modest. Driver wages and benefits are also modest, and

part-time drivers are used effectively. Work rules are fairly typical of

other transit agencies of similar size. Results for System Q are given in
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TABLE C-21

SYSTEM P RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System P $2,680,309 $1,939,105 N/A
Private Operator Cost 2,369,563 3,022,326 N/A

Difference 310,746 -1,083,221 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 11.6% -55.9% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System P $3,448,805 $3,137,938 $3,243,385
Private Operator Cost 2,369,563 3,022,326 2,549,189

Difference 1,079,242 115,612 696,196
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 31% 3.7% 21.4%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System P $12,528,198 $11,850,666 $12,111,299
Private Operator Cost 7,921,103 9,999,699 8,653,671

Difference 4,607,095 1,850,967 3,457,628
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 36% 15.6% 28.5%

Table C-22. For the 5 percent service package, the most notable result Is the

relatively small difference between short-run and long-run transit agency

avoidable cost, indicating that indirect costs make up an unusually small

proportion of avoidable costs. Consequently, short-run and long-run results

do not differ as much as in the previous case studies. Short-run results

range from -56.0 to 5.1 percent; long-run results range from -28.8 to 11

percent, with a most probable estimate of no change in cost due to service

contracting. The 20 percent service package estimates cost savings of A. 9 to
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TABLE C-22

SYSTEM 0 RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
System 0 $1,034,643 $ 870,454 N/A
Private Operator Cost 1,001,930 1,357,978 N/A

Difference 53,693 -487,524 N/A
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 5.1% -56.0% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System 0 $1,130,522 $1,054,076 $1,125,548
Private Operator Cost 1,001,950 1,357,978 1,124,762

Difference 128,572 -303,902 822
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 11% -28.8% <1%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System 0 $4,401,488 $4,735,593 $4,387,323
Private Operator Cost 3,446,117 4,502,897 3,710,337

Difference 955,371 232,696 676,986
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 21.7% 4.9% 15.4%

21.7 percent, or 1 to 4 percent of the total annual operating cost. For this

transit agency, interlining is a significant factor, as over 80 percent of all

runs in both service packages are interlined. Thus potential contracting cost

savings would be highly dependent on the extent to which adverse effects on

the remaining schedule could be avoided.

System R is one of the largest case study agencies. Hourly costs are

slightly below average for a large transit agency. Driver costs are among the

highest in the sample, and there are no part-time drivers. Work rules are not
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unusually restrictive. System R results are presented in Table C-23. Owing

to the way routes are organized, a significant portion of both service

packages is made up of all-day service. Short-run estimates are from -10.1 to

29.5 percent, and long-run estimates are from 11.9 to 40.8 percent for the 5

percent service package. The most probable estimate is 34.2 percent. These

results indicate that short-term losses due to contracting are not very

likely, and long-term impacts are likely to be quite favorable. Estimated

cost savings for the 20 percent service package are similar: from 16.8 to

43.4 percent. Potential savings due to service contracting are quite

significant for System R; total annual operating costs could be reduced by 2.7

to 7.6 percent, and would most probably be reduced by about 6 percent.

System S is another high-cost agency. In this case, high average hourly

costs are attributable to unusually high direct vehicle costs (Table

C-14)— significantly higher than any other case study agency. Outlying values

are, of course, suspect; however, further investigation of the data did not

reveal any obvious inconsistencies. Driver costs are quite low, and all other

operating characteristics are typical of the large system group. Table C-24

gives results for System S. The 5 percent service package consists entirely

of peak-only or highly peaked routes; the 20 percent service package also is

highly peaked. Because of data limitations, administrative costs are not

subject to the alternative assumptions. Thus, there is one less source of

variation in these estimates. The 5 percent service package short-run

estimates are -21.1 percent and 25.3 percent, indicating that short-run losses

are quite possible. The most probable long-run result is 26.1 percent with a

range of 7.4 to 31.4 percent. The 20 percent service package cost savings

estimates have a much smaller range, from 20.3 to 36.4 percent. In terms of

total annual operating costs, cost savings amount to between 3 and 6 percent.
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TABLE C-23

SYSTEM R RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
System R $3,982,601 $3,507,027 N/A
Private Operator Cost 2,835,024 3,859,74

6

N/A

Difference 1,147,577 -352,719 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 29.5% -10.1% N/A

2: 3 Percent, Long Run
System R $4,791,044 $4,380,370 $4,702,329
Private Operator Cost 2,835,024 3,859,746 3,091,814

Difference 1,956,020 520,624 1,610,515
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 40.8% 11.9% 34.2%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System R $19,558,652 $17,749,937 $19,191,940
Private Operator Cost 11,067,745 14,769,427 12,346,337

Difference 8,490,907 2,980,510 6,845,603
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 43.4% 16.8% 35.7%

System T is the largest agency in the sample. It also has the highest

average hourly cost. Full-time driver costs are among the highest in this

group, but lower cost part-time drivers are used extensively. Use of

part-time drivers, together with a moderate peak/base ratio, probably accounts

for the relatively efficient pay/plat ratio. Results for System T are

presented in Table C-25. The 5 percent service package contains peak-only and

heavily peak-oriented routes. The 20 percent service package is also heavily

peaked, but some all-day service was also included. Short-run results for the
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TABLE C-24

SYSTEM S RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
System S $6,000,471 $4,754,207 N/A

Private Operator Cost 4,484,556 5,757,587 N/A

Difference 1,515,914 -1,003,380 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 25.3% -21.1% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System S $6, 537,212 $6,217,639 $6, 537,212
Private Operator Cost 4,484,557 5,757,587 4,833,644

Difference 2,052,655 460,052 1,703,568
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 31.4% 7.4% 26.1%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System S $21,884,560 $19,447,900 $21,884,560
Private Operator Cost 13,927,777 15,491,112 14,731,723

Difference 7,956,783 3,956,788 7,152,837
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 36.4% 20.3% 32.7%

5 percent package are 10.1 percent and -46 percent. Long-run results are 35.8

and 13 percent, with a most probable estimate of 23.7 percent. Given the

relatively modest direct cost parameters of System T, the large difference

between short-run and long-run results is reasonable. It implies that

indirect costs are a critical factor in potential cost savings, and long-run

net impacts would depend on the rate at which indirect costs would be

reduced. The 20 percent estimates predict larger savings, ranging from 23.7

to 43.3 percent, with a most probable estimate of almost 35 percent. These
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TABLE C-25

SYSTEM T RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
System T $4,657,334 $3,496,763 N/A
Private Operator Cost 4,185,564 5,107,175 N/A

Difference 471,770 -1,610,412 N/A
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 10.1% -46.0% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System T $6,518,365 $5,869,857 $5,920,045
Private Operator Cost 4,185,564 5,107,175 4,516,821

Difference 2,332,801 762,682 1,403,224
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 35.8% 13% 23.7%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System T $23,895,112 $22,629,188 $22,739,642
Private Operator Cost 13,556,453 17,254,432 14,850,927

Difference 10,338,659 5,374,756 7,888,715
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 43.3% 23.7% 34.7%

savings would have a significant impact on system operating costs. The most

probable estimate would result in a 6.6 percent annual operating cost savings.

System U is the lowest cost transit agency in this group. Costs and

operating characteristics are quite unusual for larger systems and more

typical of the medium-sized systems discussed in Section C.2 above. System U

provides very little peak service. Driver work rules and wages are

exceptionally favorable. The spread threshold is 13.5 hours, and extraboard

drivers have a lower wage rate (starting at $6.00 per hour) and a biweekly pay
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guarantee. Consequently, very little overtime or guarantee time is paid, as

reflected in System U's very low pay/plat ratio.

The cost estimation procedure was modified in several ways for System

U. It was not possible to estimate short-run avoidable costs because of

limited data availability. The lower extraboard driver costs had to be

incorporated into the model. Private operator cost estimation also required

modification, as vehicle requirements for the service package could not be

identified. Thus, overhead costs are calculated as a factor of driver-related

and mileage costs. Driver and mileage rates were also reduced to better

reflect the low prevailing wage rates in this area. (However, the assumed

private driver cost rate is still higher than the transit agency starting

driver rate.

)

Case study results for System U are given in Table C-26. As expected,

the predicted results of service contracting are not favorable. Pessimistic

estimates for both service packages are negative, and optimistic estimates are

quite modest. The most probable estimates are insignificant. Given the error

of these estimates, the results indicate that System U would not realize any

long-term savings from service contracting. These results are quite

reasonable, given that wages and work rules at System U are comparable to

those assumed for the private operator.

System V is also one of the smaller agencies in this group, and is a

one-garage operation. Hourly costs are below average. Relatively little

peak-only service is operated by System V. Work rules are not unfavorable,

with the possible exception of a limitation on interlined runs. The full-time

driver wage is high, but lower cost part-time drivers are being used to the

maximum extent allowed. The unscheduled cost calculated for System V is
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TABLE C-26

SYSTEM U RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run
N/A N/A N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
$1,267,056 $1,157,801 $1,241,948system u

Private Operator Cost 1,083,821 1,377,218 1,251,096

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

183,235 -219,419 9,148

Avoidable Cost 14.5% -19% < 1%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System U $4,926,914 $4,622,184 $4,877,700
Private Operator Cost 4,176,561 5,336,599 4,765,584

Difference
Percent of Public Agency

750,353 -717,415 112,116

Avoidable Cost 15.2% -15.4% 2.3%

unusually high (Table C-14), but because of data limitations could not be more

thoroughly investigated.

Table C-27 gives results for System V. The 5 percent service package

contains highly peaked service. Because so little extra peak service is

provided, the 20 percent package is primarily all-day service. In both cases,

interlining is not a factor, as only 12 percent of all the selected runs were

interlined. Short-run results are -16.2 and 17.9 percent, and long-term

results are 11.6 to 29.5 percent for the 5 percent package. The most probable

estimate is 20 percent. Twenty percent savings are similar with a range of

5.5 to 33.1 percent and a most probable estimate of 21.6 percent. In terms of

annual operating cost, these savings range from 1 to 6 percent. These results
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TABLE C-27

SYSTEM V RESULTS

Scenario Optimistic Pessimistic Most Probable

1: 5 Percent, Short Run

System V $1,353,264 $1,330,542 N/A

Private Operator Cost 1,274,482 1,545,804 N/A

Difference 278,782 -215,262 N/A
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 17.9% -16.2% N/A

2: 5 Percent, Long Run
System V $1,807,980 $1,748,966 $1,753,800
Private Operator Cost 1,274,482 1,545,804 1,403,046

Difference 533,490 203,162 350,754
Percent of Public Agency
Avoidable Cost 29.5% 11.6% 20%

3: 20 Percent, Long Run
System V $6,405,804 $6,250,421 $6,278,758
Private Operator Cost 4,286,398 5,906,042 4,924,85

6

Difference 2,119,406 344,379 1,353,902
Percent of Public Agency

Avoidable Cost 33.1% 5.5% 21.6%

indicate that service contracting can generate significant long-term savings

for System V, but short-term losses are possible. Thus the net effect of

contracting would depend on rate of adjustment of indirect costs.

C.3.3 Summary of Large System Case Study Results

Several conclusions can be drawn from the case study results. First,

estimated potential cost savings have a wide range, and seem to depend on a

variety of factors. The results here display a rough correspondence between
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transit agency operating costs or driver costs and the predicted savings, but

the relationship is certainly not sufficient to be able to accurately predict

potential savings based on these characteristics. Important factors affecting

cost savings appear to be service characteristics, interlining, and the

relative proportions of fixed and avoidable costs, in addition to transit

agency overall costs.

Service characteristics, or the actual configuration of runs and trips

making up the schedule, affect the private operator cost. Service which

requires unproductive use of either vehicles or drivers adds to private

operator costs, given the way in which we estimated private costs. It was

assumed that all of the contract service is a "stand alone" operation, with no

opportunities for interlining or integration with other services. Under these

circumstances, private operator costs become less competitive. In effect, the

economies realized by the transit agency from integrating these services are

lost, and the difference between avoidable cost and private cost declines.

Interlining affects the direct avoidable costs of the transit agency.

As discussed earlier, interlining impacts are highly variable and difficult to

predict. The interlining assumptions used in the case studies are probably

the weakest element in the methodology. The only way to accurately determine

interlining impacts is through schedule and runcutting, a computationally

complex and time consuming task. However, as more efficient scheduling

programs are developed, they will become more feasible planning tools. The

case study results indicate that a heavily interlined schedule can

significantly reduce the potential cost savings of service contracting.

The case studies also showed that the relative proportions of transit

agency fixed and avoidable costs are important. A high-cost agency may

realize only modest cost savings if a large share of operating costs are
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fixed, as in the case of System L. That is, the service planning and

management functions which are retained by the transit agencies account for a

large proportion of total costs at System L. The opposite is true for System

R, which showed one of the largest cost savings, despite modest average hourly

costs.

The second conclusion to be drawn from these case studies is that

differences between short-run and long-run impacts are important. Because all

indirect costs were assumed fixed in the short run, savings in the short run

are, of course, less than long-run savings. However, because of the

alternative assumptions used regarding maintenance labor attrition, short-run

savings were extremely variable. Combining the conservative attrition

assumption and the interlining penalty in the pessimistic avoidable cost

estimate led to consistently negative results. If these assumptions are

valid, the likelihood of short-run losses (e.g., an increase in operating

cost) is strong, all other things being equal. Thus, a key factor in service

contracting is how quickly the transit agency could reduce maintenance labor

and indirect costs in proportion to a reduction in service. Any consideration

of service contracting would thus require an estimate of the rate of long-run

adjustment, and the consequent net financial impact over the five-year

planning period.

The third conclusion from these case studies is that the cost of the

transit agency service may not be the best selection criterion for service to

be contracted. The case studies in which alternative service packages were

used showed little difference in expected savings between service packages.

As discussed previously, this is explained at least in part by the methods

used to generate private operator costs. If transit agency service cost is

less important, then other factors— such as interlining, geographic location,
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and focusing on one garage—may be more appropriate considerations. Indeed,

the most frequent criticism of this methodology on the part of the case study

agencies was that the method of service selection was unrealistic and

impractical.

Finally, the thirteen case studies showed that the cost models developed

in this research are a useful means for assessing possible service contracting

impacts. There is no way to evaluate the accuracy of these models, in the

absence of actual test projects. However, every effort was made to develop

reliable estimation methods. It should be noted that the transit avoidable

cost model has been the focus of this research effort. Private operator costs

were estimated for illustrative purposes only. In actual applications,

private costs would be determined in the bidding process. The avoidable cost

model provides transit agencies with a realistic means for determining the

magnitude of potential cost savings, both short run and long run, for a given

private bid cost.
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APPENDIX D

GLOSSARY 1

BLOCK - The sequence of all trips, including deadheading, made by a bus

between the time it leaves the garage and the time it returns. The

corresponding concept for drivers is the run. A block may consist of

many driver runs.

DEADHEADING - The portion of a route where a bus is moving, but out of

service. For example, the trip from the garage to the starting point of

a run.

EXTRABOARD - The group of operators responsible for covering runs left open by

sick or absent regular drivers. In addition, the extraboard covers runs

left open by vacationing drivers at most districts; it also often covers

scheduled trippers and charter runs.

GUARANTEE TIME - The bonus paid to meet a driver's daily (or weekly) guaranteed

minimum pay hours.

HEADWAY - The time between successive buses along a route.

INTERLINING - The practice of assigning driver runs and bus blocks to more

than one route.

PART-TIME RUN - The combination of regularly scheduled trips making up a part-

time driver's daily assignment. Part-time runs are usually one-piece

runs of less than six hours. The specific characteristics of part-time

runs are determined by the labor contract.

1 Adapted from the glossary in Chomitz and Lave, 1981.
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PAY HOUR - A unit of money equivalent to one hour of straight-time wages.

PAY/PLAT RATIO - The total scheduled pay hours divided by the total scheduled

platform hours.

PEAK/BASE RATIO - Total buses in service during the peak commuting period

divided by the number of buses in service during the midday period.

PIECE - An unbroken driver assignment of trips.

PLATFORM HOURS - The actual time in a day's assignment during which an operator

is in charge of the vehicle, whether it is in motion or not.

REGULAR OPERATORS - The operators assigned to regular runs, as opposed to

extraboard operators.

REGULAR RUN - The combination of regularly scheduled trips making up an

operator's daily assignment. If the combined platform times exceed a

certain amount, say six hours, it is a full-time run. Unless otherwise

specified, the term refers to a full-time operator's run.

REPORT (TIME) - The driver-paid time for vehicle preparation prior to the time

at which the bus leaves the garage, usually five or ten minutes.

RUN - see REGULAR RUN.

SCHEDULING - The process of assigning buses and drivers to the service

schedule.

SPLIT RUN - A regular run split into two or more pieces and containing an

unpaid break.

SPREAD MAXIMUM - The longest permissible spread time for an operator.
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SPREAD PENALTY - The penalty pay to drivers for work performed in excess of a

specified spread threshold. For example, if the spread threshold is ten

hours, a driver would receive extra pay for all work with spread time of

more than ten hours.

SPREAD THRESHOLD - The total maximum allowed spread time for which all work up

to eight hours will be paid at the regular rate.

SPREAD TIME - The total elapsed time from the beginning to the end of a day's

assignment, including all breaks.

STRAIGHT RUN - A run without an unpaid break.

TRIPPER - A short operator assignment. Typically, a tripper begins and ends

in the garage.

TWO-PIECE RUN - A run containing a break; if the break is unpaid, the run is

a split run.
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